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ABSTRACT

Chinese speakers of English as a second language, after arriving in
Australia, often demonstrate considerable reticence in expressing
themselves, both orally and with gesture. Teachers of such students often
think that such reticence is associated with a Confucian cultural and
educational background. This apparently over modest self presentation
may cause Chinese learners difficulties as they strive to achieve their
social and educational goals in Australia. This thesis examines the causes
of this reticence, and seeks pedagogical solutions to the problem. The
researcher has adopted an etlmographic approach, and video-recorded the
communicative performances, in real-life social situations, of a sample
group of Chinese speakers of English, and has analysed the relations of
speech and gesture as they evolve over a period of time . The conclusions
support the view that the gestural patterns of the subjects are universal
rather than culturally specific, and that the facilitation of real-life
communication encourages the development in the subjects of individual,
self-expressive styles of communication.
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Chapter One
INTRODUCTION
THE PROBLEM TO BE INVESTIGATED

During their initial period of residence in

Aust~ia,

many Chinese

speakers are hesitant in expressing themselves when speaking English, and
in presenting themselves to their interlocutors as individuals with their
own specific identities, needs and life goals. The shyness and lack of
confidence of many learners is apparent in their restrained gestures, in
their reluctance to move around the communicative stage in order to
initiate conversations and in their reticence to express orally themselves as
individuals. It is not known with any certainty how successfully Chinese
learners of English arr able to transfer some of their communicative skills
from the Chinese setti 1g in which they are already skilled and apply them
to the speaking of En5lish in Australia, or how well they can manipulate
appropriate discourse forms such as starting a conversation, turn taking,
and taking leave of a conversation.
It is apparent that, at least in the initial stages of their residence in

Australia, Chinese learners fmd that typical Australian social situations in
which people meet each other informally away from institutions- the
Australian family and education system, for example-are strange for
them. These

situation~

require them to interact with Australians who may

exhibit communicative styles and social behaviour to which the Chinese
speakers are not accustomed.
Chinese speakers of English who are newly arrived in Australia
often find it difficult to make the transition from a formal languagelearning situation to real-life communication. The formal languagelearning situation offers security and structure, since the roles of student
and teacher are fairly well defined, and the learner is faced with
predictable situations in pathways outlined in a syllabus or textbook. Even
1

in communicative language learning, the teacher is present as a guide who
prepares the learners, gives explanations and instructions, and provides
feedback. Other participants in a formal learning situation are often from
the same country or from a similar cultural background. This
commonality of first language can be a positive help in learning English,
but such support needs to be transcended eventually as the speaker's social
life in the host community begins to broaden.
A real-life communicative situation places demands of a different
kind upon the learner. Learners enter an unfamiliar social environment in
which the 'rules of pky' may be at variance with those to which they are
accustomed. The resulting social situations may require these learners of
English to act in an apparently more casual and informal way than they
would otherwise do in a similar situation in their own country. Though
the Chinese learners of English may be understood by their teachers and
colleagues in the language-learning situation, they are uncertain about
whether they will understand native interlocutors, or be understood by
them. These Chinese arrivals may be afraid of 'losing face', of making a
fool of themselves.
This potential embarrassment and fear of losing face might cause
Chinese learners to withdraw physically, to hold themselves back by
avoiding eye contact and to give an appearance of being physically tense
or uncomfortable. It may be quite demanding for native-speaker
interlocutors to follow the staccato speech of a Chinese speaker, and so
native speakers may not persevere in communicating at length, especially
if they simply want to chat casually in a relaxed environment.
The bodily presentation of Chinese learners often appears
circumscribed and O\'erly modest compared to typical Australian styles.
This hesitant self-pn::sentation is typical of an early stage of language
learning, when initial fears have to be overcome. Such hesitancy militates
2

against partiCipation in social situations which require an outwardly
relaxed and outgoing stance. For Chinese learners, cultural norms of
modesty and respectfulness, as well as the difficulties of self-expression in
a second language, inhibit easy communication in English with others .
Teachers of English often compare Asian migrants with migrants
from Europe, and they may conclude that the Chinese are disadvantaged
because their communicative style and marmer of bodily presentation are
not as easily transferred to the Australian context. The communicative
performances of Poli~h people, for example, might be typified by their
outgoing nature in, for example, meeting other people. This European
style contrasts with the style of Chinese people and their characteri stic
'holding back'. Chinese learners new to Australia might sometimes give
the impression (to the person who cursorily encounters them) of having
an inscrutable, ambiguous or enigmatic marmer. Thus, both their bodily
presentation and the verbal interchanges in which they are involved might
be misinterpreted.
Australians may think of Chinese speakers as having a very muted,
overly formal style of personal choreography: a demeanour which is very
polite, but which does not give adequate responses to reinforce typical
discourse features, such as signals of comprehension and feedback.
Confusion may ensue for other interactants if Chinese speakers smile at an
inappropriate time or place, if they are silent or non-reactive, or if the'y
'freeze'. In other words, the speech of Chinese speakers may be
accompanied by an inappropriate paralinguistic feature, such as a 'wrong'
tone or pitch of voice or laughter which is inconsistent with the linguistic
message. A reticence to take the initiative in opening conversations with
native speakers , in

~.ituations

where the patterns of interaction are

markedly different fn,m comparable situations in their own culture, may
prevent Chinese speakers from pursuing or achieving their social goals.
3

Thus, there is a combination of factors which contributes to the
difficulty of transition from the classroom to the real world. Learners
may not have the discourse strategies appropriate for carrying out a
casual conversation. They may be afraid to use English to participate in
such a situation, leading to a self-presentation which does not encourage
ease of self-expression. Such a person may unwittingly give an impression
of not knowing enough English, or of being too shy to speak, or simply
being unwilling to speak with others.
It seems that Chinese learners of English need to acquire a style of
bodily presentation and discourse strategies which is appropriate to the
social situation. The need to use gestures to emphasize particular words or
phrases is of particular import, since such gestures assist the
observer/listener to understand the significant points of what a speaker is
saying. In other words, Chinese learners of English need to provide an
appropriate communicative performance, both orally and gesturally,
attuned to the comple>: dynamics of the emerging situation, one which will
establish their identity and assist them to put their message across.
Second-languag~

learners are often given little instruction m

recognizing the communicative significance of gesture. The use of
gestures to assist in explaining oneself is quite normal and acceptable for
both native and second-language speakers. Gestures can be also a
compensation when speakers cannot find words with which to express
themselves. Gestures can add to the aesthetic appeal of a speaker's
performance, a quality which further stimulates the extension of
discourse with an interlocutor, so that participating speakers express
themselves easily, make clear their intentions in the interaction, and
respond coherent! y to each other.

4

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Limited research has been done into the relations of speech and
gesture of second language speakers, and it appears that current
approaches to researching the communication strategies used by second
language speakers are very 'logocentric', focussing on speech alone rather
than speech which is complemented by gestures.

In the literature there are many exhortations from researchers in the
field of second-language learning to take into account gestural aspects of
language. The present study aims to correct the current imbalance, and to
examine various theoretical approaches by which the relations of speech
and gesture may be explored.
Research on the relationship between speech and gesture has
generally been avoided by linguists since the topic raises philosophical
dilemmas concerning the relation of speech and bodily gestures, so that
empirical research is rendered problematical. Despite this, much useful
empirical research h.ls been carried out by social psychologists with
native speakers of English and of other languages. However, the
implications of this work for language teaching and learning have not yet
been drawn out.
On the broader philosophical front, there is considerable speculation
about the role of the body in communication, and writers agree that a
perspective on the body's role in human interactions challenges current
trends in language and communication. An examination of the relations of
speech and gesture

pr~mises

to provide useful insights into the nature of

the communicative pr'1cess.
The role of gesture raises the complex questions of visual perception
in communication and in language learning. Some students in English-asa-second-l~,nguage

courses may in fact be very perceptive visually, and

will readily detect gestural signals from other interlocutors, and so this

5

interlocutors, and so this ability can be utilized in language learning.
The role of visual perception on a larger scale, as in holistically
perceiving a gesturing interlocutor, may be relevant in considering the
pedagogical implications. For example, it may be that curriculum
guidelines require teachers to place excessive emphasis on the study of
oral and written texts, which are abstracted from real life, so
overshadowing other 'texts' such as video recordings of communicative
events. The current preferred focus on textual language (for example,
the analysis of written tests or oral recorded texts) may need to be
modified to take into account speech as accompanied by gesture.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study is to explore the role of gestures in
communication, with particular reference to how Chinese-background
learners use gestures when speaking English as a second language. The
study aims to depict the gestural and oral development of a group of
English learners over a brief period of time. Another purpose is to
gauge the extent to which gestures assist Chinese-background speakers
to express themselves in English and assist them in being understood.
Those personal influences , as well as the cultural ones, which
influence bodily self-presentation, should be documented. It is apparent
that the learners' personal histories, attitudes (concerning politeness,
modesty, silence and deference), and their sociocultural backgrounds,
influence their communicative performance, and this influence needs to
be gauged.
This study aims to document the process by which a Chinese
learner of English transforms himself from being a student of the
language to being an active participant in a communicative situation
where English is used. This process is often associated with encounters
6

which the learner of English musters the words needed to make an
appropriate social formula in order to open a conversation. To initiate
and persist in this interaction, the speaker needs the confidence to enter
the communicative stage and approach a potential interlocutor. to place
himself or herself in an appropriate position for interaction. and to utilize
the gestural and oracy skills in order to continue with the conversation.

In order to achieve the purposes of the study. pertinent questions
need to be posed and answered. The first question to be answered is the
theoretical and methodological one of how to deal with the complexities
of the relationship of speech and gesture, of how to establish a consistent
analytical framework which offers the educationalist the possibility of
gaining useful results. The philosophical dilemmas associated with the
relationship of speech and gesture need to be resolved in order to allow
the study to proceed. Appropriate terminologies and definitions need to
be established. The parameters of this framework must then be narrowed
down in a way that is relevant to an examination of the relation of speech
and gesture of Chinese speakers of English, so that crosscultural
considerations are taken in to account. These theoretical and
methodological issues will be dealt with in Chapters Two and Three.
There are six major research questions, which form the basis of the
dissertation, and these will be answered in Chapter Four.
1. Gestures actually used by Chinese speakers

(a) What gestures do Chinese speakers use when speaking English?
(b) Are they equivalent to the descriptions, in the literature, of the
common gestures used by native and non-native English speakers in facetojace communication? Do Chinese speakers, particularly in face-to-face
interaction, use gestu;·es whose meaning is easily understood, ones which
are also used by natiV£ speakers of Australian English?

7

2. Gestures which have culturally specific meanings

(a) Do Chinese speakers of English use gestures which have culturally
specific meanings? That is, do they use gestures whose meanzng zs
recognizable only in a Chinese linguistic-cultural context?
(b) Is the common picture of Chinese students being overly modest and
deferential an accurate one, especially in relation to the self-presentation
of Chinese students in typically Australian communicative situations? Are
such styles of bodily behaviour a manifestation of shyness, fear or
hesitation?
(c) How do learners adapt to the apparent informality of Australian social
occasions, if they are accustomed to more formal behaviour in social
interaction?
3. Extent to which gestures are expressions of Individual
personalities and o·i affective states

(a) Do Chinese learners of English develop their own repertoire of
gestures consistent with their individual personalities, or do Chinese
individuals demonstrate similar or identical gestural patterns?
(b) To what extent are recently arrived Chinese students able to express
feeling states such as surprise, dismay, pleasure or displeasure in English?
Are these gestural expressions readily understood by other listeners or
observers?
(c) Do Chinese speakers indicate gesturally that they appreciate and
respond to the humour of a particular social situation, or to the jokes
made by themselves or other interlocutors?

8

4. The relationship between gestures and the dynamics of
discourse

(a) In order to initiate a conversation, or in order to be invited into a
conversation, do Chinese speakers take the initiative in approaching other
interactants in a social situation?
(b) What gestural tactics does the Chinese learner of English use to gain
attention, to initiate conversations, to gain the floor in a conversation, to
hold the floor, to invite responses from their interlocutors, to accept or
reject interruptions from their interlocutors, and to conclude his or her
own speaking turns?
(c) Do Chinese speakers indicate to their interlocutors, by the use of
gestures, that they net:d time to pause in order to recall a word they need,
or in order to recollect facts, or to make, for example, an arithmetic
calculation? Do they signal to their native-speaker interlocutors that they
need additional time to work out a way of expressing themselves in
English?
5. The synchrony of gesture with semantic features of speech
and intonation patterns

(a) Given the fact that Chinese learners of English may not possess nativelike proficiency in English syntax, do their gestures compensate for these
deficiencies, and so ·:ontribute substantially to the coherence of their
communicative performances? Do Chinese speakers use gestures, for
example, to indicate when or where an event takes place, so that the
listener is able, from the gestures, to place the narrative in a coherent
temporal and spatial frame?
(b) To what extent do Chinese speakers use gestures to compensate for not
knowing the appropriate word they need in conversation? How effective
are such gestures in assisting their listeners to understand them? To what

9

extent are Chinese speakers able to indicate, by means of gestur~s. their
comprehension or non-comprehension of their interlocutors' utterances?
(c) Are Chinese speakers able to convey nuances of meaning to their
interlocutors, by means of appropriate gesture, intonation and sentence
stress? Do the intonation and stress patterns help to reinforce intended
meanings?
6. The role of gestural style and behaviour In communication

(a) How do the discrete features of gestural behaviour combine in overall
communicative performance of Chinese learners of English?
(b) How gesturally active are Chinese learners of English? Do they move
around the communicative stage, or do they restrict themselves to one
place? Are the Chines.:! learners' gestures expansive, or are they enclosed?
Do the speakers preier having intimate one-to-one conversation? Are
they, on the other hand, willing to speak to a group of people distributed
more widely over the communicative stage, so asserting themselves by
addressing a larger audience?

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

The teaching of gesture has often been passed over as incidental in
teacher education. Strategies need to be developed so that learners are
encouraged to express themselves 'with gestures', in such a way that they .
will be able to express themselves more fully. Teachers may need to know
which gestures Chinese learners feel confident with and are appropriate
for communication in English, and which gestures (if any) might promote
miscommunication. It would be useful to know with greater certainty
whether Chinese people use the same gestures as do Australians. The
comparison of Chinese communicative styles with those used by English
speakers in Australia needs to be made to determine what they have in
common.
10

In discussing these implications of the fmdings , an attempt has been
made to consider some additional questions. The following questions. to
be discussed in Chapter Five, may suggest the pedagogical implications of

this study's fmdings.
To what extent is it possible for teachers to facilitate gestural
development on the part of Chinese and other learners in courses in
English as a second language? In what ways do real-life activities, in
which learners encounter and interact both with native Australians in
typically Australian social settings, promote communicative skills? Does
interaction with non-English speakers from similar or different linguistic
and cultural backgrounds-for example, other students-give learners the
opportunity and confidence to communicate socially in English?
Do teachers use gestures in order to make themselves understood to
Chinese learners of English? Might such a use of gesture make a positive
or a negative contribution to language learning? To what extent should
teachers encourage Chinese speakers to use gestures in order to
communicate effectively? In what ways can teachers encourage Chinese
speakers of English to use gestures?

DEFINITIONS

Discourse and speech

Conversational discourse is the 'formal system of openings,
closings, and the tum taking system within conversations' (Hatch, 1983, p.

133). Features of discourse include speakers' acts of gaining attention,
holding the floor, pausing, allowing a partner to take a tum, intenupting,
terminating their own tum, narrating a story, and explaining a point. The

turn system is a way of coordinating the exchange of turns, of providing
feedback on the state of the speaker's message, and allowing the listener to
indicate how well he is following the speaker. A tum consists of a period
11

of time during which one has the 'right and obligation to speak' (West and
Zimmerman, 1982, p. 522). These turns are also regulated by a speaker's
gesticulation signals and also, according to Sacks, Schlegoff and Jefferson
(1974, p. 703), by speakers' intonational patterns. Repairs in
conversation are those attempts by interlocutors to remediate 'hitches'
in the production of talk.

Casual conversation is more unplanned and more relaxed than
formal spoken Australian discourse. Casual conversations may be
somewhat ungrammatical since the speaker voices his train of thought.
Speakers may not complete an utterance because they wish to initiate
another thought and utterance. Unfmished utterances may be completed
by other interlocutors. Casual conversation is typically nonstandard;
spontaneous and idiosyncratic, but it does conform to characteristic
patterns recognized by Australian speakers. Its significance for observers
and listeners is derived from their own. perspectives; its meanings are
derived from wider contexts. Participants in casual conversations may not
necessarily be native speakers, but such conversation is typical for
Australian social situations. Casual conversation is regarded as authentic,
in contrast to the scripted dialogues of English language teaching course
books.
Speech refers to oral discourse, which can be further analysed into
segments such as lexical affiliates, syntax and prosodic patterns. Lexical
affiliates are those words whose meaning are reinforced by gestures: the
latter precede the articulation of the word (Schegloff, 1984, p. 275).
Deixis is the process by which words 'point' to position or time , such as
'here', 'there', and 'now', then'. These words are often accompanied by
deictic gestures which point to 'this' or 'that' (Schegloff, 1984, p. 291 ), to
'here' or 'there', or to 'now' and 'then'. Syntax is the structuring of
words in utterances such that meaning is communicated to observers and
12

listeners, often with reference to the context even though such utterances
may be grammatically incorrect.
Prosody is the pattern in which sounds are articulated in order to
provide utterances with additional context-related significance. Prosodic
cues, according to Gumperz (1982, p. 100), include intonation; changes in
loudness; stress (a perceptual feature comprising variations in pitch.
loudness and duration); variations in vowel length; and phrasing,
including utterance chunking by pausing, accelerhting and deaccelerating
across utterance chunks. They direct the listener to shades of meaning,
and contribute to dev-!loping a cohesive thematic structure which makes
sense (Gumperz, 1982, p. 104). These prosodic conventions vary between
speech communities. Indian varieties of English have their own specific
prosodic patterns, for example. In this study 'prosody' is used as an
holistic, phenomenological concept in association with similar concepts
such as communicative style.
Intonation is the 'rise and fall of pitch as it occurs along the
speech chain' (Bolinger, 1983, p. 156). In tonal languages , such as
Mandarin, Cantonese and Hakka, words derive their meanings from the
high or low tones with which they are spoken, unlike in English. Despite
the importance of tones, 'stress plays an important part in Chinese, too,
and sometimes makes a difference in meaning or structure' (Chao, 1980,
p. 44).
Paralinguistic features, according to Street (1990, p. 122),
include loudness, pitch, pause, speech duration and speech rate. Voice
quality settings are also paralinguistic features, involving 'the longterm postures of the larynx, pharynx, tongue and velopharyngeal system
and lips' which serve to characterize an individual speaker, or to signal
mood or emotion in conversational contexts (Esling and Wong, 1983, p.
89).
13

Phatic communion or ritualistic overtures are those almost
ceremonial aspects of face-to-face interactions which conform strongly to
a community of expectations. They can, however, be idiosyncratic.
individual and incon!;istent. Malinowski (1923 in Laver, 1972, p. 151)
described them as as 'a type of speech in which ties of union are created by
a mere exchange of words .... They fulfil a social function and that is their
principal aim'.
Phenomenological

Perspect ives

Gestures are those bodily movements which bear communicable
meaning. Sometimes gestures and the bodily expression of emotion are
regarded as linking us with our animal prehistories and animal natures.
according to Charles Darwin. In contrast , Merleau-Ponty, a
phenomenologist, compares gestural expression to a melody, an
'intentional arc' which brings about the unity of the senses, of intelligence,
of sensibility and motility (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p. 136).
The gestures of the body represent pre-reflective mode of acting,
relating to our earliest, unlearned grasping and manipulative movements
of childhood, which set the pattern for those of adulthood (Levin, 1985, p.
126). In later life, adults learn to adjust their bodily presentation in ways
which are appropriate and acceptable, but some of the basic emotionssuch as fear, joy, surprise-find familiar gestural outlets. Gestures form
part of a holomovement beginning with a physical motor act, embracing
concomitant cognitive, affective and conative programs. Speech itself is a
gesture since it involves bodily movement-the gaining of bodily
attention, the movement of the mouth, jaw, lips, as well as gaze.

Style in this dissertation refers to a person's synchrony of gestural
and oral performance, in a way which expresses the speaker's
individuality. Communicative style is a term used by Bamlund (1975,
pp. 428-456) to describe the ways in which Japanese and Americans
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present themselves in interaction. Style, in its phenomenological
perspective, is elucidated by Gregorc (1984, p. 51) as comprising
behaviours which are superficial surface ones but which are nevertheless
significant, since stylistic characteristics serve to reveal deeper levels of
the human mind, including whole systems of thought and those unique
psychological qualities which link the subjective and objective levels of
expenence.
Authentic communication, a term used by existentialists (for
example, Merleau-Ponty), appropriately describes that 'felt' dimension of
communication in which participants
seek to open themselves to each other in order to learn and
exchange something about themselves and the world. There is
mutual confirmation and genuine reciprocity.
(Spurling, 1977, p. 75)

Authentic communication

IS,

m fact, a characteristic of so-called

'humanistic teaching' (Moskowitz, 1978). Authentic communication
provides memorable experiences for learners, since they more likely
learn something from such an experience. In working with secondlanguage learners, teachers recognize that certain typical exercises or
drills are not useful learning experiences, since the learners are not really
involved personally in the activities. In contrast, there may be moments in
a communicative situation where there is a genuine sense of empathy
between interlocutors. This sense of authenticity is particularly pertinent
in observing gestural behaviour which is a genuine expression of affective
states such as shyness, fear, pleasure and so on.
Culture, in this .,tudy, is the manner of self presentation and bodily
behaviour accompanying speech, and is associated with the childhood
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experience, education and adult social expectations of the group (very
often, an ethnic group) in which a person lives out his life. Culture is inscribed, in Levin's expression, 'onto the text of our flesh, our primordial
text' (Levin, 1985, pp. 190). A culture is handed down (or up) not only
through the spoken or written texts, but also in the bodies 'handed down'
generation after generation. A child mirrors the gait and deportment of
parents and teachers. Traditionally, for Chinese people, the bond between
one's own body and that of one's parents is very close; Chu (1985, p. 258)
quotes an old Chinese saying: 'One's body, hair and skin are gifts from
one's parents. One is not at liberty to do them harm'. A literate society
inculcates the gesture of handwriting into the bodies of its members.
From this point of view, the writing of Chinese can be understood to be
only one feature of an ever widening field of hand and bodily gestures.
Motility is that sense of vital movement which manifests itself as
individuals extends themselves further into their environment; for
example, by expressing themselves fluently with gestures, by establishing
their presence in an interaction and gaining attention, and by moving
around their environments in ways that allow them to follow through
their own projects and to pursue their goals . Motility, a basic
characteristic of all living organisms, is defmed by Roth as 'the degree of
facility with which an organism moves' (Roth, 1972, p. 285). According
to Herrick (1956, p. 340), it is that motor activity which is intimately
connected to cognitive processes and speech and is a factor which
contributes to an individual's perceptual knowledge.

Lebenswelt, a typically phenomenological term, contrasts with the
more frequent term 'real-life world': it is the experiential world to which
the embodied subject relates in speaking and acting, and so is more closely
associated with the self-expressive function of an individual's speech and
gesture. In this sphere it is often an individual's private experience which
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contributes to language acquisition; for example, by fully experiencing
the new environment. This task demands from the learner a 'leap into the
unknown', since a second language speaker must make the first utterances
in what may appear to be an unstructured social situation, where there is
no teacher to act as guide, and in which the interlocutors cannot revert
back to a common first language. In contrast, the Weltanschauung is the
collective social world, 'limited in a hierarchical fashion by cultural
preferences and practices of a given era' (Lanigan, 1988, p. 162). A
speaker in this case would be conforming with the rules of discourse
appropriate to the situation and associated social roles. Related activities
would include dealing with bureaucracies, such as using appropriate
discourse strategies in a job interview.
Space may be defined empirically and phenomenologically. In
kinesics, the relevant empirical term is proxemics. Empirically, space
can be represented by diagrams, charts or maps which provide 'a view
from the top'. The up-and-down axis, as Schrag describes it (1969, p. 63),
'has the most abiding and constant value, compared to the embodied
experiencer's here and there, back and front, right and left. The points of
reference are fixed'. Experientially, however, 'One does not reside
between the markings on maps and one does not journey across a
summation of metrical points' (Schrag, 1969, p. 55). Space is not
equivalent to the structured space of the environment. The closeness of
neighbours does not necessarily mean experiential closeness (Schrag,
1969, p. 64 ). A person may erect a wall around himself through silence,
for example, even though he is physically with other people. A person's
goals are achieved within spatial dimensions. A person's ability to
communicate effectively implies that this person has rule over a certain
territory. Schrag (1969, p. 137) puts it this way: 'The body marks out a
surrounding territorial space over which it maintains a relative
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sovereignty .... My territorial space becomes the place for something to be
done'.

Field of presence is that area or space in which an interlocutor
holds the floor and maintains attention. It can be gauged by the proxemic
orientation of other interlocutors (for example, who is sitting where).
from the gaze direction of participants and the display area of an
interlocutor's gestures. A person who holds the floor often has wider,
more liberal body movements than those who do not. Field of presence
includes 'psychological space', according to Schrag, (1969, p. 65):
In moments of happiness and hope, space is full and
expanded. The experiencer is not bound to an isolated here;
his bod•r movements are not restricted; he can move
"'
uninhibitedly in the directions where his varied concerns lie.
In the experience of regret and remorse , space becomes
restrictive and confines the movement of thought and action
alike. Concern for the use of utensils as well as concern for
other people, the concern through which one spatializes one's
world, loses its vitality and significance.

Intentionality underlies communication. Bodily movements are
expressions of a person in relation to the experiential situation, and to the
person's projects and goals. Intentionality is an important feature of
communication which appears when, for example, subjects move around
the communicative stage seeking participation in a conversation; or when
subjects follow through with their intentions to complete what they wish
to say despite interjections or challenges from others . These are
symptoms of assertiveness, a trait often necessary for achieving goals in
communication.
Kinesics

Kinesics 1s the science of 'body behavioral communication'
(Birdwhistell, 1968, p. 379) and is concerned with those bodily
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movements which synchronize with oral/aural ones in a communicative
event. Body movements are the visual cues which give a fully human
quality to the interplay of communication.
Tonus refers to the state of muscular tension in a person. It is a state
of ·readiness and alertness for interaction (Scheflen, 1972, p. 16). High
tonus may express dominance, for example, when interactants are
extended to their full height, with jaw protruded. The stance was
understood by Scheflen (1972, p. 16) to convey masculine assertiveness.
Low tonus is characterized by slwnping, shrinking, and lowering the eyes
in an attitude of submission (Scheflen, 1972, p. 16).
Gesticulation refers to those hand and arm movements which are
'intimately linked to the activity of speaking and are often regarded as the
speaker's total expression' (Kendon, 1980, p. 207).
Bodily presentation is the gestalt of all the features which
characterize the way people present themselves and their bodies in a
communicative situation. It embraces the 'animal' prereflective gestures
as well as those reflecting the norms of the society in which a person has
been reared. It is adjusted to the 'genre' or situation. A barbecue, a
classroom lesson or a job interview each requires an appropriate genre of
bodily presentation. Scheflen (1964, p. 234) defmes presentation as the
totality of a person's positions in a given interaction which have have a
duration ranging from several minutes to several hours. A terminal of
an interaction is characterized by a complete change in an interlocutor's
location (Scheflen, 1954, p. 234).
Proxemic frames of interaction are the ways people arrange
themselves within the physical surroundings of the communicative stage.
The position in which people who sit or stand opposite to each other is
termed 'vis-a-vis' by Scheflen (1972, p. 28) . Kendon (1973, p. 600) uses
the term 'frontal orientation' for face-to-face greetings. The two
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interactants face each other, adjusting 'the distance between themselves
according to their ethnicity, their level of intimacy, their prior
relationship, their business together and the available physical space and
circumstance' (Scheflen, 1972, p. 28). Kendon (1973, p. 600) uses the
terin 'frontal orientation' for face-to-face greetings. For discussion type
activities it is common for people to arrange themselves in a circle or
semicircle.
Bookending (Scheflen, 1964 in Laver, 1972, p. 238) describes an
occasion when members at each end of a line 'tum inward and extend an
arm or a leg across the open space as if to limit access in or out of the
group'. The position adopted by interactants who sit or stand side by side
(Scheflen, 1972, p. 31) is a common frame which may provide security
or, in some cases, may encourage evasion.
Scheflen uses the term 'with' to describe interactants who are with a
partner rather than with other people. In this frame people who are close
or intimate friends are physically close to each other. Similarly, a pair of
fellow students talking to a lecturer in a triangle formation may be 'with'
the lecturer (Scheflen, 1972, p. 32).
Posture, according to Scheflen (1964 in Laver, 1972, p. 238), may
be characterised by inclusiveness or non-inclusiveness of posture: it
defines the space for the activities and delimits access to and within the
group. Postural frames of interaction include standing and being
sedentary. A person's standing posture may indicate dominance in
relation to others. Recognizing such a frame may be useful when
observing the relative positions of males and females, and trying to infer
the power relationships between them.
The sedentary position may include knees crossed, one thigh over
other, or the figure four position. The angle of the spine to the thighs may
serve as a gauge. In a slouched position, the angle of the spine to the thigh
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may be less than about ninety degrees, with perhaps the person's chin
dropped down. In the erect position, this angle would be approximately
ninety, while in the slouched position the angle would be much more than
ninety, with the spine leaning back. Qualitatively, the sedentary position
may be described as heavy and immobile ('laid back'), or light and ready
to go (erect and alert).
In a mirroring-imaged postural relationship, interactants assume
mirrored postures, often during moments of closeness or communion
(Scheflen 1964, in Laver, 1972, p. 241). LaFrance describes posture
mirroring (1982, p. 281) as the degree to which people share the same
body position at the same time, face to face.
A similar process is mimesis (Sarles, 1975, p. 25) or copying, as
when joggers jog together in the same rhythm and the same style.
Subvocalization by a listener would be an example of the mimesis of
speech.
Expressive-affective displays are facial expressions which
express emotion (Scheflen, 1972, p. 45, 70). Some of these may be:
surprise, indicated by open mouth and widening eyes; puzzlement, often
denoted by scratching one's head; nervousness, which may be conveyed
by fingering a ring; and hesitancy, which might be suggested by darting
eyes. Interest in a topic of conversation may be expressed by head
movements which follow the speaker. Boredom might be evident when a
participant looks down or away: however, eye aversion has culturally
specific meanings and so it is not always possible to ascribe to it a
universal meaning.
Smiles and laughter may express humour or politeness; or
alternatively, serve as face-saving devices. Some instances of humour
may have a universal appeal, in which case humour is recognized by
participants from various cultural backgrounds. In these cases an incident
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or a comment may evoke general laughter from partJCJpants.
Alternatively, humour may be culturally specific. A person from one
culture may laugh, at a socially inappropriate moment, at things which are
normally regarded as sad from another cultural perspective.

Monitors may be positive or negative and serve to express approval
or disapproval (Scheflen, 1972, p. 108). Some examples of monitors are
frowning, wiping an index fmger laterally across one's nostrils, flicking
lint, narrowing the eyelids and raising the eyebrows. Monitors of

evaluation, such a looks of contempt or disdain or closing the eyes and
sighing, may be exhibited by participants (Scheflen, 1972, p. 142). When
carried out by superiors, they may be threatening.
Discourse markers

Discourse marker is the term used in this study in preference to
the term 'speech markers' used by Scheflen (1972, p. 46). It is apparent
that applied linguists would use the term 'discourse' to refer to Scheflen's
'speech'. Discourse markers include the body movements described
below.

Movements to gain attention may be preceded by the
participants sighting each other and exchanging glances to give clearance
for further interaction (Goffman, 1963, in Kendon and Ferber, 1973, p.
628). Participants may attract attention by leaning forward, smiling, and
establishing eye contact.
In interruptions speakers may yield to an interrupter but
may hold the gesture that was in progress at the point of
interruption to show that they consider their tum still in progress
and intend to resume after the interruption.
(Schegloff, 1984, p. 271 ).
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Readiness may be demonstrated by moving the gesturing limb to a
'cocked' position It is not so much a gesture but a preparation for one
(Schegloff, 1984, p. 274).

Terminal markers (Scheflen , 1972, p. 31, 55) are used by
participants to indicate completion: they lean back when sedentary, or
avoid further eye contact. Scheflen (1972, p . 55) offers this explanation:
When people finish the interaction altogether, they drop
their eye.; for a moment, carry out a parting ritual, disband
their orientation to each other, and leave the scene. When
they complete a task there is often a specific kinesic signal of
completion.

Kendon (1980, p . 221) describes synchronised gesture and speech as
interlocutors terminate their conversation, by lowering a part of their
gesticulating body, 'with a falling terminal juncture in speech'. When the
pitch of voice is sustained or raised at the end of an utterance, the
gesticulating body part is also sustained or raised.
The point is described by Scheflen as shifts of body posture and
gesture which are made 'every few sentences':
He may turn his head right or left, tilt it, cock it to one side or
the other, or flex and extend his neck so as to look toward the
floor or ceiling. Regardless of the kind of shift in head
posture, the attitude is held for a few sentences, then shifted
to another position.
(Scheflen, 1964 in Laver, 1972, p. 231 ).

The point may be a juncture to allow an interlocutor to take a tum,
or allow for a change of direction in conversational theme. These
junctures are accompanied by a movement of the head, hands or eyes. In
speech, a juncture is indicated by a rise in pitch (as in a question), by a fall
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in pitch (to signal a completion), or by holding the pitch (indicating that
the speaker will continue)
Position is the totality of one's person's positions m a gtven
interaction (Scheflen, 1964 in Laver, 1972, p. 234 ). It is marked by a
gross postural shift involving at least half the body presentation (Scheflen,
1964 in Laver 1972, p. 232).
Gestures related to speech

Gumperz and Gumperz (1982, p. 15) distinguish signs, such as
winking, handshakes and nods, which are taken for granted and
subconsciously given. These include microsignals such as eye blinks, the
contraction of facial muscles, the movement of eyelid muscles and dilation
of eyes. Proxemic signals include gaze direction, posture and body
orientation (Gumperz and Gumperz, 1982, p. 15).
Certain gestures, particularly those associated with movements of the
eyes and the area around the eyes, can provide data concerning the
cognitive processes a speaker is conducting. Conjugate lateral eye
movements (CLEMS) (Dennison, 1981, p. 61) are cognitive indicators
indicating self-monitvring and processing language ready for production,
and are linked with neural processes. They may consist of looking from
side to side or around. Comprehension may sometimes be indicated by
nodding or an appropriate facial expression in the region around the eyes,
and smiling. for example. Non-comprehension may be indicated by
frowning, shrugging the shoulders, protruding the head or dropping the
jaw. Recollectors signal that information is being recalled; for example,
covering the eyes, or touching the forehead may signal an effort to
remember something.
Certain typical gestures accompany exposition and argument.
Illustrators are 'acts which are intimately related on a moment-tomoment basis with speech, with phrasing content, voice conture, loudness
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etc' (Ekman and Friesen, 1972, p. 358). They are 'physical acts that help
explain what is being said, but have no meaning on their own' (Ekman,
Friesen and Bear, 1984, p. 65). Examples are snapping the fingers.
waving the arms or hitting the table. Illustrators are related to the
prosodic features of speech, and hence to baton signals.
Baton signal is used in this study to refer to gestures which express
or reinforce the intonation and stress patterns of speech. Schegloff ( 1984,
p. 273), relates the thrust-the major energy pulse of an utterance-to
the major stress or beat of the tum-constructional unit (for example, a
sentence) in which it c,ccurs.
The referencing gesture in this dissertation describes gestures
which to refer to oneself or to other people, not objects. Person
references may be to other people or oneself. Gestural references to
oneself establish one's identity and centredness in relation to the world.
Scheflen (1972, p. 41), however, uses this term to describe gestures which
indicate the location of objects to which the speaker refers.
Deictic gestures have been previously defined. Deictic gestures
also include what other authors describe as referencing gestures. The
latter term is used by Scheflen (1972, p. 41) to refer to the use of hands to
demonstrate location of objects to which the speaker refers. In this
dissertation, these are referred to as deictic gestures, while referencing
gestures are used in relation to people. Schegloff (1984, p. 282-283)
mentions the lexical affiliate or related word to which the gesture refers:
the gesture usually precedes the articulation of the lexical affiliate.
Sometimes there is simply no lexical affiliate articulated.
Iconic gestures are hand movements which look like or which
model what is being said: for example, cutting actions or drawing a square
to indicate a box are iconic gestures. Their meaning is apparent from the
context.
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Demonstratives may indicate dimensions, size (Scheflen, 1972,
p. 42), number or frequency; for example, counting with fingers is a
demonstrative gesture.
Schegloff (1984, p. 282-283) mentions the lexical affiliate or
related word to which the gesture refers: the gesture usually precedes the
articulation of the lexical affiliate. Sometimes there is simply no lexical
affiliate articulated. Iconic, deictic, referencing and demonstrative
gestures sometimes complement a lexical affiliate.
Related terms

Reciprocity describes a state of balance in conversation, with
participants 'giving and taking' and so cooperating so that there is a
measure of equality between participants. In such a multidimensional
communication, there can be meshing or complementarity, on the one
hand, and interference, on the other. Hall (1972, p. 24 7) explains that in
an intercultural encounter, the structural elements of the two culture
systems may be complementary, so that a transaction continues or is
reinforced, or they may clash or interfere.
Courtship is the 'state of play' of conversation, considered as a
game, and refers to tactics to gain or maintain attention, arouse interest,
generate laughter, or the opposites (reject attention, make an exit, etc.).
Courtship behaviours may include, for example, grooming, preening,
glancing, smiling or moving forward (Scheflen, 1972, pp. 16-17). Quasicourting occurs in any kind of relationship (Scheflen, 1972, p. 21 ).
Task-oriented movements around the communicative stage may
include those bodily rr.ovements made by a person who rises from a seat to
move towards

anoth~r

person: in this movement there is an intention to

initiate a conversatiou. This bodily movement is the first segment of a
complex series of events; as such, a person attracts the attention of a
potential interlocutor and attempts to initiate a conversation. A contrary
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senes of events may occur if a person chooses to move out of
communicative field. Another example of a task-oriented movement may
be the move towards an object of interest, and then taldng it into one's
hands for examination. Such an action promotes communication if the
object of interest attracts the attention of others.
The term synchrony refers to the coordinated movements of
participants in a communicative situation. Synchrony can be selfsynchrony, with the focus on one person considered alone, or
interactional synchrony, involving more than one person. Synchrony
between a mother and baby's body movements and speech was empirically
recorded by Condon and Sander (1974, p. 99):
As a person speaks, several body parts are usually moving.
Units of behavior were observed: several body parts, which
might be moving in different directions and with different
speeds, maintain those directions and speeds in relation to
each other for a brief time, usually 0.04 to 0.16 second. This
pattern of movement appears to be pan-human in that it has
been observed in all films studied, including cross-cultural
films.

On the other hand, asynchrony characterizes dyslexic and learningdisabled children. In the case of dyslexia (Condon, 1982, p. 62), eye
movement is out of synchrony with the auditory system.
Radius of gesture (Efron, 1972, p. 68) refers to the circumference
of a person's gestures, which may be wide or restricted. Dominant or
very outgoing people are more likely to have wide gestures. Radius of
gesture is a quantitative concept closely associated with the
phenomenological concept of motility.
Pantomimic behaviour (Efron, 1972, p. 130) refers to the
process in which speakers act out a scene, imitating the absent person's or
people's voice, gestures or facial expressions.
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

THE

RELATIONS OF GESTURE TO

SPEECH:

THEORETICAL

CONSIDERATIONS

Philosophically, the phenomenon of gesture raises the ambiguous
nature of the body-mind relationship and, consequently, the ensuing
dilemmas in interpreting human behaviour. In the face of an increasing
atomization of knowledge in contemporary life, humani sts have
examined the relationship of gesture and speech in the context of what is
means to be human, and how one can reconcile human experience with
empirical studies of speech. Descartes' dictum "Cogito ergo sum" (I
think, therefore I am) heralded an empirical era in which the thinking
part of the human being was given a superior role over that of the body
and human affectivity. Scientific approaches typically proposed a
methodic doubt as a starting point fo r their investigations. The
reliability of knowleuge provided by our senses and our body was not
accepted. Only the cog ito maintained its veracity. It followed from this
that the language associated with thought was reliable, whereas
experiences mediated through the body are not (Luijpen and Koren,
1969, p. 28). On this basis a scientific linguistics developed which
disregarded the role of the individual person and the person's body in
language. The philosophical critique of modem lin guistics, as
expounded by Merleau Ponty, is concerned with the divorce of
linguistic studies fr,.)m considerations of human embodiment and
perception, and so is not directed against any particular linguist.
Phenomenologists such as Merleau-Ponty (1962) and Levin (1985)
argue that our body movements have a primordial significance which
stretches back to the beginnings of our personal history and the history
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of humankind. Merlcau-Ponty speaks of the primordial character of
gesture and argues du t gesture is a part of human behaviour very much
before a person is aware of himself as a separate identity. A child does
not have to learn to gesture in the same way as he or she has to learn to
speak. Likewise, the gestural signs of friendship and hostility from the
people one encounters in a foreign country are generally universal.
Thus gestures maintain a deeper significance regardless of a person's
confinement to a particular moment in time and position in space.
Gestures are more ancient than a person's speech, which is subject to
changes and fluctuations of lexis and idiom.
This timeless and primordial quality of gesture, as well as the
quality of gesture to carry considerable communicative significance, is
also well described by an empiricist, Kendon (1980, p. 220), in this
way:
The temporal priority of gesture may partly be due to the
fact that for a given idea to be expressed in words, it must
be strung out in time, whereas the same idea may be
expressed in gesture within a single movement or pose of
the hand.

The empirical
constancy of

~;vidence

gesture~

provided by kinesic scientists for the

across cultures supports philosophers' arguments

for the primordiality of gesture. If certain facial expressions are
constant across cultures, this indicates the universal and ancient nature
of these gestures. This issue is discussed in greater detail below.
Some anthropologists argue that gestures and bodily sign languages
are much older than speech systems. Hewes, for example, (1971 , pp.
10 1-127) suggests that propositional language began with gesture in sign
language systems rather than speech. The impetus for the development
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of speech was tool-making and tool-using. There are similarities
between the motor an::l neural elements involved in the manipulation of
objects and in gestural communication.
The primacy of gesture is also supported by empirical evidence
relating to a baby's gestural and speech development. A child has to
learn language through complex cognitive processes, whereas gestural
skills are 'inborn'. The neonate is sometimes said to have no specific
linguistic skills. However, the synchronisation of speech and gesture is
evident from birth. Condon and Sander (1974, pp. 99-101) have shown
that the neonate reac.ts with its body in synchrony with its mother's
voice. The first evide 1ce of peculiarly human communication evidenced
by the baby is when it establishes eye contact with its mother.

In examining the relationship of gesture and speech in everyday
communication, one finds that, before a person actually begins an
utterance, some form of bodily self display must be made to gain
attention by the speaker, and the bodily directing of attention by
listeners and/or interlocutors must also be made. At the same time, a
person preparing to speak must ready all the organs of speech before
articulating.
From these considerations it follows that speech and gesture
comprise a single vehicle for self-expression by the whole person, and
are not simply to be considered as linear sequences of discrete linguistic
units. Consideration of the 'content' of speech and language lead us to
realize (Hayner, 1956, p. 151) that while both a word and the
accompanying gestures may mean , for example, 'j oy', they mean 'joy'
in fundamentally different ways . Hayner argues that the statement
'Ouch!' of a person recoiling after touching a hot plate is quite different
in quality to a person who makes the statement 'I feel pain'. In the
former case, pain m3nifests itself in the person's body, whereas the
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latter is simply a statement of fact. It seems that conventional
descriptions of language attempt to 'master. order and arrange the
things-that-are' (Vail, 1976, p. 54) in ways which give a strictured view
of the experience of communication, whereas a phenomenological view
of gesture examines data as they appear.
Kendon's (1980. p. 209) empirical approach to gesture is one
which characterizes speech as self-expression. He finds patterns of
movement which are 'enactive or depictive of the ideas being expressed,
yet such expressions are concurrent with, indeed they often somewhat
precede, verbal expression'. He suggests that a person formulates ideas
in actions as well as in words , and that these two processes are
concurrent.
Anthropological approaches

Anthropological approaches delineate views of the body which in
tum influence the way that speech is regarded. Human people and their
bodies are very

muc~

moulded by their culture, unlike animals which

exhibit a consistency of behaviour the world over. The human body, in
this sense, is described in the literature as a social body (Blacking, 1977;
O'Neill, 1985). There is often tension between views of the body in its
very physical dimensions and the view of the 'social body', the body
affected by cultural ideas. Ellen (1977, p . 368) explains that the
emphasis since Durkheim's time has been on the 'social character of
bodily symbols .... and the role of the underlying cerebral organization
and physiology has been underestimated or neglected', so that our
perceptions are too l1eavily influenced by our own concepts of social
organization.
In view of this diversity of approaches to body language, Davis
(1979, pp. 55-56) reviews the state of the art and points to a confusion
in terminology, and outlines the various foci of individual researchers.
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As a result, she notes that 'different aspects of movement appear to
correlate with different psychological and cultural phenomena'. Devisch
(1985, p. 403) summarizes various research perspectives on the body
and gesture. The first sees education as the influencing factor in how an
individual uses gestures, so that people from the same cultural
background have bPen taught the same styles of gestures. Body
techniques, such as greeting and speaking, are influenced by education,
The differences in male and female bodily posture are the result of
society's education. The second perspective is framed in genetic terms,
so that gestural patterns are inherited from parents. According to
Benedict, the body is the carrier of genetically determined marks of
personality. A third perspective looks at childhood experiences as
factors moulding a person's gestural behaviour. For Mead, the body's
comportment is determined by childhood experiences that he lp or
hinder individual development.

PHENOMENOLOGICAL

APPROACHES

TO

GESTURE

AND

SPEECH

Several anthropologists have found in phenomenology an
approach which reconciles diverse perspectives. Devisch ( 1985, p. 403)
finds that phenomenology reconciles 'the inner and outer, self and
other, verbal and preverbal'. Devisch (1985, p. 393) quotes other
studies, by Kristeva and Birdwhi stell, which show that the
behaviouristic and positivistic bias of kinesics serves to reduce linguistic
and kinesic

communi~ation

to 'a chain of messages, a cinematographic

succession' in which bodily behaviour simply duplicates the verbal
message. It is a limitation of which kinesic scientists themse lves are
aware: Condon and Sander suggest that, in modern parlance, a holistic
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approach is needed to supplement kinesic research, because. as they
explain (1974, p. 1011,
the bond between human beings should be studied as the expression of a participation within shared organizational
forms rather than as something limited to isolated entities
sending discrete messages.

An alternative to this reductionist approach is a phenomenological
'anthropology of the body' as represented by O'Neill (1985) and Pool
(1975) . Phenomenological writers (Merleau-Ponty and Schrag. for
example) have argued for the need to recognise close links between
speech and gesture, claiming that the concerns of linguists have not
usually extended to gesture. Schrag (1969, p. 168-9) summarizes
prevalent views of gesture which downgrade the role of the body.
According to one view, gestures are lower-order modes of expression,
which at their best are a kind of materialistic basis for the spoken word;
language and gesture belong to separate categories. This interpretation
is inspired by the Platonic metaphysical presupposition of a dichotomy
of matter and spirit so that gesture is a lower-order signification
'enmeshed in matter, tainted with desire, standing in need of redemption
by spirit.. .. ' (Picard quoted in Shrag, 1969, p. 168).
Schrag concludes that it is not surprising, then, in view of these
prevalent attitudes, that linguists have often glossed over the gestural
aspect of communication. He provides the more balanced view ( 1969, p.
169-170) that gestures are

modes of comportment, projections of the behaviour of an
embodied experiencer, which secrete meanings in the act of
gesticulation .... Gestures are movements of intentional
experience in its expressive and communicative projection.
It is no1 that gestures simply indicate or point to the
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intended contents of feeling. willing and thinking : they are
the concrete embodiment of these intentionalities.

Speech and gestures are therefore part of a wider communicative
process. A phenomenological approach appropriate for research into
holisitic communication is described by Lanigan ( 1989). He finds a
harmony between vtrbal and nonverbal communication so that this
'specious digital designation' (1989, p. 15) should no longer used to
refer to speech and gesture. A digital act, he explains, 'is always a set in
contrast to another set'. Whether the focus is on speech or act (for
example, gesture) 'one is by degree contextual to the other' (1989, p.
15). Merleau-Ponty says that all human communication, verbal or not,
is a gesture, while Sartre regards gaze, another physiological event, as
the primary gesture.
A phenomenological perspective on the human body appropriate
for language

leamin~

may be found in Guberina who investigates the

acquisition of rhythm and intonation. Guberina (1985, p. 39) writes that
the extent to which we dominate space is the extent to
which our senses, speech and our personality develop.
There is a cause-effect connection between dominance of
space, mental development, motor development, and the
development of affectivity .... Thus motor, proprioceptive,
auditory and visual activities go on synchronously and in
synergism.

Guberina's account is consistent with Merleau-Ponty's
phenomenological account of speech and gesture. For Merleau-Ponty,
language is embodied: the human body is the orientational point within a
life process directed reciprocally towards the world. Everything said is
said by somebody, a person with a body. Gesture is played out in the
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anatomical body, and is associated with the proprioceptive senses and
kinesthesia, defined by (Todd, 1973, p. 27) as
"the feeling of movement" in all skeletal and muscular
structures , called kinesthesia the feeling of position in
space, derived from organs in the inner ear and known as
labyrinthine position in space, derived from organs in the
inner ear; and mi scellaneous impressions from various
internal organs ...

Speech production occurs with and through the physical organs of
the body. The body itself expresses the concomitant affective states and
life experiences of interlocutors within the fluctuating spatial and
temporal contexts which surround the participants. Merleau-Ponty thus
transcends the Cartesian division between speech and gesture. Speech is
not simply an accompaniment of thought processes. It is firmly placed
within its context of body and a person's affective, cognitive and
conative programs.

CONSTANTS IN GESTURES ACROSS CULTURES

In contrast to the phenomenological approach which exammes
individual people, anthropology looks at large groups of people of
different cultures. Th:! search for patterns which emerge on this broad
front raises the question of the similarity or otherwise of the gestural
behaviours of people from different backgrounds . This leads to the
debate as to whether human bodily behaviour demonstrates similar
patterns which could be considered to be universal. The debate is
sometimes confused because of the variety of perspectives employed by
anthropologists. This confusion (between those who suggest that
gestures are culturally specific, with local meanings, and those who
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claim that they are universal) may arise from uncertainty as to which
particular types of gec;tures are being referred to.
Educationalists are particularly concerned about certain features
of gestures which might be different in different cultures. Wolfgang's
(1977) overview of nonverbal communication stresses the importance of
nonverbal behaviour in the multicultural classroom, and points out that
such behaviour operates out of the 'awareness level' . De spite the
cultural specificity of gesture, Wolfgang points out that teachers' and
students' facial expressions reflect basic emotions which have a high
probability of being understood by all parties ( 1977, p. 151 ). Wolfgang
(1977, p. 150) considers that, on the evidence provided by teachers at
the University of Toronto, Chinese immigrants are more negative about
their appearance, their body, physical abilities and self-concept than
native students.
The work of Ekman and Friesen provides support for the
universality of body movements in face-to-face interaction in
contradistinction to the claim that these movements have culturally
specific meanings for each ethnic group. Ekman and Friesen's ( 1971)
empirical study found that facial expressions for a preliterate society (in
New Guinea) are associated with the same emotions as they are for
Westerners. Ekman and Friesen acknowledge that their view could be
contested on the grounds that New Guineans have acquired these facial
expressions after contact with Westerners. However they go on to show
that these expressive-affective displays are commonly used by men and
women throughout New Guinean society, even though New Guinean
women often had had even less contact with Westerners (Ekman and
Friesen, 1971, p. 128).
Ekman and Friesen cite Eibl-Eibesfeldt's 1970 ethological studies
to show that there c.re constants across cultures in emotional facial
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behaviour (Ekman and Friesen, 1971, p. 128). Despite all this, the
existence of 'diakinesic' (dialect) features must be acknowledged
(Birdwhistell, 1968, pp. 383-5): distinct kinesic patterns have a
geographical basis as do dialects. Furthermore, Birdwhistell, quoted in
Wolfgang (1977, p. 146) claims that in his research over fifteen years
he has not found a gesture or body motion that has the same meaning in
all cultures.
Children may learn bodily behaviours which are specific to their
culture. Von Raffler Engel (1980, quoted in Pennycook, 1985, p. 270)
argues that 'if there is indeed one set of kinesic patterns in the first
language and another in the second language, a person would need to be
bikinesic as well as bilingual'. Thus a person can have a foreign 'accent'
as well as foreign styles of body motions.
It seems that those body movements most intimately connected
with speech constitute the constants of gestures across cultures. This
universality of spe(ch-related gestures is supported by Kendon's
empirical research Vv!.ich shows (Kendon quoted in Davis, 1977, p. 208)
that there are paralleb between the size of the speech unit and variations
in bodily movement. Smaller variations in speech are accompanied by
slight head, eyelid and finger variations, while larger units of speech are
accompanied by movements of the hand, limbs and trunk.

GESTURE AND COGNITION

Consideration of the relations between gestures and cognitive
processes is especially relevant to language learning. Davis (1977) finds
in early experimental studies the importance of muscle tension in the
performance of mental tasks (1977, p. 207) but comments on the
sparcity of empirical research into the relationship between body
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movements and cognitive processes . After exammmg Kendon's
research, she speculates that (1977, p. 208)
the organization of the body and speech have the same
source; that whatever is complex, abstract, or 'higher
order' in language structure is equally so in body
movement organization .... but we are not likely to divest
ourselves of prejudices in which mind and language are at a
higher order than body movement.

In this respect, Kendon (1985, p. 229) points out that 'people may
employ gestures to express something during pauses in their speech
when they are search:ng for the correct form of words'. Kendon (1980,
p. 225) also repOit.\ briefly on two interesting findings . Firstly,
Butterworth and Beattie's found that gestural enactment may play a part
in the facilitation of word search. Secondly, Elzinga concluded (1978)
that the Japanese subjects he studied gestured less when they spoke
Japanese than in English with Australians. The latter conclusion suggests
that gestures are of great assistance in helping a second-language learner
to communicate.
Graham and Argyle (1975 , p. 65) carried out an experimental study
in which three English and three Italian speakers were asked to describe
some drawings to recipients who then were required to draw the
figures. Both English and Italian speakers were able to describe these
drawings more accurately with the use of gestures. The results show
that the use of gesticulation adds accuracy to speech. For both groups
the use of gestures helped them to convey the required information. The
researchers obtained evidence to suggest that (1975, p. 66):
the high degree of gesticulation of the Italian culture not
only communicates some information, but once they have
the opportunity to gesticulate, communicates more
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information than the low degree of gesticulation of a low
gesture culture like the English.

GESTURE, DISCOURSE AND INTONATION

Specific gestures are associated with certain discourse genres, in the
opinion of Montredon (1990, p. 146), who describes the French
gestures of appreciation and argument, and suggests a wider
classification of gestures which relate to spoken genre such as
expositions, instructions and arguments. Kendon (1985, p. 231) also
refers to the referential meanings of utterance, so that when people
speak and gesture they not only make statement but attempt to persuade
others or urge them to do something.
Efron (1972, p. 121) comments that gestures are more related to
the 'objective content of discourse than to its logical trajectory' and that
they mark 'the paces and strides of the corresponding speech sequence'
(Efron, 1972, p. 121 ); that is, gestures are significant because they serve
like intonation to convey additional meaning. The features of speech that
are highly relevant to the analysis of the tum system are drops in pitch
or loudness and unfilled pauses (Duncan and Fiske, 1977, pp. 169-173).
This is supported by Schegloffs findings (1984, p. 273) that hand
gestures are organized in relation to the prosodic organisation of lexical
components, to tum-taking procedures and to repair operations.

OBSERVATION OF GESTURE AS AN AID TO COMMUNICATION

Traditionally, in both East and West, gesture and bodily appearance
are popularly associated with character analysis; apparently this
preoccupation survives in China as a poetic way of describing human
character using animal imagery (Ho, Palmer and O'Brien, 1986).
Bodily appearance and behaviour is sometimes associated with
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stereotypes of various human races, and with descriptions of supposedly
aristocratic features of human physiognomy. The growth of scientific
interest in human bodily movement was stimulated by Charles Darwin's
ethological study of animal and human behaviour and the development
ofempirical psychology. Desmond Morris, Konrad Lorenz and Adam
Kendon drew on Darwin's work and extended it further into the human
realm. Practitioners in psychotherapy took up this approach because it
provided a means of observing patients; psychotherapi sts could
determine the veracity of their clients' verbal evidence, for example , by
comparing the oral data provided by analysands with their bodily
movements. This approach is documented by Mahl (1987).
In business communication, the relevance of observing body
language is well recognized. Nierenberg and Calero ( 1971) and Pease
(1987) are both popular interpretations of body language which claim to
provide 'keys to success'. These works also provide an entry point into
the literature which educators might consult as a starting point for
teaching 'body language' in cross cultural communication courses, for
example. However, they are essentially categorisations or dictionaries,
assigning a single Stdtic meaning to each gesture, and hence may be
misleading. They are 'self-help' manuals for people aiming for success
in their careers and do not take into account wider contextual features,
such as variations in people's social and cultural background and the
individual communicative styles that people may have. Little importance
is accorded to speech as a motor function, to prosody or nuances in the
expression of meaning.

ANATOMICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The physical appearance of the face, particularly the region around
the eyes, might in some cases be an influential factor in face-to-face
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interaction. When Chinese and Western interactants look upon each
other's faces, the question arises as to whether the other person's face
gives out variant messages needs to be dealt with. Gonzalez-Crussi
(1989, p. 97) describes the differences of eyelid structure in various
'races' in this way:
The prototypical Asiatic upper eyelid extends down
smoothly to its termination at the eyelash-rimmed border.
The Westerner's, in contrast, is interrupted by a transverse
fold that creates upper and lower regions, above and below
this fold.

Gonzalez-Crussi (1985, pp. 97 -98) draws out the significance of
these differences for interpersonal communication by comparing the
'Western' eye with the 'Eastern' eye'. He uses quotes from Barthes'
reflections on the supposed inscrutability of the East Asian facial
physiognomy:
the Western eye is subject to a whole mythology of the
soul, central and secret, whose fire, sheltered in the orbital
cavity, radiates towards a fleshy, sensuous, passional
exterior .... In the West, indeed, folklore, tradition, and
literature invite us to look 'deep into the eyes' of others, to
gaze through the windows of the soul we wish to
understand. It is otherwise in the East, for the Asiatic eye,
lacking a fold in the structures that drape it, appears
smooth and level with the rest of the face. And thus the
Oriental eye, by virtue of its morphology, cannot be read
'in depth' ...
Such observations

OTt

anatomy have a bearing on the study of bodily

self-presentation, especially as Chinese people are often thought to have
'enigmatic' or 'inscrutable' facial expressions.
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SOCIO-CULTURAL BACKGROUNDS

In general terms, observers note that Eastern cultures emphasise

self-awareness and the suspension of outer movement, while the West
prefers dynamism and unending transformation (Bohm and Peat, 1989.
p. 258). If this is so, it certainly has implications for the way Chinese
present themselves and interact in communicative situations.
Cultures, according to Lakoff and Johnson (1980, p. 146) have
conceptual systems which differ because of their diverse metaphorical
views of the physical and social world around:
The social reality defined by a culture affects its conception
of physical reality ....Since much of our social reality is
understood in metaphorical terms, and since our conception
of the physical world is partly metaphorical, metaphor
plays an important part in determining what is real for us.
How people view the place of their bodies in the natural and social
world influences the way people present themselves bodily to the world.
The Chinese conception of the harmony of nature, people and the social
world, in which the individual may perform a modest role, contrasts
with the Western view in which humans rule the natural and social
world.
There are differences between the bodily behaviour of Chinese and
Australians: these indude greeting styles, which vary from culture to
culture and within c.: tltures. The Chinese view may emphasise social
harmony. Hence, older Chinese people bow the head slightly when they
meet and greet each other, for example. Even walking styles apparently
differ (La Barre, 1947, pp. 218-219). Touching (tactile communication)
is highly culturally specific, and connected with child-rearing practices
(Montagu, 1971, pp. 231-317). According to Henley (quoted in
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Montagu, 1971, p. 272) touching is equivalent to calling other people by
their first names. "Touching" each other with the eyes or ears (the
distance senses) has 1ts parallels in physical touch: people who touch
each other more liberally apparently indulge in more extended eye
contact. In public at least, Chinese people (especially couples) seem to
touch each other less often.
These customs may be regarded by Westerners as restrictive. A
comparative study of Taiwanese-Chinese, Chinese-American and AngloAmerican child-rearing practices (Chiu, 1987) provides evidence that
the Taiwanese-Chinese mothers' child rearing practices are more
restrictive and contro.•.ling than the Anglo-American mothers. However,
this restrictiveness h mitigated by close, nurturant care (Chiu, 1978, p.
410):
Infants are seldom allowed to cry for prolonged periods
before they are picked up. Mothers maintain close
supervision over all of their children's activities, carefully
selecting their playmates, and rarely leaving them alone.
Discipline is rather suddenly imposed at the age of five or
six by both parents. From this point, they begin to control
more strictly the conduct and behaviour of the child.

Another mitigating feature-surprisingly- is that Chinese mothers are
found to be more den10cratic than Anglo-Americans, according to three
variables : the encouragement of children's verbalisation, equalitarianism
between parents and children, and comradeship or sharing with children
(Chiu, 1987, p. 417).
Restrictive authoritarian backgrounds may be reflected in gestural
expression. Hoosain (1986, p. 50) reviews studies concerned with strict
authoritarian patterns of socialisation and concludes that Chinese parents
exercise more severe discipline than that of American families. Chinese
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families are characterized by greater mutual dependence. Likewise. in
schools, Chinese children are taught to see things in terms of
interrelations and to be more tradition oriented than American children.
According to some researchers , the Chinese character and
behaviour have been moulded by Confucian values (Weizhen, 1985. p.

53; King and Bond, 1986, p. 29), embracing an ideal of sincerity (King
and Bond, 1986, p. 32) and harmony. The family thrives where there is
harmony (King and Bond, 1986, p. 34 ).
Chinese people in Chinese-speaking countries are more likely to
face the world as a group, and set their life goals in deference to the
group, whereas in individualistic Western cultures people are more
likely to regard themselves as autonomous individuals who set their own
goals with reference to their own perceived needs. In a collectivist
culture, one's own psychological needs may have to be sacrificed for the
good of the wider community. Hui and Villareal (1989) find that the
Chinese emphasis on collectivism (also discussed by Bond and Forgas,

1984, p. 339) is associated with the 'needs for affiliation, succorance,
abasement, and nurturance and negatively related to the needs for
autonomy, deference and heterosexuality' (Hui and Villareal, 1989, p.

310).
However, times are changing and changes may be apparent in
Chinese education systems. Liu (1986, p. 104) concludes a study of
Chinese cognition in this way:
Chinese oeople in Hong Kong and Taiwan are more liberal
today th1n in ancient times and no longer subscribe to
extreme forms of 'respect superiors' rule . This is also true
of the 'memorize lesson' rule. However, it may be a
surprise to note that the 'practice skill' rule is more strictly
observed by present day Chinese than it was in ancient
times.
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The nature of Chinese learning styles influences the extent to which
gestural education can be implemented in the classroom . Erbaugh
(1990, p. 15) comments that Chinese students often reject processoriented teaching using, for example, role-plays. In contrast, Melton
(1990) concludes from a survey of students in the People's Republic of
China that these students do in fact have a variety of learning styles.

In examining how these sociocultural factors influence personality,
Yang (1986, p. 143) reports that the psychology studies she reviews
unanimously show that 'Chinese people in general are inclined to be
more restrained , cautious, patient, and self-contained, and less
impulsive, excitable, spontaneous and natural than Americans'.
Kleirunan's (1982) study supports the view that there is a cultural bias
against any direct expression of personal feelings and ideas, thus making
the treatment of illness problematical.
Differences between the various Chinese societies need to be taken
into account. However, Yang reports that when Chinese people from
mainland China meet Chinese from Taiwan or Hong Kong, they are
likely to feel they are from the same national culture, despite political
differences. Yang (1986, p. 107) points out that the Chinese in Taiwan
and Hong Kong are
diversified enough to provide a fairly representative sample
of the overall Chinese population. Another reason is that
the Communist ideology and social reform have been
unable t 0 change significantly the basic values and
personality of Chinese in mainland China.

However, one writer sees a new pragmatism and rejection of the
previously heavier bonds of kinship ties in mainland Chinese (Chu,
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1985, p. 27), which has been brought about due to war and geographical
mobility (King and Bond, 1986, p. 42).
Hong Kong is characterized by a 'high-density level of living and a
great need for material achievement' (Lee, 1985, p. 209). Though Hong
Kong has become a highly industrialized urban society, many Chinese
residents retain a belief in the worship of ancestors and deities. and
particularly in such concepts as feng-shui (geomancy) and y uan fen
(predestined relations with people and objects), the latter beliefs being
more widespread in the lower socio-economic strata (Lee, 1985, p.
210).
Concomitant w ith the persistence of traditional beliefs, life in
Taiwan is, according to one authority (Yeh, 1985, p. 279),
characterized by
shifts in the hierarchical rankings in the social structure,
geographical mobility, urbanization, and a host of political
and economic processes, including the redi stribution of
occupations and other patterns.

Face and self-image
People's feelin~s about the way others present themselves orally
and gesturally, and t'1eir own feelings about presenting themselves to
others, are denoted by the concepts of 'face ' and 'self-image'. When
people communicate, 'they convey not only the content of their message,
but an image of themselves' in relation to others' (Goffman, in Tannen,
1982, p. 229). However a person's body image is not fmally determined
but, as Moss (1978, p. 80) puts it:
the body image is continuously in the state of revision,
being shaped according to the current situation of the
individual. ... this continuous process of body-image
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formation occurs through the individual activity directed
towards his personal world.

Goffman (1967, p. 5) defines 'face' as 'the positive social value a
person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he has
taken during a patticular contact' . Interestingly, this does not
correspond to the booily face but is associated with the play of events,
and 'becomes manifest only when these events are read and interpreted
for the appraisals expressed in them' (Goffman, 1967, p. 7).
Bond and Hwang (1986, p. 247 -248) describe six kinds of face
behaviour in Chinese culture: enhancing one's own face ; enhancing the
other's face; losing one's face (causing the individual embarrassment,
shame, or shyness); hurting another's face; saving one's face (in which a
person takes action to restore face, or by retaliating); and lastly, saving
another's face (by sllowing reluctance to criticize others). Bond and
Hwang (1986, pp. 225, 231) explain that such face-work strategies
involve taking care with appearance and behaving in a specific manner
in order to make a good impression. This also involves the restraint of
emotional expression: harmony is maintained by avoiding the imposition
of one's feelings on others. Young's (1982) analysis of Chinese
conversational exchanges support these observations: m Chinese
discourse, the speaker deliberately manoeuvres a potential argument so
it has a less aggressive and more consensual appearance. Conversation is
a cooperative enterprise, and one lays one cards on the table, so to
speak, with a certai!l amount of care. Thus Chinese prefer to build up
information leaving the important message as the finale so that the
'listener is given a build-up before the punchline is delivered' (Young,
1982, p. 77).
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Chinese speakers may try to save face by avoiding self-correction
and failing to make verbal repairs in conversation, especially with
gatekeepers such as counsellors. Uncomfortable moments in interviews
conducted by native-speaking counsellors with non-native speaking
college students, including Chinese students, were the concern of
Fiksdal's (1989) study which examined the tempo of these interactions.
If the tempo of an interview is uneven, due to the hesitancy

characteristic of non-native speakers, and then to backtrack and repair
or explain what they had said, the effectiveness of the discourse would
be decreased. In this case, the non-native speakers delayed or omitted to
carry out verbal repairs, and the researcher ascribes this to Chinese
anxieties about losing face.
Nash's study distinguishes a 'negative politeness' used by 'individual
centred' Americans (1983, p. 97). His research analysis shows the tactics
often preferred by Chinese people speaking in their own language. The
Chinese subjects used positive politeness, the giving of not only tangible
gifts but also the gift of concern and interest in the individual's health
and convenience. Positive politeness pays attention to the addressee's
positive self image, while negative politeness is oriented to the
addressee's negative face and to 'his claims to freedom of action and
freedom from imposition' (Nash, 1983, pp. 87 -88). Nash explains that
the Chinese subject's preference for positive politeness is in
keeping with the Chinese situation-centred way of life. with
its emphasis on mutual dependence . Positive politeness
strategies, by paying attention to the individual's positive
self image and showing that he is valued, stress his place
among his fellow-men.
(Nash, 1983, p. 97)
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GENDER

CONSIDERATIONS

Research into nonverbal communication has established that there
are differences in bodily self-presentation between the genders . The
relations of dominance and submission in relations between men and
women, and in interethnic situations is discussed by Henley ( 1977), and
the problem placed in a wider social and political context.
Two popular stereotypes (or metaphors) of Chinese women
encountered in literaiure and perhaps in the community are the 'shy
lotus blossom' and

tlh~

'dragon lady' (Ling, 1989, p. 311) which are

exotic versions of the madonna/whore dichotomy that has
characterized western stereotypes of women in general.
The shy lotus blossom is submissive, modest, delicate, softspoken; her characteristic pose is to cover her smile and
her giggles with an 'ivory' hand. She is totally devoted to
self-negating service to her family . But the dragon lady is
sinister, evil, cruel, wily and dangerous. With he r skintight satin dress slit high up her thighs, she plies her
seductive wiles to ensnare men .... Both stereotypes are
sexual in connotation-the former innocent and virginal,
the latter experienced and treacherous, they represent the
perspective of white males equating their 'exotic' external
body w~ i h the interior self, and both stereotypes originate
in misreadings of cultural signs.
These stereotypes may provide a useful perspective for the
discussion the gestural styles of individuals.

MIGRATION

Body movements are typically oriented towards one's familiar
environment, and one's environment moulds the way in which one
responds and acts kinesically. Merleau-Ponty (1962, pp. 129-130) puts it
this way:
When I move about my house, I know without thinking
about it that...looking at the window means having the
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fireplace on my left, and in this small world each gesture,
each perception is immediately located in relation to a great
number 0f possible coordinates .... My flat is, for me. not a
set of closely associated images. It remains a familiar
domain round about me only as long as I still have 'in my
hands' or 'in my legs' the main distances and directions
involved, and as long as from my body intentional threads
run out towards it.

An analogy for this transfer of kinesic behaviour to a new culture.
provided by Merleau-Ponty, might be the organ player who, though
accustomed to playing one model of an organ, needs only a short time to
adjust to a different one with different pedal stops and so on ( 1962,
p.145). Hall (1966), quoted by Loudon (1977) maintains that the living
arrangements

existin~

in a society determine to a great extent the needs

of people living in these arrangements, and Loudon explains that ( 1977.
p. 168)
any group of human beings becomes culturally adapted to
the pattern of building arrangements which become
conventional for that group. Hall maintains that any
physical building represents an adaption of the small-scale
social system to the constraints of its environment.. ..

Homesickness, according to Merleau-Ponty (1962, pp. 285-6), is an
example of a life whi ::h has become 'decentred':
Our body and our perception always summon us to take as
the centre of the world that environment with which they
present us. But this environment is not necessarily that of
our own life . I can be 'somewhere else' while staying
here ....
Thus the transition from one culture to another has clear ramifications
for a person's kinaesthetic sense.
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THE

ROLE

OF

GESTURE

IN

LANGUAGE

LEARNING

AND

TEACHING

Natural learning embraces the process of mirroring gesture as well
as echoing speech. L'-France (1982, pp. 279-297) describes mirroring as
a process
whereby a participant in face to face interaction mimics
(perhaps unconsciously) the kinesics and discourse
strategies of those people encountered in interactions: the
learner (chameleon-like) begins to reflect the styles of those
around him.
The existential and affective aspects of mirroring-the mimetic
transfer-are

descrih~d

by Levin (1985, p. 240) as 'a bodily sense of

being coupled with the other, touched and touching, and actually being
moved, even at a distance, by the bodily presence of an Other. .. .'
Empirical evidence is provided by LaFrance ( 1982, p. 290) who
reports on a study which recorded the postures of an instructor in a
classroom which were being mirrored by students. The results showed
that such posture sharing occurs naturally, and that posture mirroring
occurs frequently in an empirically observable way. In second-language
learning, the process whereby the students copy the speech and gestures
of native speakers is well known.
In view of an e:•.pparently low gestural 'literacy' on the part of

teachers, Davis

(197~,

pp. 61 -63) advises teachers to train their 'eye and

kinesthetic sense' by analysing video films, to appreciate the complexity
of nonverbal factors (teachers may have more eye contact with brighter
students for example), to be 'respectful yet circumspect' about their
interpretations of body movements, and to share their impressions with
the client.
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Several overviews of the literature have appeared, the most
informative being Pennycook (1985). Her conclusion is that the
expressive meaning of most forms of nonverbal communication differs
greatly across cultures. However, Pennycook is referring to the gestures
involved in greetings, hitching a ride, and the cuckold sign. Morris,
Collett, Marsh and O'Shaughnessy (1979) have provided evidence which
suggests that the meanings of such gestures vary across the countries of
Europe.
Soudek and Soudek (1985), in an overview of nonverbal language
In second-language teaching, highlight the vital role of nonverbal
communication in second-language teaching. They, like Pennycook,
point to the cultural specificity of gesture and contrast variant gestures,
claiming that eye contact has become a stock example of a nonverbal
signal which is misinterpreted by teachers who work with learners from
different cultures. They explain that (1985, p. Ill) the establishment
and maintenance of direct eye contact with the teacher is considered
positive, honest, and straightforward behaviour in American culture,
whereas in other cultures direct eye contact with parents, teachers, or
superiors is considered improper, impolite and disrespectful.
In face-to-face interaction, the highly motile person, a speaker
who has the opportunity to gesture freely, often communicates
effectively. Dickinson and Travis (1977, p. 211) explain:
When the body is alive and attentive with widely ranging
receptors, more of the internal and external environment is
received , perceived, and acted upon with deeper
understanding.

Second-languagf" learners need to express themselves verbally and
nonverbally in ways that are consistent with their own personalities,
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affective states and cultural backgrounds. Effective communication
implies adherence to the commonality of linguistic forms which convey
meaning. However. there is no 'standardized model' of ideal
communication: each speaker has certain anomalies and idiosyncrasies
(Sarles, 1975, p. 28).
It is not realistic to expect conformity to 'authentic' Australian
English except in those circumstances when such conformity is
necessary to achieve personal or social goals (for example, to work
professionally in Australia). Many learners, as mature adults, will
continue to use first-language kinesic and prosodic styles (evolving out
of their first language/culture background).
Some features of first language/ culture maintenance which might
be contrary to 'authentic' Australian norms could include first-culture
forms of humour (o,· non-appreciation of Australian humour). They
include maintaining silence or expressing emotions in a manner
characteristic of their own culture (rather than according to more
acceptable Australian forms), paralinguistic politeness forms (for
example bowing of the head in greetings), or using idioms and turns of
phrase from the first language culture which may possibly sound
'quaint' in English.
However, the ideal of perfection in speaking English persists for
many Chinese speakers. There is evidence that speaker proficiency
influences person perception: that is, Chinese speakers of English 'have
a stronger tendency to engage in task-oriented social behaviours with a
more proficient speaker [of English] than with a less proficient one' and
'the degree of liking towards a proficient speaker is also higher than
towards someone who is not proficient' (Hui and Cheng, 1987, p. 428).
One might assume that this applies equally to Australians' perceptions of
Chinese as English speakers.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The phenomenological research model is described by
Lanigan (1989, p. 29) as a 'rigorous form of empirical research applied
to human consciousness and experience'. The phenomenological method
of research, when applied to a linguistic problem as in this study. first
describes a person's characteristic styles of living and experiencing. The
researcher then reduces or condenses the essential features of a subject's
speech and gesture, drawing upon the observer's evidence as well as the
the subject's own perceptions, and uses empirical categories to do so.
The third step is interpretation, or hermeneutical analysis, the attempt to
specify the meaning of both the descriptions and the reductions (Lanigan
1989,p. 10-11).
Ethnographic method

Ethnography is based on the principle that everyday activities, such
as conversation and gesture, are methodical and orderly (Sacks, 1972).
Kinesic researchers note the persistence of repetitive human
communicative behaviour (Birdwhistell, 1961 in Laver 1972, p. 94):
Research with visible body motion is convincing us that this
behaviour is as ordered and coded as is audible phonation.
Like language, infracommunicational body motion
behavior is a structural system that varies from society to
society fuld must be learned by the membership of a society
if it is to interact successfully.

The investigation of associated patterns may provide information
which is, for example, pedagogically useful.
Ethnographers participate in the daily life of the people they are
studying. Ethnographers may arrive at the scene of the research with a
variety of ideologies, as appropriate to their field of study and interests.
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but these may need to be suspended in order to engage in a dialogue
with participants and co-researchers. In other cases the data may be of
such a complex nature that a theoretical position and terminology needs
to be adumbrated. Meaning is thus negotiated in specific contexts by all
participants who interpret events from their own perspectives in order
to make sense of events. In view of this process, ethnographers' initial
hypotheses may need to be re-formulated. A response using qualitative
data is more appropriate for the immediacy of human situations. There
is a concern with context, a concern with meaning which is ernieidentified with those viewpoints of the people being studied-rather
than etic-the researcher's point of view (Jacob 1982, p. 125). The
resulting research is thus relevant for practitioners dealing directly with
people in education, for example.
The technique of asking the right question is closely associated with
theory but also one's pedagogical experience. In educational research,
the researcher's accumulated teaching experience must be an influential
factor in determining which questions are to be asked. Brown points to
this factor as the principal difficulty in engaging in meaningful research
(1980, p. 222).
Examples of ethnographic studies

In a study of school failure, an approach which looks at the
structures of society, and mechanisms such as linguistic codes which
exclude certain members of society is useful. McDermott and
Gospodinoffs (1979) study takes as its starting point a popular claim
that children's failure is caused by a miscommunication between
teachers and minority children. The researchers argue that accounts of
communicative code Jifferences are not sufficient in themselves and do
not take into

consid~

·ation political or economic reasons. The subjects

were children in a New York City classroom, ranging from Italian and
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Jewish children who were succeeding in school and children, including a
Puerto Rican and a Black child, who were not. Video recordings were
made of classroom interactions and observers noted that one Puerto
Rican child resorted to inappropriate kinesic behaviour in order to
obtain the teacher's attention. The teacher felt herself hassled in this
process, so that the pupil-teacher relationship was not educationally
productive. The problem was 'not ethnicity, but ethnic borders' (1979.
p. 179). Ethnic borders are social creations and may be formed by
institutions which do not assist children reaching their own potential
(1979, p. 191-193). It is the widescale institutional barriers which are at
the root of individual learner failures , not the ethnic background
associated with one's culture or language. The problem has to be dealt
with on a broad sociopolitical level.
An ethnographer may usefully choose a kinesic-lingui sticbehaviouristic approach to the study of speech and action. Using video
recordings of events they had observed, Jones and Von Raffler-Engel
(1982) made a naturalistic study of transactions at a retail sporting
goods store counter in which the focus was the patterning of postural
change during the speech event associated with paying for the goods.
The shop staff were White males, while the customers chosen for
analysis were White and Black males and females and one Chicano male
from various social

~lasses.

The researchers used a modification of

Hall's (1963) scales. Jones and Von Raffler-Engel found that a postural
change accompanies a change in topic. They supported Kendon's (1977)
finding 'that a change in spatial arrangements takes place when
participants change from one kind of interaction to another'. Thus there
is a close correlation between patterns of discourse, such as topic
change, and bodily movement (Jones and Von Raffler-Engel, 1982, pp.
348-349).
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Heeschen, Schiefenhovel and Eibl-Eibesfeldt ( 1980) conducted a
useful anthropological study into the kinesic and linguistic functions of
requesting, giving, and taking in the speech community of the Eipo in
Irian Jaya (West New Guinea). Using film, audio recordings and notes,
the researchers examine in detail a number of encounters in the
community, and find that the verbal and nonverbal act changes in
accordance with the status of the participants, and that verbal behaviour
which does not focus on the actions of requesting, giving and taking are
likely to be most successful in making for a happy transaction.
Discourse is analysed by Philips (1979) in an ethnographic study
as she focuses on the regulation of talk among Indians of the Warm
Springs Reservation. The Indian system allows speakers maximum
control over their own turns. She finds that the amount of body motion
in the Indians is less than with Anglos, so that Indian speakers do not
signal that they are ending their turns, as do Anglos (Philips, 1979, p.
90). Answers to questions, such as an invitation, may be postponed.
As well as the sound of discourse, the place of silence

IS

a

significant feature of interactions. Silence and noise, as indicators of
ways of managing emotion, are the subject of a case study of a group of
the Italian villagers of Valbella (Saunders, 1985). The patterns of
emotional displays observed are compared with those of other cultures
such as the Balinest-, who are said by Mead and Geerts (quoted in
Saunders, 1985, p. 108) to be controlled and restrained. The Vabellans
engage in a running commentary on emotional experiences, but silence
is resorted to for the management of tense situations (Saunders, 1985,
pp. 173-181).
A recent study by Tannen (1990) examines in a holistic manner
the style features of casual conversation between native speakers. She
analyses the natural conversation of friends over a Thanksgiving dinner,
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having asked their permiSSion to audio record the evening's
conversations. She was a participant in the conversation and
subsequently analysed the recordings , writing up her observations in
frrst person. Some of the relevant dimensions (not discrete phenomena)
are paralinguistic features , the use of questions, the pacing of speech,
floor-getting devices, the cohesion of topics, the place of silence, as well
as figures of speech. By focussing on style she takes into account not
only gesture and pa;·alinguistics, but also affective features such as
enthusiasm. Her advice to the researcher is to identify segments in
which there is miscommunication, as well as segments which are
pleasing. She concludes that the study of discourse can help bridge the
gap between human feeling and the objective matter of linguistic forms.
Examples of kinesic studies

A theoretical basis needs to formulated in order to deal with the
specific focus of the research. The human ethologists Kendon and
Ferber (1975) set out to study human greetings using the same
systematic description as would an ethologist who sets out to study a fish
or a bird. Before K.: ndon began making a film of greetings for their
joint study, he attempted to frame an initial theory of greetings (Kendon
and Ferber, 1975, p. 467) and this theory guided the way in which
actual filming was done: the directions in which the camera was pointed,
for example. Their ethological study examines the ways in which people
greet each other, using video and film material made of a birthday
party, a wedding, a thanksgiving party as well as several other
occasions. As participants made their initial approaches to each other
their greetings wert! filmed. Ninety two segments of film were
collected. The data showed that there was 'a good deal of variation in
the kind of greeting transactions performed' (Kendon and Ferber, 1973
p. 660) and two kinds of salutation were distinguished, the close and the
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distant. Thus the researcher's initial theory is of great importance since
it 'dictates the kinds of specimens of these events that one will acquire'

(1975, p. 468) and hence determines the data the researchers wish to
describe in a systematic manner.
A classic empirical study of the relationship between kinesic and
linguistic behaviour is Birdwhistell's (1972) analysis of the Cigarette
Scene, an interactional sequence of about eighteen minutes duration, in
which Gregory and Doris discuss Bruce, Doris's son, while Gregory
lights the lady's cigarette. It is a very-fine grained analysis focussing on
elements of body motion and speech, particularly kinesic and
phonological

'stresse~ ·.

Birdwhistell's study points to the importance of

combining lexical, lir1 guistic and kinesic modalities (1972, p. 404 ).
Efron, in his cumparative study (1972), first published in 1941,
observes directly the gestural behaviour of traditional Jews and Italians
in natural situations, such as streets, parks, markets and theatres in New
York City, and of 'assimilated' Jews and Italians attending educational
institutions. He focuses on individual gestures, especially their frequency
and radius. This is supplemented by sketches drawn from life, as well as
the counting of gestures to compile graphs. His careful observations
show that assimilated Jews and Italians are less inclined to gesticulate
than were the traditwnal Jews and Italians (1972, p. 148). In other
words, gestures have little to do with so-called racial characteristics.
Shuter (1979) uses observations recorded in written form in his
field study of nonverbal communication between Jews and Protestants
and finds that, while the gestures of Jews and Protestants are similar, the
Jewish conversants touch each other more often when speaking. Like
Efron, Shuter finds evidence to show that assimilation reduces the
'foreign' quality of a person's gestures.
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Erickson's (1979) study typifies the ethnograhic approach as he
seeks answers

to

the question as to why Blacks being interviewed for

employment do not seem to listen to the company interviewer. The
interviewers could not provide specific reasons, so that Erickson
queried teachers and counsellors who reported similar impressions. His
microanalyses of videoed interviews between Blacks and Whites reveal
that Blacks do in fact provide very subtle signals to indicate that they
are paying attention, but these are not recognized by the White
interviewers. This leads the Whites to give unnecessarily extended
explanations. There is further evidence that this problem arises only in
Black-White interviews.
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Chapter Three
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

This thesis reports on an ethnographic study undertaken in
consultation with a co-researcher (Lee Clarke). The researchers were
motivated by a need to obtain firm data about the communicative
performance of their students. At the same time, the processes of
reviewing the literature, collecting data and discussing the problems
with their professional colleagues, along with the guidance of university
advisers , gave them support to carry out the task of observing and
analysing the communicative performances of their subjects.
Both researchers are teachers of some of the students were were
selected for this study. In their role as educators, the researchers were
thus close at hand to the problematical issues which they sought to
resolve. The researchers' most intensive period of cooperation was in
the formulation of a research proposal, the collection of data and the
discussion of research methods. They have worked together informally
to analyse some of the data, but both researchers have independently
written their own papers.

FORMULATING A THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The researchet s felt convinced that the problem needed to be
dealt with in a holistJC way. Lee Clarke looked in detail at the relevant
discourse features exhibited by some of the Chinese speakers of English,
and this researcher examined the gestural and prosodic features of their
speech. In surveying the extensive literature on the subject, this
researcher looked at holistic approaches to speech and gesture, and
examined the

interdisciplinary perspec tives

of phil osophy,

anthropology, social psychology, and linguistics. He found that each
perspective offered useful insights, and that the phenomenological
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approach would help

LO

reconcile these perspectives into a pedagogically

useful framework. The faculty advisers made the pertinent
recommendation that the researchers follow an ethnographic research
methodology, one which was very appropriate in structuring this
research project.
A notation had to be found which was practical for the purposes
of this study. Empirical notations, for example Birdwhistell's (1970),
Ekman's (1969), Schegloffs (1984 ), and Scheflen's (1972) were the
most useful source of notations for gesture. A comparative study had to
be made of each notational system in order to arrive at a list suitable for
this study.

SAMPLING

PROCEDURES

One ethnic group, Chinese people from the People's Republic of
China, from the Republic of China (Taiwan) and Hong Kong , was
chosen for this study, so that the group of subjects would have a fairly
common cultural background and ethos (in this case it might be termed
'Confucian') in order to simplify those factors having a bearing on
gestural performance. These Chinese speakers were all new arrivals in
Australia, having been here less than nine months and so were
collectively experiencing contact with the same, unfamiliar host culture.
They were all students in formal English language-learning situations,
but had not reached a point of being able to move out into the
community to speak English in an independent way.
The researchers decided to organize a series of communication
workshops, as well as two barbecues. They explained the purpose of the
workshops to several students at the Adult Migrant Education Centre
(AMEC), and invited them to participate. The AMEC students selected
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were those who seemed willing to broaden their language learning and
social experience.
The researchers looked further afield for other suitable
participants. It was realized that persons enrolled in the English
Language Intensive Course for Overseas Students (ELICOS) at the
Northern Territory University (NTU) might also benefit from the
experience, since the formal learning styles inherited from their own
educational background militated against the acquisition of
communicative competence, and it was thought that gaining some
involvement with the wider Australian speech community would assist
in promoting their language development.
The recruitment of ELICOS participants took place with the
approval of the Director of ELI COS at NTU. The researchers
approached the students in class just before they adjourned for lunch,
explained the purpose of the workshops, invited them to participate, and
arranged transport to the venue for participants The researchers' initial
proposal, which is set out below as Worksheet 1, was written in such a
way that the students found it difficult to understand. Another visit was
paid to the students, and on this occasion the proposal was presented
more simply, as illustrated in Worksheet 2 below.

DATA COLLECTION

The focus of the study, that is, the communicative performances of
Chinese speakers of English in real-life Australian social situations ,
encouraged the researchers to create informal venues in which to carry
out their study. It was decided that the communication workshops
should be organized in the researchers' own homes on Saturday
mornings, as well as two Australian-style barbecues, for which the
participants would be prepared in the series of communica tion
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COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP
We learn about
how you communicate orally and with gestures
problems you have understanding Australians
You learn
about your strengths and areas which might netd improving in
social communication
ways in which you can communicate better with Australians.
how you sound and look like on video (in English!)

LEADERS/ RESEARCHERS : Lee Clarke, Peter McGuire.
PROGRAM
!.GETTING TO KNOW YOU
We talk about
verbal and non-verbal communication
the ways you pause, hesitate
the ways you use posture, stance, facial expression,
hand movements to help you communicate
starting a conversation
the Aussie Barbie
greetings
welcomes
openers
small talks
anecdotes
exchange of info
yarns and jokes
getting and holding the floor
chore-related language
analysing communication on video.
We ask you about
the actual experience you have had in speaking English with
Australians.
your language learning background
your ways of communicating.

2. The Aussie Barbie (Don't forget to bring a plate!)
3. Feedback on the video.
What did you mean by that?
How did you feel when you were talking to ........ ?
Why were you laughing?
What were you trying to say?
What did you think he meant?

Worksheet

1

Initial proposal to prospective participants
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Communication Workshop
What we will be doing
how to meet and talk with Australians
looking at ourselves on video
having a barbecue
1. Getting to know you
We talk about Australian English for the Aussie Barbie
how to say hello
how to start a conversation
how to tell stories
2. A Barbecue at Lee's place (on video)
meeting and talking to Australians
3. Looking at the video
Worksheet 2

Revised proposal to prospective students

workshops. Social interactions occurring at two barbecues, on 9 June
1990 and on 17 November 1990, were videoed and analysed for the
purpose of this research project. The barbecue venue promised to be a
rich source of data. Much of the inspiration came from Aussie Barbie,
an interactive video disc program for adult learners of English
(Adelaide College of T AFE, 1985, p. 8). The Australian barbecue as a
social setting contrasts with Asian-style social gatherings. Peppard, the
script writer for the program (Adelaide College of TAFE, 1985, p. 9)
further explains that the barbecue is 'a metaphor for Australian society
and our modes and t<,pics of interaction' whose informality makes it a
location for 'non-specific small talk'. Often people from different
backgrounds are brought together In a display of apparent
egalitarianism.
Peppard reflects the thinking of the researchers:
We want to place the learner in very real situation for
anyone, that of entering a new place full of people you
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don't know. They must fmd out who all these people are,
what they are doing, what they are saying. why they are
saying it, how they are related to the other people there.
and what they contribute to it.
(Adelaide College ofTAFE, 1985. p. 9)

· In the communication workshops, participants were introduced to
segments of a typical barbecue, including making arrangements and
subsequent confusions, catering and seating preparations, the arrival of
the guests, the presentation and offering of food, the icebreakers offered
by the hosts, the crescendos of the social event, clean up time, and
finally, the wind up and farewells. Participants were encouraged to
discuss the spatial environment of situations in which people interact
socially in their country of origin, and to compare these with the
Australian communicative situations.
The barbecue was acknowledged by the participants to be quite a
different social event from that in their own countries. In China,
according to one participant, people usually take food on picnics and if
they cook food they need to buy firewood, and exchange the unused
wood for money. Or1e participant had previously attended a barbecue
but three others statea that they had not been to a barbecue before.
The researchers discussed with the participants the typical
proxemic features of a barbecue, such as standing around in groups
(rather than sitting around a table in a more formal situation) and the
distance between partners (unlike the close proximity of people sitting
round a restaurant table). In contrast to a formal encounter at a
restaurant table, a barbecue is characterized by a 'naturalness' of setting
(in the garden, and with a barbecue fire) , by the participants' lowintensity of eye contrct, casual observational stances and casualness of
dress. Cultural artifacts which were introduced to Chinese participants
were the Esky and the barbecue stove.
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In comparison, photographs the researchers have seen of Asian
picnics show that participants are usually dressed formally . In this
respect, the Chinese participants all agree that their living environment
was very different from that of Darwin's and that the barbecue was an
unfamiliar social event in their country.
Planning an interactive program for the participants

The understanding was that the researchers would facilitate
opportunities to practise English language communication and provide
feedback as well as hospitality (morning tea, barbecues); the students for
their part were willing and quite happy to be filined on video. For the
barbecues the researchers also recruited long-term Australian residents
('untrained' in the social sciences) as observers/interactants for the
Chinese subjects.
The purpose of these communication workshops was to explore
'social conversation', to introduce the participants to the experience of
an 'Aussie Barbie' and to prepare them for the communicative demands
of the occasion (what to bring and what to expect). The terminology
relating to spoken discourse and kinesics was simplified so as to be
understandable to students. Mter videoing, the researchers planned to
seek participant perceptions of their own performances : the nature of
this feedback was, however, more appreciative than analytical; that is,
the participants' enjoyment of the video and their sense of fun overrode
more serious linguistic considerations. The researchers also sought
learners' perceptions of Australians' discourse behaviour, and the
intercultural differences they perceived.
The program of the guided tours of the two researcher's local
homes, communication workshops and barbecues are presented in Table
1 below.
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The workshops were held at the researchers' homes on Saturday
mornings. Participants were picked up and returned home by the
researchers. On arrival they were offered snacks and drinks . The
stimulus materials for the program were written for each workshop in
order to provide a jumping-off point for communicative activities. The
students responded more positively, and about six students expressed
DATI'.:

DATA

ACTIVITY

SUBJECTS WHO

PARTI C IPAT ED

28 4 .90

Video, Looking at Lee's house: an
audio, introduction and guided tour
notes
of an Australian house

5.5.90

Video,
audio,
notes
Video,
audio,
notes
Video

12.5.90
19.5.90
9.6.90
16.6.90
•

1.7.90

17.11.90

Table 1

Fay , Jill , Laura.
John, Vicky and
Meg

Communication workshop

Laura, John
Vicky, Meg
Jill and Fay
Laura, John, Meg
Communication workshop
Discussion: meeting friends
Widya Jill and
Getting ready for the barbecue Fay
Looking at Peter's house
Fay, John , Laura,
Vicky_and Meg
Video, Barbecue
Jill, Laura, John,
audio,
Vicky and Meg
notes
Video, Communication workshop at Jill, Laura,
John, Vicky and
audio, Peter's house
Meg
notes
Laura, Fay , John
Still
Picnic, Botanical Gardens
and Jill (a late
photo
arrival )
Laura, John,
Video, Barbecue
Vicky and Meg
audio,
notes
Program of workshops and barbecues

interest in attending the first communication workshop, a guided tour of
Lee's house on 28 April 1990. A floor plan of Lee's elevated house and
garden was provided for the students, and a video recording was made
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as the participants were given a guided tour of the house. After the tour
had been completed, morning tea was provided for the participants. The
researchers provided the participants with Worksheet 3, below, and
gave them some indication of the activities to take place.
COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP
Getting to know you
A. Introductions
B. The video
looking at a video of other students at a picnic
C. Introduction to a typical Darwin house (Lee)- videoed by Peter
inside living, family area
the pool
outdoor verandah social area
the barbecue area
Materials: ground plan of the house (prepared by Jack)
C. What happens at the Aussie Barbie
D. watching the video

Worksheet 3

Program 28 April 1990

COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP
Discussion- Talking about how, when, where etc you meet friends in your country (as
on handout)
PROGRAM
A. Discussion: meeting friends
B. Getting ready for the b~becue
A. DISCUSSION : PLACES TO MEET AND TALK
IN DARWIN
When do you have conversation with other people in your language?
When do you have conversation with other people in English?
Where do you meet friends?
How often do you meet?
Where do you meet new people?
When do you meet new people?
How much time do you spend with friends?
IN YOUR COUNTRY
Where did you meet friends?
How often did you meet friends?
How much time did you spend friends?
Where did you meet members of your family? (What rooms in the house?)
How often did you meet friends?
How much time did you spend with your friends?

Worksheet 4

Program 5 May 1990
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Discussions were initiated and led by the researchers, as Worksheet 4
above, for the workshop on May 5, 1990, demonstrates. However the
course of the conversation took a slightly different tum, to the topic of
Chinese geomancy and similar Chinese beliefs.
On 12 May it was intended to analyse the video of the previous
week's interaction, but the participants chose to continue social
interactions and extend ongoing discussions. They were not particularly
interested in watching themselves on video. The original intention of the
researchers was to obtain feedback from the participants. Stimulus
questions, provided in Worksheet 5 below, were given with the
COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP
PROGRAM
1. Small Talk.
2. Watching the video of our conversations.
3. Analysing a conversation.

Questionnaire
Did you ask questions?
Did you answer questions?
Did people understand you?
Were you silent?
Do you pause (stop) very often?
Do you speak loudly?
Do you speak to one person or many?
Did you laugh?
Did you giggle?
Do you move your hands?
Are you nervous when you talk?
Do people listen to you?
Do you look at _other people?
Do other people look at you?

Worksheet 5

Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
One Many
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No

Program 12 May 1990

intention of gaining informal feedback from the participants. It was
found, however, that, due to the highly sociable and informal nature of
the communication workshops, participants preferred to sit back and
enjoy the video recordings, rather than to reflect on their own
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communicative performances in a critical way. Their reactions to the
video were affective in nature, demonstrating perhaps that participants
could appreciate their own communicative performances.
From then on, participants felt free to bring up their own topics
of conversation. Discussion typically centred on the social lives of the
workshop participants, particularly the communicative demands of these
social situations, and the social and cultural differences between typical
Australian situations and those of the participants' own countries. The
researchers encouraged participants to talk about any topic which was of
interest to the group, since the focus of the workshop was
communication rather than any particular topic. Both researchers
provided the participants with a guided tour of their family homes, as
an introduction to Australian culture and lifestyle. These guided tours
stimulated discussion; for example, about Chinese geomancy, as
indicated earlier. The major topics which emerged in the
communication workshops, those that stimulated the most discussion,
are collated in Table 2 below.
Both researchers also conducted informal interviews with Fay,
Meg and Jill, all of whom were students of the researchers at the Adult
Migrant Education Centre. The researchers also made field notes before
and after the workshops and barbecues.
As an ethnographer, the researcher maintained a diary in which
was recorded quite confidential information, sometimes concerning the
research process (such as obtaining permission to carry out research or
advisers' feedback on our work), contacts with subjects from AMEC
and ELICOS, the communication workshops and barbecues , as well as
notes of discussions with the co-researcher and her advi ser.
Impressionistic

note~.

were kept of conversations with the principal

subjects.
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.........

Interaction
No.

Date

Top1cs

1

28.4.90

Guided tour

2,3,4,5,6

5.5.90

Cost of houses in home countries

7

5.5.90

Geomancy

8

5.5.90

Chinese attitudes to aquarium fish

9

5.5.90

Chinese shrines

10

12.5.90

Mowing the lawn, participant's problem with her lawn

11

12.5.90

Inscription on participant's T -shin

12

12.5.90

Lan&!!_ages spoken by participants

13

19.5.90

Guided tour of researcher's house: Looking at a Chinese
painting

14, 15, 16

19.5.90

Houses in which participants live

17

9.6.90

Colleagues in English classes

18

9.6.90

Student residency in Australia

19

16.6.90

Cemeteries

20

16.6.90

Fighting between China and Vietnam

21

16.6.90

Conscription in Taiwan

22

17. 11.90

Mutual acquaintances

23

17.11.91

Arranging leave from University English classes

Table 2

Topics in Communication Workshops
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For filming, technical resources were limited to one Sony video
camera. It was technically easier to ftlm the relatively static discussion
activities of the

work~hops

rather than the more realistic communicative

events such as barbecues. With only one camera at the barbecue. the
sound of many speakers was recorded simultaneously, sometimes
making it difficult to hear the person who was the focu s of the
researcher's attention.
Issues and techniques which needed to be considered included the
selectivity of the camera, the number of cameras, learner reactions to
cameras and the direction in which to point the camera. In these
authentic situations, it was difficult to know which participant is going
to make a communicative move that will be of interest to the researcher.
One had to consider what is most important to film, when to start and
stop and how to capture sound.
An example of the nature of the problems faced was the omission
to record one highly significant move across the communicative stage
(in this case, the barbecue area) of two participants , Vicky and John,
because the camera person was otherwise occupied. During the barbecue
held on 9 June 1991, they moved from a sitting position on a bench,
which afforded no or-portunity to open an interaction, to speak with the
host, who was prepa:ing the barbecue fire . In offering assistance with
the fire, they initiated a conversation.
At the two barbecues, for example, the video camera operatorand hence subsequent viewers-might follow the physical movements of
guests as they initially sit alone then move around the barbecue
environment, approaching pairs or groups of people in conversation,
accept invitations to a discussion or attract attention in order to gain
entry into a conversation. The concomitant body movements and
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discourse tactics were thus manifest as data for use by learner and
teacher. Scenes were chosen in which participants were speaking. and
the focus of the camera was usually upon the speaker's face and upper
limbs.
About forty still colour photographs were taken off the video
recording with the assistance of the University photographer, who used
a high quality video monitor and slow speed film to take the shots. In
this way a record could be made of highly specific frames. These were
scanned and placed into the text of the present study.
The proxemic map of the barbecue on 9 June 1990 is given in
Figure 1 below and is drawn from pictures on Video Tape 5, at about 4
minutes on the video cassette recorder timer. The still photograph taken
from the video, showing guests whose numbers in Figure 1 were 6 to
11, is given in Photograph 1. This photograph shows some of the guests
sitting rather formally in a semicircle, each guest fairly separate
proxemically from his or her neighbour, while Photograph 2 shows a
more informal group at the barbecue on 17 November 1990, attended
by a dozen or so students who were about the same age as the Chinese
participants. Photograph 2 shows Vicky on the left hand side and Laura
on the right hand side, sitting with their friends in close proximity.
Processing of data

Some of the conversations in the communication workshops were
audio recorded, and these have been used extensively by Lee Clarke as a
data source. This researcher concentrated his attention on the video
data. and the still photos which were made at the picnic on 1 July 1990.
Eight video cassette tapes were used for recording the communication
workshops and barbecues, from which fifty four minutes of film were
carefully transcribed. The researcher repeatedly viewed the video
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Photograph 1

Meg and guests (Barbecue, 9 June 1990)

Photograph 2

Vicky, Chinese girls and Laura (Barbecue, 17
November 1990)
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!.Jack
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4. Widya

9. Viv

5. Laura

11-13 Other guests
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1

Map of seating at barbecue
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recordings and transcribed the oral texts. Episodes of conversation and
gestural performance were organized into segments termed
'interactions'. This was used because the segments provide a more
holistic record of speech and gesture.
Each interaction was labelled using the following classificatory
data: the date at which the interaction occurred; the video recording
tape number; the frame numbers, using the minutes and seconds counter
on a video cassette recorder; the length of the segment; the occasion
(communication workshop, guided tour or barbecue) on which the
interaction took place; the topic of conversation; the physical setting of
the interaction; and the pseudonyms of the participant. An example
from Interaction 1 is provided.
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING

PARTICIPANTS

Saturday 28 April
1
2.02-2.40
38 sec.
Guided Tour of Lee's house
The barbecue stove.
Lee and the workshop participants are standing around the
barbecue stove during Lee's guided tour of her hou se.
The workshop participants have handouts with a map of
house, to which they refer.
Meg and Lee

Nonverbal features of communicative significance were initially
described in an impressionistic way, these impressions forming the
annotations to the oral text. These annotations of gestures and
paralinguistic features were made in italics. Gestures which were
essential to conveying meaning, together with those which served to
emphasise what the speaker was saying, and which served an expressive
role (that is, which C•mveyed feelings and which related directly to the
context) were selected for analysis.
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The annotations tn parentheses were simple naturalistic
descriptions, as for e>.ample in Interaction 1:

1. Meg: You always clean it.
(Meg points to barbecue so directing attention to it.)
2. Lee: We clean it up every time we use it yeah we scrape it
down clean it down and squirt it with a hose yeah yeah.
(Lee shakes hand to indicate scraping. She sweeps her arm, with
closed fist, to indicate hosing. She smiles to indicate a juncture. or
pause, in the conversation.)
3. Lee: Just come round this side.
(Lee leads students to 'fire' side of barbecue.)
4. Lee: So we just light the wood we put the wood in here, and we
light the fire this gets hot, (Lee points to barbecue plate.)
5. Lee: and and we cook on here okay but some have a gas
barbecue.
(The students stand around the barbecue. Fay is on Lee's left hand
side. Lee points to fireplace and looks around to students on each
side as she speaks.)
6. Meg: (Meg steps forward out of the front row of students,
smiles broadly as she asks the question, looks from Lee to
fireplace and back to Lee.) The wood comes from you tree.
(Meg leans over and points to fireplace, then to the tree top.)
7. Lee: We have to go to the bush sometimes from the tree.
(Meg laughs.)
8. Lee: Sometimes we go in our ute that white car,
(Lee points to the car behind.)
9. Lee: the white car into the bush and we cut the wood we have
to be careful because you're not allowed (Lee shakes her head.) to
do that.
(There is quiet laughter from the group of participants.)
10. Lee: Okay let's go this way.
(Lee moves forward and leads the group on further).
As the participants were willing to talk freely about themselves,
the researchers came to know them well. They spoke about their
prospects in Australia, their marital situations, their accommodation,
their past educational and family histories, as well as their own cultural
backgrounds. Personal data, such as that in the personal profiles, were
obtained from communication workshop discussions and through
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conversations with the participants, and through simply getting to know
them over a period of one year.
Descriptions of subjects

The participants fell into two distinct social categories: migrants
with permanent visas, and overseas students on temporary student visas.
ELICOS students, being on student visas, could not make defmite plans
to settle in Australia; the Adult Migrant Education Centre (AMEC)
students' learning goals were oriented to long-term residency in
Australia, and so the motivations for study of the two groups were quite
different. Students at tertiary institutions may have more opportunities
to interact socially with Australians, or their social life may be confined
to a circle of overseas students. The ELICOS students (Laura, John and
Vicky) seemed to socialize with their own group of Asian students,
though they had to negotiate in English with landlords to arrange their
accommodation. The migrants (Meg, Fay and Jill) each had marital
partners and family responsibilities which restricted their contact with
people outside the immediate family circle. To their advantage , the
courses they attended at the Adult Migrant Education Centre emphasized
social language, whereas the ELICOS students were concentrating on
English for study purposes. However, they all fulfilled the criteria for
inclusion in the study; that is, Chinese was their first language, and they
were learning English as a second language in Australia. In this
dissertation, workshop participants, as well as guests at the barbecue and
real persons referred to in conversations , have been given pseudonyms
to maintain their anonymity, and these names are introduced Table 3
below. (The researchers' own first names, Lee and Peter, are retained.)
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Name

Place of ongm

Occupataon

Arrn·al m
Australia

Res1dency
status

Fay

Guangzhou. PRC

Nurse

Permanent

Jill

Guangzhou , PRC

Librarian

1989
1989

Meg

Hong Kong

Teacher

Permanent

John

Taiwan

Student

1989
1990

Vicky

Taiwan

Student

1990

Student

Laura

Taiwan

Student

1990

Student

Table 3

Profile

Descriptions

Permanent
Student

of subjects

of subjects

Fay

Fay comes from Guangzhou in the People's Republic of China,
and was born into a fdmily who were prosperous business people before
1949, but whose social position fell thereafter. Just before she was born
they were sent to an island to work. Her father later worked in the
water authority in Guangzhou as a technical officer. Fay finished high
school studies in 1980 in Guangzhou. Along with her contemporaries
she had to work in the fields during primary school, though this has
apparently not affected her education. She completed her nursing
training in 1983. Nursing was not her choice, according to Fay, it was
an occupation imposed upon her by the authorities: her real goal was to
gain a university education and become a Japanese interpreter. Fay
resigned from her job as a nurse in China in June 1989, and came to
Australia from Guangzhou to marry a permanent resident of Australia.
In describing her family history she was able to place events into

historical context and see the broader sweep of history, as when she
described her family history to the researchers. With Fay there was a
sense of cerebral planning of the strategies she devised to achieve her
goals. The pace of her speech was measured, allowing her to think
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before she spoke. She appeared more grounded in her stance than Meg.
and did not hold herself back. Her poise was expressed in her stable and
balanced bodily posture. Fay had a strong presence. She had a direct
gaze and her dark rimmed glasses gave the impression of an intelligent,
thinking person. She yearned to extend the horizons of her experience
both in her social life and in her career.
J i II

Jill fmished year 12 in Guangzhou and worked as a librarian in a
Shipping School. Like Fay, Jill married an Australian resident who had
arrived in Darwin after the Indonesian invasion of Timor. She was
slighter in build and younger in appearance than Fay. She was
unassuming in manner and her gaze was not intense.
Jill was an attentive listener and this attribute probably helped her
to learn English quickly, perhaps more quickly than Fay or Meg. But
initially she was less willing to talk about herself and preferred a
structured learning style. Jill's horizons were not as broad as Fay's. She
was, at one point, for example, considering taking on a factory job. Her
friends dissuaded her (in Cantonese) from taking a job there, arguing
that learning English was her first priority.
Meg

Meg was from Hong Kong where she taught in a private College
for fifteen years, and achieved a senior position in the school. She had
several children. Her husband was a professional working in a
semigovernmental agency. She stated that she belonged to the upper
middle class and was comfortably off. On arriving in Darwin she
worked to her utmost to improve her English but her speech still had a
staccato rhythm and

~he

hadn't acquired the prosodic patterns typically

associated with Australian speech. She was extremely determined and
this was apparent in all her projects; for example, she worked through a
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great number of word processing hitches and layout problems before
she was satisfied with the fmal draft of her curriculum vitae.
Meg was very goal directed, and her participation in the workshop
was aimed at improving her English rather that having fun or escaping
from boredom. Her background as a mature and senior teacher may
have been reflected in her slightly authoritarian self presentation. She
directed conversations with her partners towards a purposeful
conclusion, which may have been to learn new English words or make
social contacts which would help her gain employment. She preferred
serious one-to-one interactions rather than the frivolity of a group
exchange.
John, Vicky and Laura

John, Vicky and Laura were full-time students at ELICOS . All
were born in Taiwan and were being supported financially by their
parents while they studied in Australia. All had student visas. Since they
were younger, there is not an extensive biographical history for
researchers to draw upon.
John gave the impression of being self-sufficient and mature: this
may have been related to the fact that he had a served two years in the
army and was older. He expressed a wish to study and work in Australia
as an engineer. His father was a farmer. Vicky came to the English
Language Intensive Courses for Overseas Students course directly from
high school and found the social and cultural dislocation initially
difficult to bear. Laura also entered the English Language Intensive
Courses for Overseas Students course after high school. She came from
a well-off background. At the end of 1990 Laura and John moved to
Sydney.
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RESEARCH

QUESTIONS

Table 4 sets out the major questions which were posed at the
beginning of this dissertation. In order to answer these questions
adequately, the

res~ archer

profiled the participants in order to

document those personal factors which impinged upon their
communicative style. Of particular relevance were those personality or
affective features such as shyness or assertiveness, and the participants'
life goals which might strengthen or weaken motivation to communicate
in English. This holistic approach was brought to bear upon analyses of
particular segments of conversation and interaction. The aim of these
analyses was to gauge how effectively the interactants communicated
with each other. Categories from kinesics and linguistics were used as
descriptors and are considered in the context to which they belong.
1. Which gestures Chinese speakers actually used

The researcher carefully examined the video recordings, the
transcribed oral texts and the annotated nonverbal features in order to
observe those gestures which Chinese speakers actually used. The
gestural features which claimed the researcher's attention are described
in Chapter One. Significant gestures were singled out and categorized
according to the gestural terminology. The speech and gestures for each
speaker were extracted. For example, for Interaction 6, in which Meg
participated, the following table was compiled, showing the line number
of the interaction, the gesture category, what is signified by that gesture
and the function of that gesture. Thus tables were compiled for each
participant's performances in a range of interactions, which together
provided data as to which gestures were actually used. The researcher
compiled tables such as the following for each participant's performance
in each interaction.
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I

Questions
What gestures do Chinese speakers
actually use?

Method

Data focus

Documentation and description of
communicative gestures

Survey of all video
footage and focus on
personal profiles

2

Do the gestures.have culturally specific
meanings?

Comparison of subjects' gestures
with what is known of nativespeaker gest ures

Specific episodes

3

To what extent are gestures expressions
of individual personalities and of
affective states?

Examination of speakers'
personalities and gestural activity

Specific episodes

4

Is there complementarity of gesture with Analysis of speech and gestures.for
speech, with intonation, lexical affiliates, individual speakers
cognitive processes?

Specific episodes

5

What is the relationship of gestures with
dynamics of discourse?

Analysis of of discourse and gesture
for individual speakers

Specific episodes

6

What is the role of gestural style and
behaviour in communication?

Correlation of gestural styles with
participants profiles

Survey of data corpus

- ·----

Table 4

Major research questions

"o::t
00

Lme
No .
4

Gesture Category What as sagnif1ed Function

7

CLEMS
Illustrator
C::LEMS
Demonstrative
Demonstrative

9

10_
12.
17

-ana

CLEMS

Table 5

L1stening
processing
speaker' s lan gua~e.
Recall

Neganve
Calculation
Number
High social status

Assignation of gestural categories. Interaction 6:
Meg

A count of each gesture category for each interaction was made,
so for this interaction it was:
CLEMS 3
Demonstrative 2
Illustrator 1
Each participant's repertoire of gestures was then delineated. The
gestural categories used by each participant in each interaction were
recorded and placed in table form. From this data, one can consider
which categories of gestures the participant uses and for what purposes,
and a pattern as to the participant's gestural style and repertoire may be
suggested.
2. Gestures which have culturally specific meanings

Again, specific episodes from the interactions were chosen for
analysis to explore whether there is a Chinese style of gestural
behaviour, as distinct from an Australian one.
3. The extent to which gestures are expressions of Individual
personalities and of affective states

The assessment of individual Chinese speakers' gestures as modes
of personal expression included analyses of specific episodes as well as
considerations of overall gestural patterns.
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4. The relationship between gestures and the dynamics of
discourse

Gestures of Chinese speakers were examined in relation to
features of discourse in specific episodes. Larger chunks of conversation
were considered with respect to typical kinesic categories, typical
gestures, semantic features and typical speech features, as outlined in
Table 6 below.
5. The synchrony of gestures, semantic features of speech and
Intonation patterns

A concordance of speech and gesture for individual speakers was
created and then analysed to establish the relations between speech and
gesture, so as to gauge the communicative significance of these gestures.
D iscourse features, typical speech features, kinesic categories and
typical gestures were examined.
A prominent feature to be analysed was the relationship of
intonation and gestures, including deictic and referential gestures, as
well as illustrators. Intonation, including pitch, linking and stressare
noted using the conventions in this example:

.,....------__

Some relevant features, which indicate the relationship between
9. John: just two kinds.

discourse and gesture are illustrated in Table 7 below.
6. The role of gestural style and behaviour In communication

In view of the very discrete nature of the descriptors of gestures,
this researcher compiled phenomenological descriptors (set out in Table
8) which proved appropriate for gaining a wider overview of the
communicative interactions, and assisted in answering the sixth major
research question. These descriptors are presented in Table 8 below.
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Discourse features
To gain attention and to
initiate one's tum
To hold the floor
To pause

Ty pica I Speech
feature s
Raising voice

Typical kinesic
categories
Discourse marker

Typical gcst ures

Maintaining pace of
speech
Holding pitch

Discourse marker
Illustrator
Discourse marker
Recollector
CLEMS
Discourse marker

Maintaining hand in upraised
position
Looking upwards

Discourse marker
Discourse marker

Raising one's hand
Dropping one's hand

To allow partner to take a Pausing
turn
To interrupt
Raising voice
To terminate one's own
Lowering pitch
turn

Leaning forward

Pointing to partner

r-

oo

Table 6

Relevant features of discourse, kinesic
categories and gestures

Typical kinesic
cah.• gories
Deictic gesture

Referential
gesture

Iconic gesture

Pantomime

Typical gestures

To specify 'this' or
'that', 'here' or
'there', 'now' or
'then'
Pointing in or
T o refer to the
outwards
person or people
about whom one is
s peakin g
. Drawing an object or To convey meaning
carrying out an
of individual words
ac tion
Carrying out an
To narrate a story,
ac tion
explain a point
Pointing in or
outwards

Illustrators

Baton signals

Expressive
affective gesture

Frowning
~-··-·-

Table 7

Semantic features

~~

Typical Speech
features
Appropriate lexical
affiliates

Appropriate lexical
affiliates
!

I

Appropriate le xical
affiliates
Narration

To provide emphasis Sentence, word
stre ss
To express nonIntonation
comprehension.

Relevant features of speech, kinesic
categories and gestures

00
00

Are rhe speaJ<ers havinx an inrimare one-to-one
conversation, or are they asserring themselves by
£Uidressing a larger audience?
Does the speaker hold the floor?
Does the speaker gain rhe auenrion of orher people?
How do the paralinguistic features of speech rejlecr
tJus?
Are the speakers really expressing rhemselves an
their personality or are they performing a rirual?
Do the prosodic pauerns of speech help ro reinforce
inrended meanings?
Does the speaker respond to the affective tone of
the situation (e.}:. humour)?
What overall impression do the speaker's speech
pauerns make on rhe lisrener? Do intonation
arrerns march and assist to exoress mean in~?
How is motility reflected in speech?

Table 8

Are gestures expansive, or
are they enclosed?
How wide are the person's
gestures?

Is there a sense of ease in
the speaker's gesrures?
Is there synchrony of
gestures and speech?
What expressive-affective
disolays are there?
What gestures are directly
related to prosodic
eatures?
Does the speaker appear to
have high tonus? How
active is the soeaker?

Links between phenomenological features and research
questions relating to speech and gesture

0'1
00

Tables were compiled which collected counts of categorised
gestures, and the significance of these gestural patterns was drawn out
with respect to the participant's language development. The patterns of
speaking and gestural styles in the interactions were mapped in order to
determine the nature of the transition process, as well as those features
of successful oral and gestural interaction which could be be
recommended as suitable matter for teaching instruction. The
phenomenological perspectives were applicable at this stage to gain the
'big picture'.

LIMITATIONS OF STUDY

The holistic approach used in this study permitted a naturalistic
v1ew of the learners' contextualized performances. The researcher's
phenomenological perspective was based on a carefully worked out
theoretical basis. However, for purpose of analysing specific
communicative acts, it was necessary to limit the number of
paralinguistic features to be analysed. Sophisticated electronic
equipment for the precise measurement of rhythm, intonation, pitch and
volume was not available in Darwin. Thus, in analysing the prosodic
features of the learners' discourse in relation to gesture, it was
necessary to confine the analysis mainly to intonation, sentence stress
and volume.
The researchers had access to the group of Chinese learners
mainly in fairly infOJ mal social situations, outside of formal language
learning arrangements, and in the learners' free time. While this
situation was entirely appropriate for the study of learners'
performances in natural communicative situations, it did not facilitate a
more formal consideration by learners and researchers of, for example,
the video data. Though the researchers encouraged and arranged for the
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viewing of video recordings of the learners' performances, and though
the researchers had prepared written questionnaires, the participants in
the workshops preferred to follow through with their own social
interactions , perhaps because the workshop offered them a rare
opportunity to do so. There was no access to relevant student records of
educational history or formal assessment of their language skills. The
students devoted up to twenty hours of their own time to voluntary
participation in the workshops and barbecues , so that the researchers
were not in a position to place additional demands upon them.
There were limited opportunities for interaction between the
Chinese speakers of English and native speakers. At the communication
workshops, the Chinese participants interacted with their colleagues, the
researchers, and several students from other Asian countries. The
researchers had difficulties in finding native speakers to be guests at the
barbecues. Ideally, there should have been larger numbers . A
considerable number of native speakers were invited, but most had
other engagements. At the first barbecue, this researcher invited family
friends who were mature age, proficient English-speaking, Polish
background residents of Darwin. At the barbecue, they may have felt
that they had little in common with the Chinese speakers, who were of a
younger age and were students. Only one Polish woman, who was also
learning English at the Adult Migrant Education Centre, spent time in
interacting with a Chinese learner, a fellow student.
Furthermore, the sample was restricted to participants whose
average age was under thirty. Older participants may have demonstrated
different patterns of gestural behaviour. It seemed that the natural
inclination of the Chmese speakers was to interact with their own peer
group. A larger number of Asian background students of English were
invited to the second barbecue on 17 Novemner 1990. Many of them
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were not acquainted, but it was apparent that they enjoyed
communicating in English, indulging in the sort of humour and repartee
appropriate to their social group. In addition, gender differences were
not considered in depth since all but one subject was female.
The subjects of the study were exposed to a wide range of
experiences during this period, such as attendance in formal language
learning courses and events in their personal lives, which may have
contributed to or detracted from their gestural and linguistic
development. While these impinging factors were recognized, their
bearing on the study could not be assessed in detail.
The Chinese participants were observed only at the barbecues and
communication workshops. How they would perform in other real-life
communicative situations, in which, for example, they might have had
to negotiate with government officials, is not known.
Video data have the potential to provide very rich resources.
However, some of the limitations of this type of data need to be
acknowledged. In collecting the data, the camera person focussed the
video on apparently significant segments of spontaneous social
interactions on the basis that they offered useful data relating to
discourse and gesture, in a way consistent with the rationale of the
study. Sometimes the camera person had the camera trained on the
participants as they began an interaction, sometimes when an interaction
had already begun. Audio records, in contrast, do not depend on an
operator being in the most suitable place at the most appropriate time.
The audio recorder simply records all speech within recording range.
When participants are moving around the communicative stage, the
video camera must be carried around and directed by the camera person
so that it is in close enough range to capture the sound.
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Most attention in this study had to be given to the relationships of
gesture and speech The data were very rich in detailing the discourse
strategies used by the interlocutors. However, the very demands of
adumbrating even elementary relationships between gesture and speech
did not permit extensive discourse analysis. This area is being treated by
Lee Clarke, the co-researcher. The amount of data for each participant
is variable. Some p:irticipants simply interacted more, and so lent
themselves more easily for description and analysis.
A detailed consideration of those linguistic factors related to the
influence of first languages (Cantonese, Mandarin and Hakka) was not
possible because the researcher did not possess sufficient knowledge of
these languages. Instead, advice was sought through informal
consultations and discussions from colleagues, students and friends who
speak these languages, and the relevant literature was reviewed. The
influence of the tonal systems of Chinese languages on the speaking of
English, for example, is well documented in the literature.
In comparing the gestures of Chinese speakers of English with
those of native speakers, reliance has been placed on the detailed
documentation of native-speaker gestures contained in the literature. A
detailed comparative analysis of Australian native speaker and a Chinese
speaker gestures was beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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Chapter 4

RESULTS

In this chapter, the results are discussed with relation to the major

research questions posed at the beginning of this dissertation. Each of
these findings is discussed in greater detail with reference to the data in
Chapter 5.
1. Gestures actually used by Chinese speakers

(a) What gestures do Chinese speakers use when speaking English?

Type of ~esture
Baton signal
CLEMS
Deictic
Demonstrative
Discourse marker
Emblem
Expressive-affective
Display
.
Iconic
Illustrator
Pantomime
Recollector
Referencing
Non-comprehension
Table 9

Fay

Meg

Jill

John

Vickv Laura

20

7

1

2

2

5

6
6

1

3

2

12

2

6

1

11
2

2

6

4

9

6

5

5
2
2
3

10

1

9
8

6

5

1

2
4

5

2
3

2
2

3

1

10

1

3

3

5
2

2

2

1

Summary of gestures used by participants

The gestures the Chinese speakers used when speaking Engli sh
were similar to those used by native speakers. Thus the gestures used by
the participants could generally be recognized by people from both
Chinese and Australi(ln cultures as having the same meaning. In Table 9
above the gestures used by each participant are presented. These figures
provide data as to which gestures the participants actually used, taking
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into account that the participants' gestures were counted in relation to
varying lengths of interaction.

(b) Are they equivalt.nt to the descriptions, in the

literatur~.

of

th~

common gestures used by native and non-native English speakers in
face-to-face communication? Do Chinese speakers, particularly in faceto-face interaction, use gestures whose meaning is easily understood,
ones which are also used by native speakers of Australian English?
The gestures used by the Chinese learners of English were
categorized using descriptions provided by kinesic scientists. It was
found that the learners' gestures were readily understood by native
speakers of English.
2. Gestures which have culturally specific meanings

(a) Do Chinese speakers of English use gestures which have culturally
specific meanings? That is, do they use gestures whose meamng

lS

recognizable only in a Chinese linguistic-cultural context?
On the whole, the gestures used by the Chinese speakers of
English did not seem to be unfamiliar, enigmatic, or inscrutable. These
gestures are ones which native speakers might use themselves, or
observe being used by other native speakers. In face-to-face interaction,
it seems that there were no culturally variant gestures; that is, gestures
whose meaning might be understood only by people from the same
Chinese linguistic-cultural context. It is important to note that the
gestures referred to are only those used in face-to-face interaction.
An interesting example in the data of a gesture inappropriate for

an Australian social situation was the laughter which occurred during
the discussion about a matter of great seriousness, of death in war.
However, it is worth noting that this took place during a rather private
and intimate discussion in a communication workshop rather than in the
more public barbecue. This incident is discussed below in Chapter Five.
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(b) Is the common picture of Chinese students being overly modest and
deferential an accurate one, especially in relation to the self-presentation
of Chinese students in typically Australian communicative situations?
Are such styles of bodily behaviour a manifestation of shyness. fear or
hesitation, or do they indicate a transfer of bodily behaviour learned in
association with the first language and culture?

Some participants exhibited these specifically modest Chinese
styles of gestural behaviour, associated with their own socio-cultural
background, especially with regard to posture, manner of approaching
potential interactants and in the formation of partnerships with peers in
social groupings. In the course of the communication workshops, some
students gained more confidence to approach potential interlocutors. In
the social situation, once conversations had been initiated, these traits of
modesty did not ser,·e to hinder communication. Thus, there is some
evidence of culturally variant modes of bodily presentation, particularly
at those points in time when the Chinese students first entered an
Australian social situation and encountered native speakers.
(c) How do learners adapt to the apparent informality of Australian
social occasions, if they are accustomed to more formal behaviour in
social interaction?

The data show that the participants adapted to the informality of
Australian-style situations. Evidence of this is the adoption of a relaxed
posture, of movement around the communicative stage to seek out
interlocutors, and of the increase of motility in all the participants as
they grew accustomed to the Australian social situations . The
phenomenon of mirroring, discussed above, also indicates a person's
ability to adapt to culturally variant gestural patterns.
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3. The extent to which gestures are expressions of Individual
personalities and of affective states

(a) Do Chinese learners of English develop their own repertoire of
gestures consistent with their individual personalities, or do Chinese
individuals demonstrate similar or identical gestural patterns?
The repertoire for each speaker is highly individual. It seems that
Chinese learners used their own individual repertoire of gestures . Baton
signals, illustrators, CLEMS and demonstratives were the most common
gestures used by the majority of the participants. One might infer the
following . The use of baton signals and illustrators suggests that
speakers intended to emphasise certain points in what they were saying.
Other gestures, such as demonstratives, also functioned as baton signals.
The relationship of baton signals to intonation patterns is examined
below. The speakers used demonstratives to indicate size and quantity,
and iconic gestures to explain what they meant. The use of CLEMS
suggest that the students needed time to pause and think while they were
speaking English to others.

(b) To what extent are recently arrived Chinese students able to express
feeling states such as surprise, dismay, pleasure or displeasure in
English ? Are these gestural expressions readily understood by other
listeners or observers?
The students observed in this study were able to express affective
states such as surprise, dismay, pleasure or displeasure, and these
gestural expressions were readily understood by other listeners or
observers. The six learners really seemed to express themselves and
their personalities, rather than performing ritualistically, especially
after having participated in several communication workshops.
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(c) Do Chinese speakers indicate gesturally that they appreciate and
respond to the humour of a particular social situation, or to the jokes
made by themselves or other interlocutors?
The six Chinese students demonstrated on several occasions that
they appreciated and responded to the humour of a particular social
situation, such as the jokes made by themselves or their peers . Several
participants demonstrated an ability to satirize themselves or other
people.
4. The relationship between gestures and the dynamics of
discourse

(a) In order to initiate a conversation, or in order to be invited into a
conversation, do Chinese speakers take the initiative in approaching
other interactants in a social situation?
Some of the Chinese students took the initiative in approaching
other interactants in a social situation in order to initiate a conversation.
or in order to be invited into a conversation. There was an evident
preference on the part of some, especially at the barbecues, for
interacting in triads and dyads. Generally the students communicated
within narro.w

field~

of presence, and preferred to speak in a low

volume to other interlocutors who were within close range. Such
preferences seemed to be associated with their own individual
inclinations and needs. Though some speakers moved around the
communicative stage rather than restricting themselves to one place,
other speakers preferred intimate one-to-one conversations. Less often
did they assert themselves by addressing a larger audience.
(b) What gestural tactics does the Chinese learner of English use to gain
attention, to initiate conversations,

to

gain the floor in a conversation, to

hold the floor, to invite responses from their interlocutors,
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to

accept or

reject interruptions from their interlocutors, and to conclude their own
speaking turns?
In speaking with peers, the Chinese learners were able to use
gestures to gain attention, to initiate conversations, to gain the floor in a
conversation, to hold the floor, to invite responses from their
interlocutors, to accept or reject interruptions from their interlocutors.
and to conclude their own speaking turns. Allied with these discourse
skills were appropriate gestures. Increasing the volume of voice
sometimes assisted the speaker to dominate a conversation. Other
speakers maintained their hand in an upright position in order to signal
that they wished to continue speaking.

(c) Do Chinese speakers indicate to their interlocutors, by the use of
gestures, that they need time to pause in order to recall a word they
need, or in order to recollect facts, or to make, for example, an
arithmetic calculation? Do they signal to their native-speaker
interlocutors that they need additional time to work out a way of
expressing themselves in English?
The Chinese speakers were able sometimes to indicate to their
interlocutors, by means of a gesture, that they needed time to pause in
order to recall a word they need, or in order to recollect facts, or to
make an arithmetical calculation. Several were able to signal to their
native-speaker interlocutors that they needed additional time to work
out a way of expressing themselves in English. Several communicative
performances by the Chinese speakers were fine examples of the
achievement of reciprocity in conversation.
5. The synchrony 1f gesture, semantic features of speech and
intonation patterns

(a) Given the fact that Chinese learners of English may not possess
native-like proficiency in English syntax, do their gestures compensate
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for these deficiencies, and so contribute substantially to the

coherenc~

their communicative performances? Do Chinese speakers use

of

g~stures.

for example, to indicate when or where an event takes place, so that the
listener is able, from the gestures, to place the narrative in a coherent
temporal and spatial frame?
Illustrators and baton signals were frequent gestures in casual
conversation and were used as a way of indicating emphasis, or as a way
of accompanying the rhythm and intonation of what was said. In
addition, demonstrative gestures, such as counting and enumerating
items, served to maintain the floor and pace the flow of speech. They
also acted as baton signals. CLEMS and recollectors were thus
important to these s'.!cond-language speakers. Use of these gestures
indicated that speak "!rs needed time, a chance to think before they
proceeded.
The gestural performances of the Chinese subjects helped to
compensate for the staccato quality of their speech. This staccato quality
itself would have made it difficult for listeners to determine, for
example, whether what was saying was meant to be humorous or
serious. However, it seems that the Chinese students may have used
more gestures than is usual when speaking one's own language, so that
these gestures may have carried that additional communicative
significance usually conveyed by intonation.

(b) To what extent do Chinese speakers use gestures to compensate for
not knowing the appropriate word they need in conversation? How
effective are such gestures in assisting their listeners to understand
them? To what extent are Chinese speakers able to indicate, by means of
gestures, their comprehension or non-comprehension of their
interlocutors' utterances?
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Chinese speakers were able to convey to their interlocutors-by
means of appropriate gestures, intonation and sentence stress-nuances
of meaning despite the fact that their intonation patterns were
identifiably foreign. Several Chinese speakers, nevertheless, were able
convey an added dimension of meaning in their English speech through
the use of intonation. Their patterns of intonation and stress helped to
reinforce intended meanings , but the speakers' style of speaking
demanded additional effort and attention on the part of their nativespeaker interlocutors.
Referencing gestures assisted listeners to place a speaker's
utterances in context, so that the listener knew if the speaker was
referring to a person who was present or absent. The referencing
gesture, used by one participant, served to reinforce her identity. The
gesture conveyed a strong sense of centredness and self confidence.
(c) Are Chinese speakers able to convey nuances of meaning to their
interlocutors, by means of appropriate gesture, intonation and sentence
stress? Do the intonation and stress patterns help to reinforce intended
meanings?

Gestures such

~s

pantomimic behaviour assisted the interlocutor

to understand what the Chinese person was communicating, but often
these served to compensate for a deficiency in the skill of speaking
English. The Chinese students occasionally used gestures to indicate the
time at which an event took place, and where it took place, to help the
listener to place the narrative in a coherent temporal and spatial frame.
Generally, the use of gestures was very effective in assist ing
interlocutors to understand what was being said.
Chinese learners of English used iconic gestures frequently to
compensate for not knowing the appropriate word they needed m
conversation. Often the Chinese speakers were effective in assisting
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their listeners to understand them, just as native-speakers use iconic
gestures in order to communicate their meaning. The Chinese speakers
were able to convey, by means of gestures, their comprehension and
non-comprehension of their interlocutors' utterances . Shyness or
culturally based modesty was a barrier to communication. It was
apparent that a subject was on the one hand very desirous of making an
oral contribution, but was prevented by fear or shyness. Such subjects
sometimes depended on more confident colleagues to speak or answer
for them, or they sought help by directing their gaze to other
participants. One tactic that these subjects sometimes employed was to
ask other participants in Chinese for assistance in finding the
appropriate English word. Another tactic used by participants was to
combine in a dyad in order to approach a native speaker. Generally, the
subjects used gestures of the head and upper limbs in order to
communicate more effectively in face-to-face communication.
6. The role of gestural style and behaviour In communication

(a) How do the discrete features of gestural behaviour combine

tn

overall communicative performance of Chinese learners of English?
The discrete features of gestural behaviour displayed by
individual speakers were combined to provide consistent communicative
styles. The styles Wf:re highly individualised for individual speakers,
even though the gestures used by the Chinese students were very similar
to those used by native speakers of English. The gestures of each
individual together form a highly individualized pattern. Some speakers
might use discourse markers very frequently, while other speakers may
express themselves more easily with a repertoire which includes a large
number of iconic gestures.

(b) How gesturally active are Chinese learners of English? Do they
move around the communicative stage, or do they restrict themselves to
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one place? Are the Chinese learners' gestures expansive. or are they
enclosed? Do the speakers prefer having intimate one-to-one
conversation? Do they, on the other hand, prefer to speak to a group of
people distributed more widely over the communicative

sta~e.

so

asserting themselves by addressing a larger audience?
In some ways the modest self-presentation of Chinese speakers
discussed at the beginning of this dissertation was in evidence. to the
extent that they generally preferred to assume a low profile by
restricting their conversation to one or two partners. Some subjects did
move around the communicative stage, while most restricted themselves
to one place. The number of interlocutors exceeded this number only
when a group of mainly Asian young people were gathered at the
barbecue on 17 November 1990. This is understandable since it is much
more practical for learners to try out their English on a single partner.
However, the picture that Chinese students are somehow passive
did not prove true when the results of the data analysis were reviewed.
Indeed, they were found to be very active gesturally. Though a Chinese
learner's gestures may not be expansive or have a wide radius, the
speakers proved themselves to be highly motile, and their gestural
performances were intense. The intensity of the subjects' gestural
performances suggests that the speakers resorted to gestures in order
convey information, ideas and feelings to their interlocutors which
would in their own languages be conveyed by prosodic features of
speech.
In conclusion, one can say that the Chinese subjects demonstrated
an ability to adapt themselves to the communicative expectations
associated with Australian social situations. As they became more
relaxed within the communication workshop group and as their
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language skills improved, they were able to speak for longer periods
and to express their personalities.
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

This chapter enlarges upon the results outlined in the previous
chapter. Analyses of particular segments of the data are made to provide
evidence for the results. At this stage of the discussion, it becomes
apparent that many of the interrelated research issues overlap and so the
discussion necessarily becomes holistic . Discrete data, such as gestural
categories, for example, now derive their significance from the oral
performances of the subjects and their gestural styles, as well as the
contexts of the interactions.
RESPONSES TO THE MAJOR RESEARCH QUESTIONS.

1. Gestures actually used by Chinese speakers

As indicated in the previous chapter, the participants made use of
a variety of gestures which are also used by native speakers. These
gestures bore the sarrle meaning for Chinese speakers of English as for
native speakers of Bnglish. Individual categories of gestures which
relate to various discourse, intonational and semantic features of speech
will be discussed below with regard to research questions five and six.
Fay's repertoire in Table 10 includes a large number of baton
signals, suggesting that there are ideas and words which she wished to
emphasise in her discourse. Her use of discourse markers indicates that
she used gestures to control her discourse, for example, by making
appropriate hand sign als to hold and hand over the floor.
As indicated by Table 11, Meg seemed to convey a considerable
amount of information by the use of demonstratives. Her repertoire was
wide, including virtually all the categories of gestures.
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Typ~

of gesture

Baton signal

lnler
2

lnler

lnler

lnler

4

8

10

10

1

1

1

1

1

Oems
Dcictic gesture

lnler
12

lnler

lnler

lnler

13

15

19

1

4

1

1

Demonstrative
Discourse mark.er

2

1

1

1

2

Emblem
Expressive-affective

1

4

Tolal

2

20

3

5

3

3

4

1

lnler
20

1

1

1

1

1

6

1

11

2

1

6

4

9

display
Iconic gesture

4

111 ustrator

1

Pantomime

I

1

1

2

5

1

Recollector
Referencing gesture

2

1

1

Motility

High

Hi_gh_ High.

High

Table 10

Fay's gestural usage

3
High

High

High

7

High

High

High

\C)

-

0

1 ypt or

Inter

Inter

Inter

Kt~ turt

I

6

7

Inter
9

Inter
10

Baron signal
Ocms
Dcicric gesture

3

2

Demonstr.1ti ve
Discourse

Inter

Inter

Inter

12

I3

16

4

I

2

7

2

6

3

6

1

5

12

1

4

I
I

2

3

1

1

1

Inter
19

Total

marker
Emblem
Expressive-

1

1

2

2

2

4

affective display
Icon ic gesture

1

2

Ill ustrdtor

1

2

1

Pantomime

1

2

5

1

2

Recollector

1

2

1

2

Referencing

2

1

3

gesture
Motility

Medium

Table 11

Meg's gestural usage

Medium

Medium

High

6

High

High

Hil!h

High

High

r-

-

0

Table 12 below shows that Jill was not so gesturally active.
though she did som·:times express feelings with gestures. Her use
of recollectors may indicate a need to think before she speaks.

Table 13 shows that John seemed to increase the number of gestures he
used during the three interactions. He may have found it easier to
express himself with a large number of illustrators.

In a similar way to John's case, the data in Table 14 for Vicky
seem to indicate more gestural activity in Interaction 22 compared to
the two previous interactions. Her repertoire included a predominance
of demonstratives and emblems. Laura increased her gestural activity, if
one compares Interaction 17 with her previous performances, as
demonstrated in Table 15.
2. Gestures which have culturally specific meanings.

In the previous chapter it was reported that an overly modest and
deferential self-presentation was often in evidence and might be
identified as being gesturally variant to typically Australian ones. The
combined reasons for the subjects' modesty may be shyness and the fear
of using a second language, as well as cultural influences which
influence a person to adopt a deferential self presentation inappropriate
for an Australian social situation. A person may be physically isolated in
a social setting, or a person may withdraw from a potential interaction
by conveying signs of shyness, deference or excessive modesty. These
reactions may detract from successful communication. Admittedly, a
person may justifiably abstain , for perso nal reasons .. from
communicating in a social situation which demands interaction.
However, the display of shyness and the desire to withdraw are clearly
not very effective once that person has become involved in a
conversation. There may be, for example, other tactics which a shy
person could use in order to withdraw. A tactic, such as saying "Excuse
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T y pe of gesture

Inter Inter Inter Inter Total
4
7
19
20

Baton signal
Clems

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

4

2

2

2

3

Deieric
Demonstrative

1

Discourse marker

1

Emblem
Expressive-affective display

1

Iconic g_esture
lllustrator

1

Pantomime
Recoilector

2

Referencing gesture

2

2

Non-comprehension
Low

12

1

1

Motility

Table

5

3

Low

High

High

Jill's gestural usage

T ype of gesture

Inte r 5

Baton signal
Clems

Int e r 2 1

Inte r 23

Tota l

1

1

2

1

3

2

Deictic gesture
Demonstrative

2

3

4

9

Discourse marker

1

2

5

8

9

10

3

3

4

Emblem
Expressive-affective

1

display
Iconic gesture

2

lllustrator

1

Pantomime
Recollector
Referencing

2

Motility

Medium

Table

13

2
Medium

John's gestural usage
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High

T ype of gest ure

Inter 14 Inter 18 Inter 22

Tota l

Baton signal

2

2

Clems

2

2

3

6

Deictic gesture

1

Demonstrative
Discourse marker

2

1

1

Emblem

5

5

Expressive-affective

1

1

display
Iconic gesture

2

Illustrator

1

1

Medium

High

2
2

Pantomime
Recollector
Referencing g_esrure
Motility

Table

Medium

14

Victoria's

Ty pe of gesture

Inter 3

Baton signal

1

Clems

2

gestural
Inter 12

usage
Inter 14

Tot a l
1

Deictic gesture
1

Demonstrative

In ter 17

1

1

4

5

3

3

gesture
Discourse marker

1

1

Emblem
Expressive-affective
display

1

1

Iconic gesture

2

Illustrator

1

3

2

2

Pantomime
Recollector
Referencing gesrure
Motility

Table

Medium

15

Medium

Medium

Laura 's gestural usage

1 10

Hig_h

me, I think I'll get myself a drink" may assist the speaker in
withdrawing in a more dignified way. These withdrawal tactics were
not used by the Chinese learners. Some of them, to reduce the difficulty
of speaking to a native speaker, used the tactic of passing the floor to a
colleague who could continue with a conversation in English.
At an early workshop (Interaction 14), for example, Vicky
depended on her colleagues John and Laura to answer for her, when she
was asked by Lee to talk about her house in Darwin. On this occasion
Vicky was sitting at a small round table, almost touching her colleagues
John and Laura. She was not yet ready to 'take the plunge' and to say a
few words about herself. Photograph 3 shows Vicky looking at her
colleague, John, rather than at Lee, the person who asked her the
question. Vicky is evading the task of answering the question. She is
using a demonstrative gesture to indicate the number three rather than
to actually state it orally. She requests John's assistance by asking him in
Chinese. Her subsequent responses were short: 'No I student residence'
(Interaction 14, Line 7) and 'I just go home to Laura and John's house'
(Interaction 14, Line 9). These abbreviated responses did not encourage
her interlocutor, Lee, to explore the topic further.
1. Lee: lhree the third floor.
(Vicky looks to John for help.)
2. Vicky: (Vicky speaks in Cantonese to John.)
3. Lee: The third floor.
(Vicky looks to John.)
4. Lee: Yeah: yeah.
5. Vicky: (Vicky speaks in Cantonese to John .Vicky
indicates by a show offingers the number three , and then
laughs, her mouth is full of food. She still looks to John for
support.)

11 I

Photograph 3

John, Vicky and Fay (Interaction 14, Line 15)

Photograph 4

Wldya and Laura (Interaction 17, Line 5)
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Several subjects demonstrated that they could devise tactics to
help overcome their lack of confidence. Some teamed up with a
colleagues. These dyads or triads constituted supportive postural frames
of interaction which assisted the subjects to present themselves in a
manner appropriate for the social occasion. At the barbecue . in
Interaction 17, for example, Laura was 'with' Widya and they were
operating as a pair, establishing their own restricted territory suitable
for the intimate sort of discussion they were undertaking. This is
illustrated in Photograph 4, which shows Laura sitting on a comfortable
armchair side by side in close proximity to Widya . Their faces are
turned at an angle towards each other: this orientation is one of two
people being 'with' each other so that others were excluded. Laura
seemed to be acting as adviser to her non-Chinese listener on the
complexities of the relationships with male students.
1. Laura: (Laura covers her mouth with her right hand to
whisper to Widya . Widya leans her upper trunk forward to listen,
points to someone else nearby.)
2. Widya: Yes.
(Widya looks in the indicated direction.)
3. Laura:(Laura leans back and folds her arms a couple of
minutes later later )
4. Laura: When what?
5. Widya: (Widya laughs.)
6. Laura: What why you laugh why you laugh why [Pause]
8. Widya: [Unintelligible].
9. (Laura shows thumb up sign.)
10. Laura: I know five people
(Laura counts off number on her fingers.)
John Hudson maybe Joe Joe Joe [Pause]
(Widya apparently doesn't understand.)
11. Laura: Near the classroom
(Laura points to the classroom.)
beginning classroom [Pause] beginning course Beginning group
[Pause]
(Laura covers her eyes in order to concentrate.)
12. Laura: Very young the other man
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(Laura points with her index finger towards Widya.)
tall. [Pause]

(She looks up to recollect. Laura raises her righJ hand, palm
f acing downward to indicate height.)

Laura is gesturally active despite the narrow radius of gesture and
restricted field of presence, that is, the physical closeness of her
interlocutor and the low volume at which she spoke. The ge stural
analysis in Table 16 demonstrates her use of a variety of gestures.
Pho t o

L in e

O ral Text/ Body m ovem ent

uesture

1

covers mowh with right hand to
whisper to Widya, Widya leans
upper trunk forward to listen,

Emblem

1
3

points to someone else nearby
leans back and folds arms a couple
of minutes later later
Ling shows thumb up sign

ReferenCing

W hat IS
s ig nifi e d

Wh1spering

5

9

6

10

I know fiv ~ people Counts off on
fingers

7

11

Classroom

11

near the classroom (points to
Deieric
'classroom') beginning classroom
[Pause] beginning course Beginning
group
covers eyes in order to concentrate
Emblem

11

very young the other man p oints

Person

Emblem

Uood

Demonstrative Number

lllustrator

RecoUecnon

spoken about

with indexfinger towards Wid_}IQ

8

t ·un c t10n

12

She looks up to recollect.

Recollector

12

tall

Demonstrative Height

Recollection

raises right hand palm facing
downward !O indicate height

Table 16

Laura's speech and gesture, Interaction 17, Line
1-12

These gestures are illustrated in the Photographs 5, 6, 7 and 8, and
correspond to the gestures and oral texts as in Table 16. In Photograph
11 4

Photograph 5

Widya and Laura (Interaction 17, Line 9)

Photograph 6

Widya and Laura (Interaction 17, Line 10)
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Photograph 7

Widya and Laura (Interaction 17, Line 11)

Photograph 8

Widya and Laura (Interaction 17, Line 12)
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5 Laura is sitting up with an erect back, and has turned the upper pan
of her body towards Widya. She was leaning forward to put the glass
back on the table. As she swung her upper body round and leaned back

in the chair. She was able to raise her right thumb in the typical
emblematic gesture for 'good'.

She is smiling with apparent

satisfaction. (This intimate pan of the conversation was whispe red .)
Photograph 6 shows Laura, settled back in the chair after having put the
glass back on the table. She is looking down at her fingers and is
concentrating on the task of counting aloud the number of people she
knows. (Widya appears to be mirroring her with her own finger
movements.) Directly after this bodily movement Laura raises her right
arm and points over her left shoulder. Looking in this backward
direction, she states the location-the beginner's classroom- of the
person or persons to whom she is referring. She then refers to a
particular young man , and looks upward, tensing her lips as she
attempts to remember his name.
Photograph 9 shows Laura several seconds later making a very
graceful gesture to indicate the number three. She extends the middle,
ring and little fingers of each hand and brings together the thumb and
index finger of both r..111ds. This is a highly individual gesture, since the
standard demonstrati 'e gesture for the number three would simply be
three fingers extended upwards.
Two of the subjects demonstrated that they could adapt to the
informal communicative style of a barbecue, by taking the initiative and
moving across the communicative stage. John and Vicky displayed the
searching behaviour of people needing to communicate with others.
They were operating as a pair ready to approach guests at the barbecue
in Lee's garden. Photograph 10 shows Vicky 'with' John, even though
they are not formally partners. They are waiting in readiness, sitting
I I7

Photograph 9

Photograph 10

Widya and Laura (Interaction 17, Line 26)

John and Vicky (Barbecue, 9 June 1990)

11 8

next to each other, legs crossed-Vicky right over left, John with right
calf over knee, hand resting on knee. They are not intending to talk to
each other as there is a considerable distance between them. They are
looking into the distance, perhaps surveying the communicative stage .
They apparently sighted Jack, the host and a native speaker, preparing
the barbecue fire, so they rose from the bench and crossed over to the
barbecue stove. Their movements unfortunately were not captured on
film. They then faced Jack together, forming with him a nonequilateral
triangle. Jack asked Vicky how long she had been in Australia. Vicky
responded in an aniraated way to Jack's query and accompanied her
answer with an iconic gesture, indicating that she had been writing
down the number of days she had been in Australia. Photograph 11
shows her making this writing movement with her right hand, her
fingers brought together simulating such a movement. Her ensuing
gesture is depicted in Photograph 12, where Vicky has her hands placed
over John's shoulder, perhaps indicating that she is depending on him
for support in conversing with Jack. Jack and John laugh in response to
Vicky's precision in her enumeration of the days she has been in
Australia. Since this is an initial encounter, laughter helps to smooth
over the participants' nervousness. Jack as the host directed the thrust of
the conversation whil.! John acted as official spokesman for his partner,
Vicky. Jack acted in a flirtatious, jocular way in order-as Scheflen says
(1972, p . 21 )-'to make the transaction run more smoothly and
congenially'.
4. Vicky: Yeah abou one hundred thirty two days.
(Vicky writes numerals in the air with her index finger.)

1 19

Photograph 11

Jack, John and Vicky (Interaction 18, Line 5)

Photograph 12

Jack, John and Vicky (Interaction 18, Line 9)
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Photograph 13

Photograph 14

Jack, John and Vicky (Interaction 18, Une 22)

Fay and Lee (Interaction 10, Line 10)
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She then stood back to allow John to use wide radius gestures. whose
extent may suggest his more dominant bodily presentation compared to
Vicky's. Photograph 13 shows John explaining, with iconic gestures. to
Jack that he wanted to be a mechanical engineer, one who built bridges.
His arm movement suggests the activity of building.
lnteractants from different cultural backgrounds could be seen to
adapt to the communicative style of the particular social situation- and
enjoy a moment of communion- as they assumed mirroring positions.
This ability to adapt may demonstrate that a people can change from
their own habitual gestural styles and adopt those of a different culture.
Fay mirrored Lee during a moment of communion in Interaction 10. as
they both assumed similar informal postures of sitting forward with
elbows on their knees. From this researcher's own observations of Lee's
gestural style, this posture seemed to be typical for Lee rathe r than for
Fay, and apparently Fay imitated it. This mirroring behaviour can be
seen in Photograph 14.
Lee and Fay's subsequent interaction was markedly synchronous,
that is, their gesture and speech synchronized in a harmonious and
rhythmic way. There was an exchange of iconic gestures as Fay imitated
Lee's pushing gestures for mowing the lawn. It was a moment in which
this second language speaker was highly attuned to her interlocutor's
words and gestures. ·fhis same mirroring posture was also adopted by
Meg, as in Photograph 15, demonstrating that she too was adapting to
the postural styles of this social situation.
3. The extent to which gestures are expressions of Individual
personalities and of affective states

It was found that the gestures of the subjects were highly
individual. This individuality has been discussed in this chapter above.
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Gestural styles are discussed in detail in response to the sixth
question below.
The subjects were able to express a range of feelings. Meg
expressed her anger emphatically by flicking her wrist, as when she was
angry at the way Cantonese is spoken in Hong Kong (Interaction 12.
Line 44).
44. Meg: Sometimes Kong Kong people sometime ts
Cantonese makes me angry. 'Cat', ' cat'
(Meg emphasises 'cat' with a flick of her hand.)
everybody know cat.
This allusion to the way Cantonese is spoken may have little meaning
for the Australian

lis~eners.

However, a native English speaker would

recognize that Meg was upset by this misuse of Cantonese, and that she
as a teacher was in an appropriate position to criticize. A similar flick
of the wrist was used by Fay to express contempt for the foreign
engineers who came to China to build apartment blocks (Interaction 15,
Line 43). Dismay was another emotion which, on a latter occasion, Fay
successfully expressed by lifting her eyebrows, when she complained of
the price of apartments in China (Interaction 2, Line 5). Another
expressive gesture that Fay used was to close her eyes at moments of
seriousness, as if in ::·cverential memory, as for example, she spoke of
her father (InteractioL 2, Line 20).
Several subjecLs demonstrated the ability to satirize features of
life from their own countries. Meg's sense of humour was even directed
against her sense of social superiority (Interaction 6, Line 18-19). She
laughed as she explained that she belonged to a better social class:
17. Meg: Upper middle range no class.
(Meg's right hand is raised to indicate the height of the
social class.)
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18. Peter: Upper middle class that's good.
19. Meg: Not the rest. (Meg chuckles.)

Fay also had a satirical sense of humour. This is evidenced also by the
way in which she poked fun at Chinese superstitions regarding the death
of fish (Interaction 8, Line 6), an episode which will be discussed
below.
Meg showed appreciation of Lee's sense of humour-Lee 'takes'
wood from the local protected area-by laughing at the appropriate
time (Interaction 1, Line 7). She was able to read into Lee's simple
statement that Lee's action had to be surreptitious since 'you're not
allowed to do that'.
7. Lee: We have to go to the bush sometimes from the tree.
(Meg laughs.)
There was one example, In Interaction 20, of culturally
inappropriate humour. Fay laughed at a serious moment in a discussion
about the brutal behaviour of soldiers from a particular country
towards Chinese peop\e. This communication workshop on this occasion
had taken on a private, almost intimate quality and participants had the
opportunity to vent feelings in a way in which they could not have done
on a more public occasion. Fay's laughter would have been culturally
inappropriate for an Australian social situation. What she said may have
been a political slogan from her country.
104. Fay: 0 They eat Chinese nee, use the Chinese
ground, kill the Chinese people.
(Fay counts off three points, and laughs.)
Her laughter seemed to be mixed with anger, echoing the feelings of
Jill, who had first raised the topic.
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4. The relationship of gestures and the dynamics of discourse

In the previous chapter it was reported that the subjects used
appropriate gestures in order to initiate a speaking tum in a
conversation. One such gesture was stepping forward from the group.
Lee introduced the participants to the barbecue stove during the guided

tour of her house. Meg, in Photograph 16, stepped forward, emerging
from a group of participants, in order to seek clarification on how a
barbecue stove is kept clean (Interaction 1, Line 1-9):
1. Meg: You always clean it.
(Meg points to barbecue so directing attention.to it.)

Meg's step gained Lee's attention and constituted an demonstration of
interest which served to invite Lee to extend her explanation as to how
the barbecue stove was used.
Leaning the upper torso forward is a postural change which
signals a desire or intention to speak. Fay in Interaction 2 leant forward
as she took the floor and projected her voice to the whole group
(Interaction 2, Line 11).
Fay: May be two two two thousand Hong Kong dollar.
(Fay leans forward. Her voice is projected to the whole
group.)
2. Peter: Two thousand.
3. Fay: Yeah.
(Fay nods head slightly for emphasis.)
4. Peter: Hong Kong dollars .
5. Fay: Yeah two thousand (Fay lifts eyebrows to indicate
dismay.)
Hong Kong dollars.
6. Peter: Two thousand. That doesn't sound very much.
7. Fay: Small house,
(Fay indicates smallness of house by flicking her hand.)
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A gestural analysis in Table 17 reveals that Fay effectively uses a
variety of gestures to gain and hold attention.
Line

Gesture

Gesture Category What is
signified

Function

1

Leaning forward

Speech marker

Gain attention.
begin discourse

3

Nodding

Illustrator

5

Lifting eyebrows

Expressive-affective

Emphasis
Dismay

display

7

Flicking hand

Illustrator/

Dismay

Expressive-affective
display

8

Counting with

Illustrators

index fmger on

Demonstrative

hand

Expressive-affective

Emphasis
Disgust

display

Table 17

Fay's gestures, Interaction 2, Line 1-8

Another discourse-linked postural change was demonstrated when
Meg adjusted her position in her chair. At this point she nudged her
spectacles as she prepared to take the floor (Interaction 7, Line 8). She
proceeded to relate her story about the feng shui master advising a
client. In Interaction 16, Line 1 she used similar body movements of
adjusting her sitting position and nudging her spectacles to prepare for
Lee's invitation to her to speak about her house.
Fay, in Interaction 15, Line 3, waited for an invitation to speak in
a similar manner: she was sitting erectly, looking directly at Lee. Her
gestures encouraged Lee to solicit a response from her. Another
example is a scene in which Meg prepared herself for intervention in a
conversation, by leaning forward, waiting for a suitable opportunity in
Interaction 10, Line 9. In Interaction 10, Line 29, Meg also used a
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similar tactic to gain the floor. She had been leaning forward for some
time, perhaps giving an impression of impatience. After Fay had spoken
for some time, Meg leaned forward and began to speak. increasing the
volume of her voice, as she related how a visitor came to assess the state
of her lawn in Darwin.
Photograph 1 shows Meg (on the far left hand side of the
photograph) at the barbecue. Meg is smiling and sitting on the edge of
the chair, leaning forward in readiness as she waits for an opportunity
to join in a conversation. This seems to be an uncomfortable position,
but perhaps is one which would attract the attention of a potential
interlocutor.
Thus participants used gestural clues to show their readiness to
enter a conversation by means of their posture. This postural frame of
leaning forward is not necessarily successful in gaining attention. as it
depends on the complex dynamics in the relevant interaction. For
example, Laura waited in vain in Interaction 12, Line 67 for a tum. but
Lee was otherwise occupied, eliciting responses from other participants.
A speaker who interrupts may deflect the thematic course of a
conversation and take the floor away from a second speaker. Laura, for
example, was being questioned by Lee about the relationship between
Taiwanese and Mandarin. She answered that Taiwanese was different
from Mandarin. She was leaning forward intently 'ready to go'.
apparently intending to extend this explanation (Interaction 12, Line
52). At this point Fay intervened to provide a political explanation about
Taiwanese-Chinese relations. The theme of the conversation was then
deflected along a different thematic path, and Laura, despite her
postural readiness, lost the floor.
Even though reticent, Laura carried through with what she
wanted to say despite interjections from others in Interaction 3 Line 3128

6. She was having difficulties calculating the cost of her house and
expressing these calculations in English. She needed time to process the
language, and rejected an interruption from Fay who wanted to suggest
what she thought was the correct figure:
3. Peter: Six million?
(Laura nods up and down in agreement.)
4. Fay: Six thousand six thousand.
(Laura looks around to Fay to refute her interjection.)
5. Peter: A lot of money.
6. Laura: No in Taiwan six million.
(Laura signals with her hand to emphasize Taiwan.)
Laura then disregarded a suggestion by John, as well as an attempt by
Peter to invite another person to speak. She continued until she finally
arrived at the correct amount expressed in English.
9. John: Three thousand.
(Laura nods to conclude her turn.)
10. Peter: What about you, Widya, Widya?
(Peter's intention is to conclude the dialogue and move on
to the next speaker.)
11 . Laura: Three hundred thousand.
(Laura nvds her head to demonstrate confirmation.)

Thus Laura carried through with her exposition without having
recourse to the assistance of her colleagues.
In Interaction 12 participants were competing to gain the floor as
they spoke about their proficiency in languages. Fay raised the volume
of her voice and used more direct gestures (Interaction 12, Line 12-15)
in order to maintain the attention of her interlocutors. Meg and Fay
were speaking simultaneously, but Fay took advantage of Meg's pause in
Line 14 and

enumera~ed

the languages she knew, counting them off on

her left hand with 1 er right index finger. In a group of about ten
participants, Fay held the floor, projecting her voice so all could hear.
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12. Meg: And Cantonese. (Meg points to Fay.)
13. Fay: Mandarin.
14. Meg: 8 Because in China Mandarin is [Pause .]
15. Fay: 8 Hakka Hakka because my family speak Hakka
But er I study in the school I study the Mandarin or in my
city speak the Cantonese.

Participants signalled their intention to exit from a conversation
by a variety of gestures and paralinguistic devices. John (Interaction 5,
Line 13) concluded his comments about the value of his house in
Taiwan, in this

way~

13. John: But now how much I don't know (He laughs .)
because too long.
His eye movements-down to the floor, up to the ceiling, and then to
the workshop leader- and his laugh (even though the situation was not
humorous) were signals that he had completed his tum.
Smiles and laughter sometimes served as discourse tactics for the
participants. Meg's wide smile encouraged a response from her
interlocutors, and her smile helped her to attract attention and smooth
over misunderstandings. On one occasion she smiled to save an
interlocutor from embarrassment. Meg was speaking about her house
with a garden and swimming pool in Darwin in Interaction 16, but her
listener, Lee, assumed she was talking about her house in Hong Kong.
Lee was puzzled that a Hong Kong house would have a garden and a
pool. Meg's gestures ilad been aimed at describing the particular house
and apartment, but she did not gesturally indicate where they were
('here' or 'there'). Lee asked Meg (Interaction 16, Line 47) if everyone
in the apartment building could use the pool. Photograph 17 shows that
Meg is surprised at this question. She has her mouth and eyes open wide
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and her eyes are also widely open as she looks at Lee. Meg realized that
Lee had misunderstood. Photograph 18 shows Meg using a deictic
gesture to indicate 'here': her right index finger is pointing downward.
This gesture helped to clarify which house Meg was talking about
(Interaction 16, Line 45). Lee asked Meg (Interaction 16, Line 47) if
everyone in the apartment building could use the pool. Meg broke into a
broad smile to save the both Lee and herself from embarrassment, and
this is depicted in Photograph 19.
Photo Line

Gesture Category What is signified Function

17

43

Expressive-Affective Swprise

44

Expressive-Affective Non-comprehension

45
47

Deictic

18

19

Table 18

Here (Druwin)
To save face

Terminal marker

Meg's gestures. Interaction

16, Line 4-47

43. Meg: Yeah ah?
(Meg is surprised, she twists head and widens her eyes.)
44. Lee: Every one in that building could use the swimming
pool and garden or just you.
(Meg frowns .)
45. Meg: Here.
(Meg points down with her index finger.)
46. Lee: Oh Here in Darwin.
(Lee's face shows surprise.)
47. Meg: Hong Kong no garden.
(Meg smiles broadly.)
Likewise, Meg smiled to soften statements which might be
interpreted as too blunt. In Interaction 8, the participants had been
discussing the beliefs of Chinese people concerning the death of a pet
fish in an aquarium (Interaction 8, Line 8-13). If a pet fish dies, it is a
bad omen. Her firm statement denying that she was superstitious ts
accompanied by a smile.
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8. Peter: Do you have fish at your house?
9. Meg: No, I don't trust it.
(Meg shakes her head in negation.)
10. Peter: Sorry.
11. Meg: I don't trust it.
12. Peter: You don't believe it .
13. Meg: No I don't trust. (Meg smiles)

Participants often concluded their speaking tum with a laugh
whether or not the context was humorous. In a humorous interchange,
already referred to above, Meg used laughter to signal the conclusion of
her tum in Interaction 6, Line 17-19. This situation could be regarded
as humorous by native English speakers as well, for she was satirizing
her own social pretensions. This joke and ensuing laughter was a natural
way of concluding a speaking tum.
In Interaction 19, Fay laughed and bent her head down when she

had concluded her tum. Participants had been discussing cemeteries, and
Jill and Meg had been saying that Chinese people do not like to talk
about cemeteries. Fay brought this segment of the conversation to a
close by saying that talking about cemeteries was unlucky (Interaction
19, Line 57). In so doing, she concluded the group's conversation on the
theme, and terminated her own part in this conversation.
Another way p.irticipants terminate their tum is by moving their
hand or head. Jill, in Interaction 19, concluded her tum by raising her
left hand and dropping it (Interaction 19, Line 35), despite the fact that
other participants continued conversing on the same theme. On another
occasion, Laura nodded her head both to confirm what she had said
about the prices of apartments in Taiwan and to conclude her tum
(Interaction 3, Line 9).
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A second language speaker may prefer to decline an invitation to
participate in a discussion. In Interaction 4 on 5 May 1990, Peter invited
Jill to talk about her house in her country. Other participants had just
had their tum to respond in a similar way about the prices of houses.
Jill responded simply with 'Yes , same' (Interaction 4, Line 2). Her
colleague, Fay, who came from the same city in China, intervened.
perhaps as she saw Jill's 'withdrawing' gesture of covering her eyes
with her hand (Interaction 4, Line 2). Jill handed the floor over to Fay
(Interaction 4, Line 3) by looking at Fay, so encouraging her to speak
on her behalf. Fay proceeded to explain the housing situation as it
related to Jill's family by stating that, since Jill's parents were university
staff in China, they were entitled to housing benefits.
It is apparent that Jill used gestural tactics effectively to seek
assistance from her colleagues, as well as to signal the end of her tum.
At this moment of the conversation, Jill, depicted in Photograph 20,
demonstrated discomfort and a lack of confidence. This photograph
shows her holding a rolled up sheet of paper, and the expression on her
face seems to be one of anxiety (Interaction 4, Line 17). However, she
did seem to rally the oral skills to speak for herself, as when she said
softly, in the same conversation (Interaction 4, Line 21) :
21. Jill: (~You first time buy the house ah just pay I 0,()()().
This display of apparent shyness invited Fay to say 'ten thousand' in a
louder voice for all to hear. Subsequently, in Interaction 4, Line 7-30,
Jill became more assertive as she embarked on an explanation on her
own. However, she lacked the vocabulary she needed, so she directed
her gaze towards her Chinese colleagues, seeking lexical assistance from
them. She signalled to other interactants that she needed time to recall
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the word by covering her eyes with her hand as she attempted to recall
an appropriate word. Jill ignored the next interruption from Fay in
Interaction 4, Line 28, explained that the money had to be borrowed
from the bank, and then, when Jill had completed what she wanted to
say, she dropped her hand back on to the arm of the chair.
Jill refrained again from taking the floor in Interaction 7 where
she was smiling more freely and looked relaxed. In discussing Chinese
customs Jill contributed the information that these old customs were
more commonly observed by the elderly. When Lee invited her to
elaborate she refrained from doing so. Jill evaded the challenge by
looking at her fingernails. Again a more enthusiastic and perhaps more
linguistically competent participant, Meg, moved in (Interaction 7, Line
8). Jill took over the floor again in Interaction 7, Line 12, but again
lack of vocabulary prevented her from continuing , so she asked her
colleagues for lexical assistance in Cantonese.
Meg, who

wa~

also hampered by not knowing the appropriate

words, used a variety of tactics to explain herself. Meg knew one word,
'celebration', the meaning of which she conveyed with hand movements.
She also used gestures to indicate that she needed time to think: she
placed her hand at the back of her head, and touched her ear lobe. Meg
was thus very inventive in resorting to a variety of tactics to assist her
to explain her point.
There was evidence of a range of tactics to achieve and indicate
comprehension. Meg·s purposefulness in obtaining clarification of the
meanings of words was also apparent in Interaction 9. To answer
Peter's questions about Chinese shrines, she first sought clarification
from Peter about the meaning of the word 'shrine' and the figures of
the three sages . She asked Peter if he was referring to the "Wanted"
poster at the police station (Interaction 9, Line 5). She took the initiative
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m this respect, and was willing to take a risk in order to obtain a
satisfactory answer. Though this suggestion as to the word's meaning
was far off the mark, she carried through with her quest. She conferred
with Fay in Chinese in order to achieve an understanding of the word
'shrine', until she

~inally

understood the meaning of the word

(Interaction 9, Line 8).
During this process Meg accompanied her questions with a range of
gestures which seem to indicate the associated cognitive processes. At
Peter's introduction of the word 'shrine' she rested her chin on her fist
in a listening, concentrating pose (Interaction 9, Line 1). She directed
her suggestion of a possible meaning to Peter by pointing to Peter with
her index finger, so requesting from Peter a confirmatory response. She
turned to Fay to confer with her in Cantonese as to the possible
meaning. Meg made another suggestion, that 'shrine' consists of the
three figures of the Cltinese sages, and she made a demonstrative gesture
of three upraised fingers to indicate the number of sages.
5. The complementarity of gesture, Intonational and semantic
features of speech

Illustrators and baton signals were frequent gestures in casual
conversation and were used as a way of indicating emphasis, or as a way
of accompanying the rhythm and intonation of one's speech. Fay gave
an impression of authority as she spoke and frequently used both
referencing

gesture~

and baton signals to emphasise her points

(Interaction 2, Line 21-23). Fay is describing how a house is obtained in
China.

15. Fay: or in the [Pause] some people, (Fay blinks.) say
me.
(Fay indicates herself with both hands whichform closed
fists. Her index fingers points to her own upper chest.)
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16. Fay: The government, the government building business
(Fay makes a baton signal.)
[Pause] give me cheaper maybe cheaper ah,
17. Fay: but now,
(Fay looks upward as she processes language.)
18. Fay: ah many house you must buy, because the
government
(Fay pushes her index finger forward away from body.)
19. Fay: ask ask eh ask me to buy.
(Fay points to herself with curled hand when says 'me'.)
20. Fay: now my father, my father,
(Fay points to herself and closes her eyes as if in reverential
memory.)
21. Fay: the house ah is the govenunent
(Fay points finger to emphasise 'government'.)
22. Peter: Mmmmm.
23 . Fay: Ah in his company.
(Fay points finger to emphasize 'company').
The referencing gesture in Line 15 is given in Photograph 21 and
depicts Fay as she 'softly' brings her hands and fingers in a pointing
motion to her upper chest. The gestures for each line of this segment
may be summarized as follows.
Lme

15
16
17
18
19
20

21
23

Gesture

What IS
Function Oral Text
s i gnified
Referencing Self
sa_y me
Emphasis
the government the government
illustrator
building
Pause
but now
CLEMS
ah manv house you must buy,
Illustrator
Referencing Self
ask ask eh ask me to buy
now my father my father
Expressive- Reverential
Affective
memory
Display
display
the house ah is the government
illustrator
__I>Qints finger
ah in his company
lllustrator

Table 19

Fay's gestures and speech, Interaction 2, Line
15-23

1 38

Photograph 21

Fay (on the left) (Interaction 2, Line 15)
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Photograph 22

Laura (Interaction 14, Line 15)
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Though the patterns of stress and intonation have a logical
relationship to the meaning Fay attempted to convey, there was very
little linking between words , and the overall prosodic pattern was
staccato. This staccato style and the disjointed syntax would have placed
addi.t ional demands upon the listener to pay attention, but Fay seemed to
succeed in conveying her meaning. Except for a few instances of
linking, each word was pronounced separately. This staccato quality
was, to some extent, due to the careful and deliberate manner with
which Fay delivered her discourse. These intonation and stress patterns
are as follows:

~---

___

15. Fay: or in the [Pause] some people, say me.
_....16. Fay: the gQY_ernment, the _gQYemment building business
~----

-----------------

[Pause] give me cheaper maybe ille..aper ah,
~

17. Fay: but...;ww,
18. Fay: ah many house you must..llli.y, because the

------..___

government
19. Fay: -------~------------ask ask eh ill me to buy.
20. Fay: no~my father, my .fu!her,
21. Fay: the h ouse ah is the

~emment

22. Peter: mmmmm.
~

23. Fay: ah iJUlis company.

Speakers thrust their hands forward or pointed to emphasise
certain words which give significance to the meaning of the utterance.
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Laura did so in Interaction 3 to emphasise 'Taiwan', which she probably
did to bring the topic back to Taiwan rather than the China which Fay
wanted to talk about in Interaction 3, Line 4.
All the participants used iconic gestures on various occasions to
learn new words and to help them communicate. In Interaction 10, Fay
used 'action', or iconic gestures, to explain what she meant. She made
appropriate hand movements for picking and mowing the grass in a
conversation on that topic (Interaction 10, Line 1-2). Lee explained the
words for these actions to Fay. The 'mowing' gesture was taken up by
another participant, Laura in Photograph 22. Laura mirrored Lee's
gesture, when the word 'mowing' occurred again in this conversation
(Interaction 14, Line 15). One may conclude that this was an example of
a lexical item-identified with a specific gestural action which could be
visualized by the participants-being recycled.
Meg also used similar gestures to convey pulling out grass
(Interaction 10, Line 33) even though she apparently knew these words.
These gestures added drama to her communicative performance, and
enabled her to hold the attention of other interactants. In Interaction 13,
Line 33 she graphically used iconic gestures in explaining how a
Chinese artist made a picture by burning marks on to wood to compose
a picture, which the artist subsequently stamped with his signature.
Iconic gestures were used in more dramatic moments , as m
Interaction 20, Line 55, when Fay, describing the use of guns in war,
formed her hand into a gun. John also used iconic gestures when
speaking in Chinese (observed when he was explaining the conscription
process to his colleagues) and communicated more freely when he used
them liberally, as in Interaction 23. When relaxed, he used frequent
iconic gestures to accompany his discourse. In Interaction 23, when he
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spoke to a fellow female

studen~

he gestured to signify such processes

as signing a paper and 'to go back'.
Iconic gestures might be understood regardless of interactants'
linguistic backgrounds, though in this study the concern is confmed to
Chinese and Australian speakers. Their use by the Chinese participants
helped them to learn new words and to communicate with English
speakers. It may have been Lee's frequent use of iconic gestures in
Interaction 1, when she explained how the barbecue was cleaned, which
encouraged participants to follow her example.
Meg also mimed narratives; that is, she indulged in pantomimic
behaviour, to accompany her oral rendition. She told of a visitor to her
house who advised them that the grass in the front garden was not of a
suitable quality. As well as iconic gestures to convey 'pulling out grass',
she imitated the speakers' facial expressions and disapproving tones of
voice (Interaction 10, Line 30):
2. Meg: Yesterday my friend came to my house and tell me
(Meg shakes her right index finger pointing outwards, as zf
admonishing. She speaks in a manner imitating the person
she is quoting.)
3. Meg: your grass is no good grass because some [Pause]

Another graphic example of her pantomimic behaviour is in
Interaction 7, Line 8-11, as Meg imitated a client of a feng shui master
(in English, a geomancer). She explained to the researchers that a feng
shui master plays an advisory role in arranging the house and furniture

man ausptctous way:
8. Meg: (Meg adjusts herself in chair in readiness.) I have a
Chinese friend here, he invite feng shui someone from
Malaysia, okay?
(Meg raises her index finger to indicate coming .)
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9. Meg: Please look after look at my,
(Meg mzmes a fictional conversation with f~ng shui
master.)
10. Meg: how my bed direction, put my bed bed my door
open where
(Meg indicates the door and the opening of th~ door to
complete the mime.)
possible
11. Meg: for here.
(Meg laughs. and points her index finger upwards.)
Meg's mime consisted of a gesture to suggest the journey to 'her' of the
geomancer, then of an imitation of an imaginary client's question and
the accompanying gestures as the client gives instructions to the
geomancer. Her use of the first person pronoun dramatizes what the
client says.
Fay also pantomimed a humorous episode in a similar way. The
participants were discussing Chinese superstitions concerning fish that
are kept in an aquarium at home. Apparently some Chinese regard the
death of a fish as a bad omen. Fay satirized these beliefs in this episode
as when she imitated the reaction of Chinese people to the death of a
friend's fish (Interaction 8, Line 3-6). She also imitated the shocked
facial expressions of the imaginary superstitious people who pronounced
the death of a pet fish to be a bad omen, in the climax to this narration
in Line 5.
3. Fay: Or if the fish er live,
(Fay lifts up two hands (with curled fingers) from sides of
body.)
4. Meg: [Unintelligible]
5. Fay: Eh very bad very good.
(Fay looks upward, thinking of or imagining the scene.)
Or if the fish die not good.
(Fay shakes her head sideways in negation.)
6. Fay: (Fay leans down , covers her mouth and laughs.)
7. Lee: (Lee laughs.)
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In so doing she held the floor and maintained the attention of other

participants by her very lively presentation of this humorous anecdote.
John mimed his lecturer's expressive-affective reaction to his
(John's) request for permission to be absent:
22. John: I want I go to Wilma can I have a day (He
smiles.) off this week.
(John imitates Wilma's note of surprise in voice and with
facial movements, opens his eyes wider in mock horror.)
His lack of more sophisticated vocabulary did not prevent him from
conveying what he wanted to say.
At a critical moment in an emotional discussion (Interaction 21)
about the atrocities of war, Jill succeeded in conveying an angry
message through her tone of voice, while at the same time expressing
her frustration at not knowing the required words:
66. Jill: Yeah can ah kill the Chinese soldier,
(Jill raises her left hand.)
Chinese soldiers lim lim lim [Pause.]
(Jill frowns with frustration and asks Meg in Cantonese for the
word. Jill shakts her head with discouragement.)
[Pause.] I can't say.
(Jill projects her head and shoulders forward, and sits forward.)
urn same as don't
(Jill projects her left arm forward.)
don't kill the children
67. Lee: Oh right right
Despite her limited lexical resources, Jill succeeded in conveying the
drama of the situation to her listeners.
Emblems used by the participants are similar to those used by ·
native Australian speakers. Participants nod their heads for 'yes' and
shake their heads sideways for 'no'. Uncertainty was indicated by one
participant scratching her head, in the same way that a native Australian
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English speaker would do. Shrugging the shoulders to indicate 'Well.
you know' is an emblem used by one participant, Fay, in Interaction 19,
Line 41. Another participant, Laura, made use of the 'thumb up' sign
for 'good', presented above in Photograph 5.
Among culturally variant gestures, the culturally specific Asian
beckoning gesture, with the palm facing downward, and the fingers
motioning towards the palm several times , was used once by John ,
depicted in Photograph 23, to imitate the beckoning of an army officer
forcing conscripts to join the army.
Demonstrative gestures were used by the participants to indicate
number or size. Counting or enumerating was a frequent gesture whose
meaning is clear. It may also have served as an illustrator or baton
signal in concert with prosodic features. For example, Fay (Interaction

12, Line 15) counted the languages she knew. Fay, in Photograph 24,
counts off the number of languages she speaks, giving prosodic
emphasis to the numbers, perhaps to reinforce the impression that she
was multilingual.
Another example of a demonstrative gesture is that Meg extended
her arms outward to suggest a length of time, and the height of a child
for childhood (Interaction 12, Line 40):

40 Meg: Yeah yeah I have lived in Macau a long time
(She extends arm and opens fingers palm downwards as
baton signal at 'long'.)
when I was young
(She opens her hand and places hand down to indicate a
child's height.)
yeah

Occasionally speakers may use referencing gestures to refer to
themselves. When they refer to oneself, these gestures may indicate the
speaker's strong sense of identity. They establish speakers as the centre
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Photograph 23

John (Interaction 21, Line 61)

Photograph 24

Fay (on the right) (Interaction 12, Line 15)
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of their world. Fay had a strong sense of being centred. and this
may be evidenced by her frequent references, both in speech and
gesture to herself, as in Interaction 2, Line 18, in Photograph 21.
18. Fay: Ah many house you must buy, because the
government
(Fay pushes index finger forward away from body.)
19. Fay: ask ask eh ask me to buy.
(Fay points to herself with curled hand when says 'me'.)

Meg used recollectors to inform her listeners when she needed to
recall, calculate or work out a way of expressing herself using English
words. She looked upward to give herself a chance to think (Interaction
6, Line 10-11):
10. Meg: We got a housing benefit from the company,
because my husband work in the Hong Kong Electrical
Company: he got some benefits, urn.
(Meg looks upward wondering what to say.)
11. Peter: Was it a nice house?
Such gestures are important to second-language speakers because
they indicate that speakers need time, a chance to think before they
proceed. In the communication workshop, participants were given
ample opportunity by the researchers (and coordinators of the
workshop) to pause before they spoke, as in Interaction 7, Line 12,
when both Jill and Meg signalled through gesture that they were trying
to recollect something, and provided each other with assistance in
Cantonese:
12. Jill: If you want to move move to a new house you you
(Jill shakes her hand with extended fingers to indicate that
she is searching for a word.)
13. Jill: first come to a new house, you [Pause]
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(Jill is very animated. She speaks in Chinese to obtain
assistance with words in English.)
14. Meg : (Meg smiles, looks at Jill . Meg places her hand a1
back of her head to indicate 'thinking about'. She touches
her ear lobe.)
Gestures associated with cognitive processes included CLEMS,
those eye movements associated with speakers' 'processing' of language.
with their attempts to recall appropriate words and with calculating
arithmetic figures. CLEMS also served as signals to other interactants
that speakers wished to pause in order to recall facts or information.
Indicators of perceptual processors such as recollectors and facial
expressions indicating comprehension and non-comprehension, were
also readily understood by interactants from various backgrounds.
Examples include those gestures associated with conveying perceived
features of physical objects, such as physical movement and dimensions.
This gesture was particularly evident in Interaction when Laura
worked out the cost of her house in Interaction 3:

1. Laura: In Taiwan money [Pause] about [Pause] six ah
[Pause] (Ling's arms are crossed over her lap as she asks
her colleagues in Chinese for assistance. She appears not to
look at anyone in particular. Laura purses her lips)
2. Laura: six m-m-million,
(Ling's hesitant eyes dart left and right , but to no one in
particular, as if seeking assistance.)
6. The role of gestural style and behaviour In communication

The gestural st) les of the subjects is best treated individually since
their gestures characterized and expressed each subject's personality.
Meg had a very energetic style, but her energy was something for
which was she sought a more appropriate outlet. She was often on the
outer of the group of interactants, but could frequently be observed
waiting in readiness to speak. There may have been a gap in social status
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and age between her and the other younger participants. Perhaps
because of her family commitments she could not involve herself very
much in the group. At the barbecue on 9 June 1990, for example. Meg
spent some time waiting for a conversation partner. and remained
sitting on the edge of the chair until she attracted Maria's attention.
Maria was a former classmate of similar age. Meg had been definitely
'set to go' and anxious to find a partner.
Fay was a strong personality who used a variety of gestures to
project herself and her intended meanings to her interlocutors. Part of
her strength lay in her ability to direct her own discourse and that of
others. This is apparent in the number of discourse markers that she
used. It may be that a combination of all the gestures contributed to both
her ability to conduct an oral presentation. Baton signals may have made
her discourse interesting for her listeners and observers. Fay was able
to command a wide field of presence, as in Interaction 12, when she
gained the attention 0f the four other participants. The wide radius of
her gestures can be seen in Photograph 25 (Interaction 15, Line 53)
where she extended her right ann away from her body, indicating the
great distance she could see from her flat in China.
Meg had a strong, resonant voice, one which could be projected,
and this is probably a product of her teaching experience. Her voice was
quick paced, reflecting a persistent sense of urgency. Meg liberally used
her hands and forearms, making it evident that she felt free to 'throw
her weight around' in her own personal territory. Meg's professional
background as a senior teacher enabled her to gain attention and the
floor quite readily. She smiled frequently, and so was a pleasant person
to observe.
The most interesting aspect of Jill's development was her adoption
of a more relaxed postural stance in Interaction 20 compared to her
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Photograph 25

Photograph 26

Fay (in the centre) (Interaction 2, Line 15)

Jill (Interaction 20, Une 5)
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posture m Interaction 4, and the wider radius of her gestures. Jill's
postural style changed during the workshops. In Interaction 4 she was
stiff and formal, her gestures were nervous, restricted in range and
close to the body. On the other hand, in Interaction 19 she had assumed
an almost Australian style slouch (perhaps forced upon her to some
extent by the structure of the chair) so that her posture was very loose
as she leant back in a deep arm chair and extended her arms in wider
gestures. This posture is shown in Photograph 26.
Jill initially held herself back slightly and may have regarded
herself as a lower prvfile person than Fay. Her gestural style suggested
the 'shy lotus blossom' stereotype rather than the 'dragon lady'. The
volume of her voice was lower than Meg's. As evident in the barbecue
on 6 June 1990 she was not motile but gave the impression of being still.
assuming a background role behind or next to her husband or looking
after one particular child. Jill's field of presence was restricted : she sat
next to her husband for much of the time, and looked after her young
niece. Jill's Chinese-Timorese husband looked uncomfortable. Although
the researcher did not observe her speaking to any of the guests, later
Jill stated that she had spoken to Marek, a pilot, and Veronica.
Jill's gestural

~resentation

became more dominant on 16 June

when she was within the safe confines of the communication workshop
group. Jill seemed to warm to certain topics, such as Chinese attitudes
about death (Interaction 19) and the Chinese army compared with the
Vietnamese army (Interaction 20). In speaking about cemeteries, Jill
became more expressive and more gesturally active than in previous
interactions. This gestural activity increased when speaking of the
Chinese and Vietnamese soldiers. This rather sensitive theme gave 1ill
an opportunity to express something that was important and perhaps
confidential. She lowered her voice and spoke more slowly, perhaps to
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provide a tone of seriousness after some rather irreverent jokes about
cemeteries. Jill did not use iconic or demonstrative gestures as often as
other participants to supplement her meaning, but she did express her
emotion by moving her trunk and arms and speaking with
intensity .Thus her field of presence was wider and her voice was
stronger in Interaction 20, compared to her performance in Interaction

4.
John's language and gestural peak performance occurred m
Interaction 23. His purpose was to explain to Irma the process of
applying for permission to be absent from university. His effectiveness
was due to his use of a wide range of gestures which contributed to the
explication of content. He held the attention of his interlocutor, Irma,
with his very effective pantomimic behaviour, as he related the episode
of how he obtained permission to have a few days absent from the
course.
John demonstrated reciprocity in the conversation he conducted
with Irma in Interaction 23. He interspersed his exposition with pauses
to listen to Irma's questions, to which he demonstrated his attention with
appropriate gestures, as in Interaction 21, Line 12 when he put his hand
on his knee to indicate a pause, so allowing Irma to proceed with her
turn.
The success of the interaction may be due to the fact that it was on
a one-to-one basis with a woman from his own peer group. This
conversation contrasts markedly with that of Interaction 5, in which he
was gesturally inactive and reticent.

1. John: No trouble no trouble.
(John waves his right hand at 'no'.)

2. John: No trouble
(John laughs.)

I just wonder about my attendance Wilma you never you never.
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(John waves his right hand at 'no' again.)
3. John: Say why I just say just say ah big trouble big trouble.
(John scratcheJ his nose with his indexfinger)
no no trouble because
(John laughs.)
I want to go to New South Wales,
(John points his right thumb over right shoulder to indicate N~
South Wales.)
so I need attendance,
(John pushes forward his right hand, palm downwards,
forcefully.)
very quickly very quickly.
4. John: Wilma just take the paper
(John, with two index fingers, draws a square in the air in front
of chest.)
and write down the name and she say take the paper to another
teacher sign.
(John makes the writing motion for 'sign'.)
5. John: The n'-me and finish, no problem.
(John places two hands on his right knee, looks at Irma and allows
her to speak.)
6. Irma: How many how many [Pause]
7. John: (John lifts his left hand, flat palm upward, to signify
paper.)
No the paper just write down you got ninety percent.
8. John: Ninety percent or or under ninety percent.
(John brings his right hand palm towards towards his body to
indicate 'under'.)
9. John: Just two kinds.
(John puts hand on his knee in listening pose.)

John conducted his speech with a variety of gestures which, though not
strictly in the category of baton signals, did in fact help to give a
rhythmical quality to his speech, even though phonologically his speech
lacked the prosodic fluency of a native speaker. Words were still
enunciated separately, and with little linking of successive words.
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1. John: No .t.ml.!.ble no trmlble.

2.John:~.

~t wo:d;;- about

my

-----------------~
a~ance Wilma
say you never you never.

---

--

----------------~
~
3. John: say
why I juSl}ay just say ah ~ .trQ]ilile ~ trouble.
no no trouble because
I want to go to New South Wales,

.....------___

so I need attendance,

;ery qui~ quickly.

---

-----------

4. John: Wilma just take the nmer
and write down the name and she ID take the p_aper to another

.__

Sign

~--·-----.,...--

5. John: the natne and finish, no problem.
6. Irma: How many how many [Pause]

7.

-

.,.,.-John: no the nmer just wnte

~

~

down you got nin.e.ty percent.

8. John: ninety percen or or under ninety percent.
9.

John:~
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An analysis reveals a rich and varied use of gestures:
Lane

Gesture

Gesture Category What l5
si~n ified

FunctiOn

1

Waving hand

Baton

Emphasis

2

Waving hand

Baton

Emphasis

3

Pointing

Deictic

New South
Wales

4

Pushing right hand Baton

Emphasis

down

4

Writing motion

Iconic

Writing

with hand

5

Placing hands on

Discourse marker

To allow pa.rmer
to take tum

knee

7

Lifting hand with

Iconic

Paper

Deictic

Under

palm upward

8

Bringing right
hand towards body

Table 20

John's gestures, Interaction 23, Line 1-8

Vicky's performances offer an interesting case. At first Vicky
was gesturally and orally reticent, and preferred to stay in the
background. Vicky developed into an independent gestural and oral
performer, as apparent in Interaction 22 on 17 November 1990. This
interaction is significant in that Vicky was not with a member from her
peer group, but with a mature Asian lady whom she had not met before.
Victoria's initial dependence on her colleagues contrasted with this
performance when she achieved demonstrable independence in engaging
her partner in conversation. Vicky approached and sat next to a mature
age Filipino woman, Mary, who worked in university administration.
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There was a balanced interplay between the interlocutors. though it was
the older partner who was responsible for the topics which emerged.
Mary searched for common ground by asking Vicky whether she was
acquainted with some Japanese students. Vicky answered in the
affirmative, and thus the two interlocutors found a common topic.
Vicky responded to her interlocutor's offer of information with
appropriate questions which showed her interest. Vicky sought
clarification when Mary said she 'saw them last Friday when they came
to visit' by asking 'You saw them you mean go to university last Friday?
No.' Then Vicky elicited and gained more information on Mary's
occupation. There seemed to be a synchrony of speech and gesture in
the performances of t!1e two interactants. Photograph 27 shows Vicky to
be an independent cmnmunicator, away from her own Chinese speaking
peers as she carries out a conversation, gesturing freely, with Mary.

In the initial interactions Laura was shy and she merely reported
facts in her discourse, using a minimum of gestures. In Interaction 3 her
hat was on her lap and her hands crossed over the hat in a way that
restrained gestural activity, so there was little sense of motility. She
used eye movements (CLEMS), as she attempted to calculate the price of
her family home. She disregarded other speakers in the background and
intently followed her explanation through to its fmale .
At the

beginni.~g

of the workshops Laura was an 'unknown' for

she was too reticent to contribute to discussions or to talk about herself.
Like Vicky she was also very shy at the begirming but became more
outgoing herself throughout the course of the workshops. In Interaction
17 she had an intimate conversation about personal matters with a
fellow student, Widya. She played the role of adviser in matters of the
heart, and she appeared to direct the course of the conversation. Laura
seemed to be a private, family oriented person. During the year her
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Photograph 27

Mary and Victoria (Interaction 22, Line 16)

Photograph 28

Guest, Laura, John, Laura's father (Picnic, 1 July 1990)
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parents came from Taipei to visit her in Darwin, and the researchers
attended a picnic barbecue with them on 1 July 1990. It was noticeable
that on this occasion, in the presence of her parents, Laura was much
more outgoing and expressive, She had high tonus and was more active
than usual in her use of gestures, and attracted the attention of the
surrounding males. This is evident in Photograph 27 .

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

The study shows that the gestural repertoire of Chinese speakers
of English is very rich in communicative significance , and that the
commonality of gestural meaning with those of native speakers means
that gestures can he readily interpreted by the observer. The
communication workshops showed, though this outcome was not the
central purpose of the study, that it it possible for teachers to facilitate
gestural development on the part of Chinese and other learners in
courses in English as a second language. Thus, real-life activities- in
which learners encounter and interact with native Australians in
typically Australian social settings-promote communicative skills. The
interaction with non-English speakers from similar or variant linguistic
and cultural backgrounds , for example, other students, gives learners
the opportunity and confidence to communicate in English socially. It
may be true that teachers and native speakers use 'foreigner talk'
gestures while speaking to Chinese learners, but this is seen as a positive
feature since it encourages Chinese speakers to express themselves in
gestures more easily. Teachers' use of gestures promotes acquisition of
lexis by Chinese learners of English. Therefore the use of gestures
makes a positive contribution to language learning. Teachers may
encourage Chinese speakers to use gestures in order to communicate
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effectively, and this as accomplished by their own use of gestures in
communicating.
A teacher's gestural performance may have a strong influence on
the gestural development of learners. Just as learners imitate the
teacher's spoken language, so there may be imitation and mirroring of
'\

her gestural style. Lee, as a profess.ional teacher interacting with
second-language learners, used a variety of gestures to convey her
meaning. For example, while leading a guided tour around her house. in
Interaction 1, her gestures were very wide in circumference. This
indicated her dominance of the proceedings, but also stimulated the
learners to use gestures in a similar way. So it is likely that social
experiences (similar to the barbecues, the communication workshops
and guided tours of Australians' houses) may give teachers and learners
opportunities to expand and diversify their communicative and gestural
performances.
The Chinese speakers resorted to gestures in order to compensate
for their lack of fluency in English. Their rich gestural performances
may be due to their inability to communicate more subtle messages by
means of appropriate prosodic speech patterns. Teachers need to
provide Chinese speakers with more training in acquiring the prosodic
features of spoken English. It may be that teachers need to be trained in
recognizing the relations of speech and gesture so they will be able to
assist their students develop communicative skills. For this purpose
video recordings of learners interacting in communicative situations
may be useful.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION

A focus on the relations of gesture and speech may provide a
refreshing and stimulating view of language development for both
learners and their teachers. Learners may gain an appreciation of their
own communicative performances, and realize that many of the
discourse and gestural patterns from their first language and culture
may be applied to communicating in English.
The theoretical foundations of this thesis may well provide
teachers with a rationale for their own pedagogical practices which
hitherto have been difficult to present in an intellectually valid way. It is
hoped that teachers may be able to draw upon the rich humanistic and
scientific approaches to speech and gesture in a way that will enable
them to speak with greater precision on linguistic and gestural
phenomena, and to acknowledge the complementarity of the
contributions of both science and the humanities.
It is hoped also that this study will provide a balance for the
currently logocentric approaches to language and language learning, by
filling out the picture, and so enabling visual data such as those available
in video recordings to be used to encourage language learning. The
results of this thesis support the author's initial assumption that the
everyday observations of teachers of their learners are very valuable,
that these observations need to be examined in a rigorous way and the
worth of these observations need to be recognized.
Many fields of expertise have been drawn upon for the writing of
this dissertation. Perhaps the pathways leading to other relevant
disciplines will have been opened up, so that the contributions of such
disciplines may be drawn upon.
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Finally, it is h0ped that the richness of gestures across cultures
has been adequately demonstrated. so that people may appreciate the
gestural and oral performances of those whom they meet in
communicative situations.
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Appendix
TRANSCRIPTIONS
Notes
1. The purpose of these transcriptions is to provide an overview of the
interactions, of the themes which emerge, of the communicative events
that take place and of the performances of the interactants. These
selections of spoken text and gestures were made on the basis of suitable
interactions available on video, in which the picture and sound were of
reasonable quality.
2. The video tapes are numbered one to seven . Frames are numbered
according the the minutes and seconds timer on the video cassette
recorder, zero being the beginning of the tape. The length of each
interaction is timed in minutes and seconds.
3. Lines are numbered to provide the reader with ease of access to
speech transcriptions and gestural annotations, rather than to indicate
syntactic segments.
4 . Annotations in italics refer to body movements, paralinguistic
features, facial expressions, gestures and any other nonverbal features
of communicative significance and are placed as close as possible to the
oral text to which they refer.
5. Punctuation of the spoken texts has the purpose of assisting the reader
to understand the written text, rather than to indicate phonological
pauses.
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INTERACTION 1
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING

PARTICIPANTS

Sdturday 28 April
1

2.02-2.40
38 sec.
Guided Tour of Lee's house
The barbecue stove.
Lee and the workshop participants are standing around the
barbecue stove during Lee·s guided tour of her house .
The workshop participants have handouts with a map of
house, to which they refer.
Meg, Lee

1. Meg: You always clean it.
(Meg points to barbecue so directing attention to it.)
2. Lee: We clean it up every time we use it, yeah, we scrape it down,
clean it down and squirt it with a hose, yeah yeah.
(Lee shakes her hand to indicate scraping. She sweeps her arm, with
closed fist, to indicate hosing. She smiles to indicate a juncture , or
pause, in the conversation.)
3. Lee: Just come round this side.
(Lee leads students to 'fire' side of barbecue.)
4. Lee: So we just light the wood we put the wood in here, and we light
the fire. This gets hot, (Lee points to barbecue plate.)
5. Lee: and and we cook on here, okay, but some have a gas barbecue.
(The students stand around the barbecue. Fay is on Lee's left hand side.
Lee points to fireplace and looks around to students on each side as she
speaks.)
6. Meg: (Meg steps forward out of the front row of students, smiles
broadly as she asks the question, looks from Lee to fireplace and back to
Lee.)
The wood comes from you tree?
(Meg leans over and points to fireplace, then to the tree top.)
7. Lee: We have to go to the bush sometimes. From the tree.
(Meg laughs.)
8. Lee: Sometimes we go in our ute, that white car,
(Lee points to the car behind. )
9. Lee: the white car into the bush, and we cut the wood, we have to be
careful because you're not allowed
(Lee shakes her head.)
to do that.
(There is quiet laughter from the group of participants.)
10. Lee: Okay, let's go this way.
(Lee moves forward and leads the group on further.)
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INTERACTION 2
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING
PARTICIPANTS

5 May 1990
1

14. 33-16. 20
1 min. 47 sec.
Communication workshop
Cost of houses
Fay is sitting on annchair at the end of row of other sitting
participants in the recreation area of Lee's house.
Peter

1. Fay: May be, two two two thousand Hong Kong dollar.
(Fay leans forward. Her voice is projected to the whole group.)
2. Peter: Two thousand?
3. Fay: Yeah.
(Fay nods head slightly for emphasis.)
4. Peter: Hong Kong dollars.
5. Fay: Yeah two thousand
(Fay lifts eyebrows to indicate dismay.)
Hong Kong dollars.
6. Peter: Two thousand? That doesn't sound very much.
7. Fay: Small house,
(Fay indicates smallness of house by flicking her hand.)
8. Fay: no kitchen, urn no bathroom.
(Fay uses a very extensive gesture. She brings the index finger of her
right hand from above her head down to the palm of left hand as lf she
were counting off points. Her tone is one of slight disgust.)
9. Meg: Good for month.
10. Fay: Share, yeah share
(Fay looks to left hand to Meg who is speaking but continues to speak.)
11. Fay: the the hou houses [Pause] houses.
(Fay leans back, an indication she has finished.)
12. Meg: Not everybody,
(Meg laughs apologetically.)
some level.
13. Fay: Yeah, but the government,
(Fay's hands are in front of her neck, her fingers are folded inwards,
while her thumbs are facing out.)
14. Fay: if you work for the government, maybe ah cheaper eh
business,
(Fay emphasizes 'business' by projecting her closed fists several inches
away from her body.)
15. Fay: or in the [Pause] some people,
(Fay blinks.)
say me.
(Fay indicates herself with both hands -which form closed fists-- her
index fingers pointing to her own upper chest.)
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16. Fay: The government, the government building
(Fay makes a baton signal.)
[Pause] give me cheaper, maybe cheaper ah,
17. Fay: but now,
(Fay looks upward as she processes language.)
18. Fay: ah many house you must buy, because the government
(Fay pushes her index finger forward away from body.)
19. Fay: ask ask eh ask me to buy.
(Fay points to herself with curled hand when says 'me'.)
20. Fay: Now my father, my father,
(Fay points to herself and closes her eyes as zf in reverential memory.)
21. Fay: the house ah is the government
(Fay points her finger to emphasize 'government'.)
22. Peter: Mmmmm.
23. Fay: Ah in his company.
(Fay points her finger to emphasize 'company'.)
24. Peter: Is he buying it?
25. Fay: Yeah,
(Fay points her finger to emphasize and nods head forward.)
but buying it.
26. Peter: Buying it?
27. Fay: You must buy ah maybe one one million,
(Fay points finger for emphasis. She blinks several times.)
28. Fay: eh five thousand.
(Fay points finger to emphasize and looks around as she works out the
arithmetic.)
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INTERACTION 3
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING

PARTICIPANTS

5 May 1990
1

16.05- 16.39
34 sec.
Communication workshop
Discussion of prices of houses
Laura initially has her arms folded across her abdomen. A
large straw hat is placed on her lap. Her upper body
remains fairly still throughout the discourse, though her
eyes are very active
Laura, Peter, Fay

1. Laura: In Taiwan money [Pause] about [Pause] six ah [Pause]
(Ling's arms are crossed over her lap as she asks her colleagues in
Chinese for assistance. She appears not to look at anyone in particular.
Laura purses her lips.)
2. Laura: six m-m-million,
(Ling's hesitant eyes dart left and right, but to no one in particular, as if
seeking assistance.)
3. Peter: Six million?
(Laura nods up and down in agreement.)
4. Fay: Six thousand, six thousand.
(Laura looks around to Fay to refute her interjection.)
5. Peter: A lot of money.
6. Laura: No, in Taiwan six million.
(Laura signals with her hand to emphasize Taiwan'.)
7. Peter: Is this in Tai Taipei?
8. Laura: Yes about [Pause] Australia, Australia, ah ah three thousand.
(Laura's eyes move as she calculates the figures. Laura nods her head in
affirmation as she ignores background comments in Chinese.)
9. John: Three thousand.
(Laura nods to conclude her turn.)
10. Peter: What about you, Widya, Widya?
(Peter's intention is tc conclude the dialogue and move on to the next
speaker.)
11. Laura: Three hundred thousand.
(Laura nods her head to demonstrate confirmation.)
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INTERACTION 4
DATE
TAPE NUMBE R
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING
PARTICIPANTS

5 May 1990
1
22. 13-24.09
1 min. 56 sec.
Communication workshop
Discussion of prices of houses.
Jill is sitting a couple of metres away from the other
participants. Fay is sitting at an angle, opposite her.
Jill, Fay, Peter, Meg

1. Peter: Jill?
(Jill looks around as if seeking help.)
2. Jill: Yes same [Pause]
(Jill looks withdrawn and has low tonus. Jill strokes her loose hair
upwards from her forehead, covering her eyes for a moment and
maintaining eye contact with Fay . Jill allows her to take over the floor.)
3. Fay: Same but but different, because their father and mother [i.e.
Jill's] is a teacher and [Pause] their school ah, give the house,
(Fay's elbows are placed on the arms of the armchair and she clasps her
hands in front of chest. The chair's arm is the fulcrum for her righ t
hand movements.)

4. Jill: Yeah, government.
5. Fay: For them,
(Fay points 'softly' in Jill's direction with a curled hand.)

urn so maybe cheaper.
6. Jill: Two bedroom.
7. Fay: Yeah.
8. Jill: One liv room, one bathroom, one kitchen.
9. Fay: (Fay initially speaks over J ill. Fay moves her right hand in a
circle to indicate a desire to continue.)

Although, although you are in a government house,
(Fay maintains the floor by waving her hand andforearm in a circle.)
10. Fay: many people yes [Pause] you sometimes,
(Fay uses both arms and hands for emphasis.)
11. Fay: You pay the money ah maybe ah one [Pause]
(Fay's hands are clasped in front of her chest. She looks upwards, her
eyes move side to side to calculate figures.)
12. Fay: urn. Twenty twenty dollar [Pause] per month.

13. Peter: Twenty dollars per month?
14. Fay: No, per month, per month.
15. Jill: Oh, per month.
16. Fay: But now you have to buy.
17. Peter: Ah ha, you have to buy?
18. Jill: Ah per month.
(Jill adjusts her shirt and looks apologetic.)

19. Fay: Now always you must buy, yes.
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20. Jill: (Jill plays with the rolled up paper.)
21. Jill: You first time buy the house ah just pay I 0,000.
[Pause.]
(Jill speaks softly, so softly that she invites Fay to say it for ht!r.)
22. Fay: 10,000.
23. Peter: 10,000 [Pause] in Chinese money.
24. Jill: (Jill asks for help from her colleagues in Chinese.)
Money.
(Jill's eyes dart nervously.)
25. Peter: How much does it?
26. Jill: If you want to urn,
(Jill waves rolled up paper in circle. Jill asks for help from her
colleagues in Chinese.)
if you want to [Pause] buy house [Pause] you want to [Pause] wn
(Jill touches her ear.)
borrow money [Pausel from [Pause] from [Pause]
(Jill makes fluttering movements with her hands around head. Her
fingers are extended like those of Asian dancers, her forearm and hand
are extended upwards. Jill is increasing in confidence and starting to
smile. She covers eyes with hand as she seeks unknown word in
English.)
27. Fay: Yeah many years to pay.
28. Jill: [Pause] the bank [Pause]
(Jill disregards Fay's interruption and continues to look at Peter. She
rests hand on arm of chair when when she feels she has completed her
say.)
29. Peter: You borrow money from the bank.
30. Jill: Yeah you pay money [Pause] more than [Pause]
31. Fay: If you one time to give the government maybe cheaper, you
have many year to pay.
32. Peter: Like Australia.
33. Meg: All houses the government.
34. Fay: No, just now.
(Fay frowns slightly while looking at Meg, asserts her disagreement by
pushing forward both hands.)
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INTERACTION 5
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING

PARTICIPANTS

5 May 1990
1
19.10- 19.53
43 sec.
Communication workshop
Houses
John has his right calf over his left len~ in a figure four
position in a stabilized and heavy stance. His upper len~
is pointing in the direction of all the other female
participants He sits side on, not vis a vis the re searcher.
so he avens his glance to the left in order to speak to the
researcher.
John, Peter

1. John: When I,
(John uses his whole hand to indicate '/'.)
2. John: when we lived ah the country yeah, middle of the town [Pause]
ah so the house,
(John turns his eyes downward. He makes horizontal side ways
movements with his hand, palm facing downwards.)
3. John: so the house, three hour, three floor.
(John's right finger taps the left palm to count.
4. Peter: Three floors?
5. John: Yeah, and then sixteen years ago we buy lifts,
(John's eyes are raised to the ceiling to recall facts .)
fifty [Pause]
(Johnfingers his ring.)
6. John: Seven thousand dollar, Australia dollar, sixteen year ago.
7. Peter: Seven thousand dollars?
8. John: Seven thousand dollar.
(John looks upward to calculate.)
9. Peter: Not very much.
10. Fay: Seven thousands dollars.
11. John: Seven thousand dollars sixteen years.
12. Peter: Seven thousand dollars.
13. John: But now how much I don't know
(John laughs.)
because too long.
(John looks down to floor to finish off, then up to ceiling, then towards
Peter. John extends his arms sideways to indicate the length of time. )
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INTERACTION 6
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING

PARTICIPANTS

5 May 1990
1

19.52-21.20
1 min. 28 sec.
Communication workshop
Her house
Meg is on the outer edge of the seating arrangements. Her
listeners have to tum their heads to watch her speaking.
Meg sits erect, with high tonus, and initially looks up at
the ceiling as she speaks.
Meg, Peter, Fay

1. Meg: A million dollars.
2. Peter: That's a lot of money.
3. Meg: Yes, very expensive because our house have more facility ah
swirruning pool but public (Meg chuckles.) and tennis tennis court and,
4. Lee: Meg, whereabouts in Hong Kong? I know Hong Kong a little bit.
(Meg looks to Lee, and adjusts her spectacles.)
5. Meg: Yes Hong Kong Island.
6. Lee: Hong Kong Island.
7. Meg: Near the hospital.
(Meg looks up to left hand corner to recall the location.)
8. Lee: Oh yeah, near the hospital.
9. Meg: My my my house near the beach more expensive. We got a
Housing Co Corrunission, no.
(Meg shakes her head and hand as a negation.)
10. Meg: We got a housing benefit from the company, because my
husband work in the Hong Kong Electrical Company: he got some
benefits, urn.
(Meg looks upward wondering what to say.)
11. Peter: Was it a nice house?
12. Meg: Maybe three.
(Meg extends her left arms outwards, sideways, to indicate number.)
13. Meg: One flat, three rooms, three hou rooms, one living room, one
dining room.
14. Peter: Yeah.
15. Meg: One room for the maid and kitchen, not more than here.
16. Fay: But in Hong Kong is nice, and Kwang Chung.
17. Meg: Upper middle range, no class.
(Meg's right hand is raised to indicate the height of the social class.)
18. Peter: Upper middle class that's good.
19. Meg: Not the rest. (Meg chuckles.)
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INTERACTION 7
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING
PARTICIPANTS

5 May 1990
1
22.16-23.44
1 min . 28 sec.
Communication workshop
Chinese customs and Feng shui (geomancy)
Meg has moved over to sit between Jill and Fay. Jill
demonstrates higher tonus now, and smiles more freely.
Jill, Meg, Fay, Peter

1. Jill: Specially the old men specially specially the ol old men
(Jill scratches the crown of her head and screws up her face.)
2. Jill: old people, very free
(Jill looks at Lee in relaxed way, then looks at her own finge rnails.)
3. Fay: In Taipei [Pause]
4. Jill: Old people [Pa'.J.Se]
(Jill again looks at her fingernails.)
5. Lee: What about the young people now?
6. Jill: Young people [Pause]
(Jill smiles.)
7. Lee: It's important to them?
(Lee chuckles.)
8. Meg: (Meg adjusts herself in chair in readiness.)
I have a Chinese friend here, he invite feng shui, someone from
Malaysia, okay? (Meg raises her index finger to indicate coming.)
9. Meg: Please look after look at my, (Meg mimes a fictional
conversation with a feng shui master.)
10. Meg: how my bed direction, put my bed bed my door open where
(Meg indicates the door and the opening of the door to complete the
mime.)
possible
11. Meg: for here.
(Meg laughs and points her index finger upwards.)
12. Jill: If you want to move move to a new house you you [Pause]
(Jill shakes her hand with extended fingers to indicate that she is
searching for a word.)
13. Jill: first come to a new house, you [Pause]
(Jill is very animated. She speaks in Chinese to obtain assistance with
words in English.)
14. Meg: (Meg smiles, looks at Jill. Meg places her hand at back of her
head to indicate 'thinking about'. She touches her ear lobe.)
15. Meg: yeah yeah, move house, you move in new house, you want
[Pause.] celebration, Chinese pau jung.
(Meg lifts her cupped right hand palm upwards.)
16. Jill: (Jill asks for lexical assistance in Cantonese.)
17. Meg: Ah I forget~
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(Meg touches her forehead in an attempt to recollect.)

18. Meg: just like like here.
(Meg points upward to indicate the local temple.)
19. Peter: The priest, the Chinese priest.
20. Meg: The Chinese year temple. What's the name?
(Meg pushes her hair behind her ear, then leans forward to elicit an
answer.)
21. Peter: The Taoist priest, he blesses the house when you move into
the house.
22. Meg: No, celebration.
(Meg, with both her hands palm upward, moves them up and down.)
23. Peter: What does he do?
24. Meg: Just like the Chinese new year.
(Meg points back over her shoulder 'at' the new Year which has
recently passed.)
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INTERACTION 8
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING
PARTICIPANTS

5 May 1990
1

23.42-24.15
33 sec.
Communication workshop
Shrines and Fish
1l1e seating arrangements are similar to those in
Interaction 7.
Fay, Meg, Peter

1. Peter: Shrine with the candles.
2. Fay: Just put there, or
(Fay leans sideways pointing to indicate 'there'.)
the visiting room put there.
3. Fay: Or if the fish er live,
(Fay lifts up two hands -with curled fingers--from the sides of her
body.)
4. Meg: [Unintelligible]
5. Fay: Eh very bad very good.
(Fay looks upward, thinking of or imagining the scene.)
Or if the fish die, not good.
(Fay shakes her head sideways in negation.)
6. Fay: (Fay leans down, covers her mouth and laughs.)
7. Lee: (Lee laughs.)
8. Peter: Do you havt fish at your house?
9. Meg: No, I don't trust it.
(Meg shakes her head in negation.)
10. Peter: Sorry?
11. Meg: I don't trust it.
12. Peter: You don't believe it?
13. Meg: No, I don't trust. (Meg smiles.)
14. Peter: You don't believe believe it?
15. Fay: The fish die [Pause] not good.
(Fay continues with the story despite interruptions. She frowns slightly,
shakes her head, not speaking to anyone in particular.)
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INTERACTION 9
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING
PARTICIPANTS

5 May 1990
1

24.20-24.53
33 sec.
Communication workshop
Shrines
The seating arrangements are similar to those in
Interaction 7.
Fay, Meg, Peter

1. Peter: What about do in China today, do people still have shrines with
[Pause] up on the wall, you have Confucius, you know Confucius,
Confucius the wise men.
(There are blank looks from the participants. Meg rests her chin on her
fist in a listening pose. Fay looks upward to the left as if to a shrine on
the wall.)
2. Peter: In, In Chinese restaurants in Darwin you have them.
3. Meg: Oh the men.
4. Peter: Yeah.
5. Meg: Sometimes we put at the policemen police station.
(Meg points index .finger towards Peter.)
6. Meg: Man bad no?
(Meg places her hands on the cheeks of her face in thinking pose, then
drops her hands downwards as she says 'no'.)
7. Meg: No no it's Confucius.
8. Meg: (Meg turns to Fay to ask a question in Cantonese.)
Three. Three okay.
(Meg raises three fingers.)
9. Fay: Three people.
10. Peter: Lao Tzu, Confucius, and I think it's Meng Tzu.
11. Fay: Three, three okay.
12. Meg: No, no.
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INTERACTION 10
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING

PARTI CIPANTS

12 May 1990

2
5.42-8.39
2 min. 57 sec.
Communication workshop
Mowing the lawn
Meg and Fay are sitting in mirrored position s on a sofa.
with elbows on their knees and eating snacks . Lee comes
over and adopts a similar posture in order to be able to
peak side-on. The conversation is between Lee and Fay.
with Meg on the sidelines. Meg leans forward attentively.
and eventually gains the floor.
Fay,Meg,Lee

1. Fay: You must bend,
(Fay uses gestures for picking and mowing grass.)
or clean the grass.
(Fay directs her voice to Lee, while Meg hovers in the background.)
2. Lee: Mow the grass, you say mow mow or cut the grass. I do, my
husband. (Fay and Lee lean forward mirroring each other.)
3. Lee: Or me, usually me,
(Lee points to herself.)
because I finish work first.
4. Fay: (Fay exits from the mirror position.)
I just use use my hands,
(Fay demonstrates with her hands.)
5. Fay: but my husband use,
(At 'my' Fay pushes her two semiclasped hands forward.)
6. Lee: The mower, you call that the mower, yeah.
(Lee leans back as if in a gesture of comprehension.)
7. Fay: Just one time per month,
(Fay projects her hand at 'one'.)
one time per month.
(Fay averts her head, turning to Meg, then turning back to look at Lee.)
8. Lee: One time a month [Pause] Maybe grass grows, yeah [Pause]
(Fay indicates 'here' by pointing her index finger downwards.)
9. Meg: (Meg is leaning forward, paying attention.)
Every two weeks.
10. Fay: Sometimes two or three weeks I [Pause]
(Fay waves her hand as if to say no, then settles into listening pose, that
is leaning forward, with elbows on her knees and her right hand placed
over her left one.)
11. Lee: Sometimes sometimes I
(Lee indicates self)
cut the grass for [Pause] pleasure because I like gardening. So
sometimes
(Lee extends thumb and index finger to indicate size.)
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the grass really doesn't need cutting, but because I like gardening. I cut
the grass and pull out the weeds and {Pause]
12. Fay: I don't know how to [Pause]
(Fay demonstrates mowing by pushing her hands fonvard.)
13. Lee: You don't know how to [Pause] It's very easy, very. You ask.
ask [Pause]
14. Fay: Heavy.
15. Lee: Yeah it is heavy.
16. Fay: Ah sometimes its [Unintelligible]
in the sun.
17. Lee: In the sun.
18. Meg: Under the Silll.
19. Lee: Yeah, I do it in the morning, in the early morning or in the
afternoon.
20. Meg: Afternoon.
(Meg leans forward slightly.)
21. Fay: But in the morning.
22. Lee: Everyone's asleep.
23. Fay: You cannot do, because very loud.
24. Lee: Yeah, everyone's asleep. In the evening it's better.
25. Meg: After after
(Meg smiles to gain attention.)
26. Fay: In the evening you can [Pause] [Unintelligible]
(Fay turns her head to Meg and asks Mee Me something in Cantonese.)
27. Fay: But in the morning you cannot do.
28. Lee: Everyone's ~sleep.
(Lee points with her right hand in a left sideways direction.)
29. Meg: (Meg leans forward to take floor, and increases her voice
volume.) Somebody say Saturday after [Pause] evening many sound here
in Australia. [Pause] aah [Pause] music [Pause] Everybody use lawn
mower
(Meg makes pushing movements of hands.)
to cut the grass.
30. Meg: Yesterday my friend came to my house and tell me
(Meg shakes her right index finger pointing outwards, as zf
admonishing. She speaks in a manner imitating the person she is
quoting.)
31. Meg: your grass is no good grass because some [Pause]
32. Lee: Bugs, you've got bugs in it.
33. Meg: Tell m y husband to take it out, long grass.
(Meg demonstrates p.dling out movements.)
34. Lee: Long grass.
35. Meg: All the back yard is no good, grass it's not good grass, tell my
husband to take it out, long long
(Meg makes side ways movements of hands.)
grass, it's rubbish.
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36. Lee: Ooooh, what happened there?
37. Meg: Oh fmish.
36. Fay: (Fay has her right hand poised over her left in atunrion .)
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INTERACTION 11
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING
PARTICIPANTS

12 May 1990
2
8.04-9.18
1 min. 14 sec.
Communication workshop
Meaning of inscription on John's t-shin: 'Ho hum another
shitty day in paradise'.
John is sining in a prominent position. on the arm of an
aJ mchair in which Laura is sitting. His body is at a higher
level than the others are.
John , Peter

1. Peter: Do you know what it means?
(John looks to Meg.)
Your t-shirt?
2. Meg: T -shirt?
3. John: (John holds out his t-shirt and looks down at it.)
Yes.
4. Meg: Crocodile [Pause] paradise.
5. Peter: What does it mean?
6. Lee: You know what it means?
7. Meg: Paradise.
8. Lee: Does the crocodile look happy or sad?
9. Meg: Happy, becau se it's something to drink.
10. John: (John directs his gaze to Peter.)
11. Lee: We call that a pun, don't we?
12. Meg: What meaning?
13. Peter: It's the opposite to what it means.
14. Lee: 'Ho hum another shitty day in paradise.'
15. Peter: You know what 'shitty' means?
16. Lee: It's a swear word, swear word, slang. And usually it awful, not
nice but [Pause] in Australia every day it's paradise [Pause] the same I
don't know.
17. Meg: It's good.
18. Peter: Well [Pause] it's supposed to be paradise.
19. John: (John looks at Peter and smiles.)
20. Peter: Well, well it's [Pause] supposed to be furmy because everyone
says Darwin is beautiful, but you think it's, well using that wordterrible, shitty, awful . yuk.
21: Meg: Shitty
22. John: (John chuckles.)
(John sits on the arm of the armchair. John and Laura carefully inspect
picture on his t-shirt. The group's attention to the t-shirt continues as
they converse in Chinese. There is a burst of laughter but the reason is
not apparent to the researchers. Fay is not involved in the laughter.)
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INTERACTION 12
DATE
T APE NUMBER
FRA'M E NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING

PARTICIPANTS

12 May 1990
2
8.04-11.54
3 min. 50 sec.
Communication workshop
Languages
Panicipants sitting around lounge Lee, the discussion
leader, is sitting at end of row next to Fay. Panicipants are
joking about John's shin and laughing.
Jill, John, Laura, Meg, Fay, Lee

1. Lee: Do you all speak except for Widya? Is it Cantonese or
Mandarin, Mandarin, and you speak Cantonese, don't you Meg?
(Jill, John, Laura, Meg and Fay look in Lee's direction.)
2. Meg: Sometime.
(Meg lifts herself up from a sitting position.)
3. Lee: M mostly Mandarin.
4. John: Oy.
(John is still sitting on the arm of the arm chair.)
5. Lee: Uh.
6. Meg: Yeah.
7. Lee: Do you speak Mandarin or [Pause]
8. Meg: A little bit.
(Her right hand is raised above her head)
9. Meg: I speak Cantonese.
10. Fay: I speak Cantonese.
(Fay lifts her head slightly.)
11. Lee: Mainly Cantonese.
12. Meg: And Canton'.!Se.
(Meg points to Fay.)
13. Fay: Mandarin.
14. Meg: Because in China Mandarin is
15. Fay: Hakka Hakka because my family speak Hakka But er I study in
the school I study the Mandarin or in my city speak the Cantonese
(Fay counts off the languages on her left hand with the index finger of
her right hand. Her eyes gaze down towards her own hands in a
concentrated way.)
16. Lee: Oh I see.
17. Fay: So I can speak three [Pause]
(Fay smiles.)
18. Lee: Three languages and English.
19. Meg: Hakka is not a language, dialect [Pause]
20. Lee: Oh, dialect.
21 . Fay: Languages.
22. Lee: Oh they say there are eight Chinese languages.
123. Fay: Many.
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124. Meg: Many people speak.
25. Lee: Yeah I think they call it a language, a dia, yeah dialect, yeah a
small group.
26. Meg: Language is Mandarin.
27. Lee: Can you unoerstand this if I say, 'nor', fve forgotten, 'nor yu
Lee'.
28. Fay: Yeah.
(Fay has her left arm extended across armchair arm in the direction of
Lee.)
29. Lee: Do you understand that?
30. Meg: Yeah. My name is Lee.
31. Lee : Yeah.
32. Meg: (Meg chuckles.)
You learned it in Macau?
33. Lee: A little tiny bit, yeah.
34. Meg: Macau.
35. Lee: Yeah.
36. Peter: What language is that?
37.Lee: Eh?
38. Peter: What language is that?
39. Lee: Cantonese.
40. Meg: Yeah, yeah, I have lived in Macau a long time,
(Meg extends her arm and opens her fingers palm downwards to
emphasise long.)
when I was young.
(Meg opens her hand and lowers her hand to indicate a child's height.)
yeah.
41. Lee: But as as soon as I came back here I can't speak any more, so I
used to be able to say 'I have two children' or something 'lern go'
something 'sumen jai lern go'.
42. Meg : (Meg chuckles.)
43. Lee: Is that Mandarin too?
44. Meg: Sometimes Kong Kong people, sometime is Cantonese makes
me angry.
(Meg emphasises 'makes' and 'angry' with flick and twist of her wrist
and hand.)
45. Meg: Cat, cat,
(Meg emphasises 'cat' with a flick of her hand.)
everybody know cat.
46 . Lee: What about you Laura, how many languages can you speak?
Mandarin?
47. Laura: No. Taiwanese, Mandarin.
48. Lee: And [Pause]
29. Laura: And Taiwanese.
(Ling's clasped hand is thrust forward in a counting movement.)
50. Lee: Is Taiwanese different to Mandarin?
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51. Laura: Yes, different.
52. Lee: Different, ah ah is it a dialect or or another language group?
(Laura leans f orward attentively.)
53. Fay: But. [Pause]
54. Laura: In Taiwan, Taiwan. [Pause]
55. Fay: Taiwan, because the Taiwan people is a long time ago
(Fay looks from side to side to recollect history.)
the since the Peking. [Pause]
56. Lee: Peking, Beijing.
57. Fay: Yeah.
58. Lee: But now it is free China, isn't it?
59. Lee : What do you call Taiwan?
(Meg turns round to consult the other Taiwanese students.)
60. Lee: A different government, different government, different
government to Beijing.
61. Lee: Yeah two.
62. Laura: Yeah.
63. Fay: So two government.
64. Lee: I see.
65. Fay: Same as Hakka Min Nam or Mandarin two [Pause]
(Fay drops her hand to signal a juncture.)
66. Lee: And you speak and English any other languages that you can
speak? Taiwanese and English?
67. Meg: And Mandarin.
(Laura is still sitting forward as if ready to speak but she does not gain
the floor.)
68. Lee: John, the same for you?
69. John: Yeah.
70. Lee: Right, very clever [Pause] Jill? How many languages can you
speak?
71 . Jill: Mandarin, Hakka.
(Jill waves her hand around from the wrist.)
72. Fay: Come here, study.
73. Lee: And is that a dialect?
74. Meg: Hakka diale ..~t. Cantonese only speak in Canton but the
Taiwanese speak in Taiwan.
(Meg points in different directions to indicate different places.)
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INTERACTION 13
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING

PARTICIPANTS

19 May 1990
3
9.03- 12.26
3 min. 23 sec.
Communication workshop: guided tour of Grazyna·s
house
A Otinese painting
During a guided tour of Gra.zyna and Peter's
house,Grazyna responds to a panicipant who draws
attention to a Chinese painting on the top of her desk .
9razyna. s~ds in front of the painting. Participants stand
m a serruc1rcle around Grazyna, with Fay directly in front
of the painting and Meg on her left hand side.
Fay, Meg, Grazyna, Peter

1. Grazyna: Yes, yes a friend of ours went to China she spent thereIra .
2. Meg: Ira, Ira.
3. Grazyna: Three months?
4. Peter: Three months.
5. Grazyna: Three months, a bit more than that oh about that period of
time. (Grazyna extends her hands from the sides of her chest to indicate
a length of time.)
6. Grazyna : More than that [Pause] when she came back she brought us
a beautiful picture .
(Grazyna picks up the painting with her right hand. Fay is in front of
the painting, and she Leans forward.)
7. Grazyna: And actually the reason she she said she bought the picture
for us. This is Peter.
(Grazyna touches the figure of the old man depicted in the painting with
her palm.)
8. Grazyna: The old man reminds him of [Pause]
9. Grazyna: And the monkey-me.
(Grazyna touches herself on the chest with her whole hand. The
participants respond with appreciative laughter.)
10. Grazyna: I, I'm the lively one, I'm the one who attacks people all
the time. He's got the wisdom-Peter the wise, Peter,
11. Meg: You want a bigger [Pause]
(Meg draws a square in the air with two index fin gers.)
12. Grazyna: Frame.
(Grazyna picks up the painting. Fay leans forward to Look at the
painting . Others are laughing. Fay leans forward and inspects the
painting. Fay takes the picture into own hands, and draws the picture
towards herselffor closer inspection.)
13. Grazyna: Frame, well, we should probably frame it eventually
[Pause] but it looks more natural this way.
(Meg leans over and taps the painting.)
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14. Meg: What?
15. Fay: Pon wa.
(Fay touches, with her index finger, the corner of the painting, and
speaks to Meg in Cantonese.)
17. Peter: From Nanjing.
18. Meg: I got one.
(Meg speaks to Fay in Cantonese.)
19. Lee: What is it?
20. Grazyna: Pon wa. What kind of painting is it?
(Meg places her index finger on the edge of painting.)
21. Fay: Pon wa.
22. Grazyna: What is it?
23. Participants: (in Cantonese) Aha.
24. Fay: Use fire and [Pause]
(Fay looks at Grazyna.)
25. Grazyna: Oh right.
(Fay uses demonstrates the use of fire and wood.)
26. Meg: I got one, only the words, the Chinese words.
(Meg makes writing motions with her right index finger in the air.)
27. Grazyna: That's beautiful.
28. Lee: What does this say here, does this say anything? Chinese
writing.
(Lee leans forward and touches painting with her index fing er pointing
to the Chinese characters.)
29. Fay: Because in China, in the area of the river.
(Fay looks up into the air to recollect.)
30. Meg: Area. Changzhou.
31. Fay: Changzhou.
32. Grazyna: The area.
33. Meg: The big the long river.
34. Lee: Oh yeah?
35. Grazyna: Yangtse River is it? Yangtse River?
36. Meg: Yangtse River.
37. Fay: And this the [Pause]
(Fay continues her dialogue in Cantonese with Meg, looking at the
picture and Meg in turn.)
38. Meg: The monkey, monkey shouting.
39. Fay: Shouting.
40. Grazyna: The monkey shouting, ah ha the wise man.
(Grazyna indicates the length of the river.)
41 . Grazyna: This er something.
42. Meg: This urn copy copied from another famous painting.
(There is laughter in the background from the other participants.)
43. Grazyna: Alright.
44. Meg: Copy the the the original picture here.
45. Fay: Ver very, very long time.
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(Fay circulates her hand at the wrist and displays intense auenrion to the
picture.)
46. Grazyna: Very old one.
47. Fay: So the clothes very different now.
(Fay indicates the present. Meg and Fay discuss the painting in
Cantonese. Meg uses iconic gestures to demonstrate the method of
painting.)
48. Meg: Long time ago, famous ah poetry.
(Fay nods in confirmation at 'poetry' in direction of Graz-yna. )
49. Grazyna: Poet, a famous poet.
50. Lee: And is this the seal? What is the red? Is this the seal? What is
the red?
Because this [Pause]
(Lee, Meg and Fay are speaking simultaneously.)
51. Meg: Signature.
(Meg touches the painting, and stamps her left hand with her clenched
fist to indicate a stamp.)
52: Meg: Not fire.
(Meg's curled hand rotates.)
53. Meg: Stamp.
(Meg stamps with her clenched fist on to her flat left hand to indicate
stamping.)
54. Peter: Who was the poet?
55. Grazyna: Who was the poet? Poet?
56. Peter: But do you know the name of the poet?
57. Meg: Ah name?
(Meg looks over her shoulder to Peter.)
58. Peter: The name?
59. Meg: Poetry, the poet.
60. Peter: The man who wrote it.
61. Several participants: Fan Jon.
62. Peter: Famous? Yes?
63: All participants: Very famous, long time ago.
(Fay replaces the painting onto the shelf)
64. Meg: Not, not the original.
65. Peter: I know.
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INTERACTION 14
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING
PARTICIPANTS

20 May 1990
4
.03-.4 1
38 sec.
Communication workshop
Houses
The participants are sitting in armchairs around a table
with snacks on Grazyna's verandah.
Vicky, Lee

1. Lee: Three, the third floor.
(Vicky looks to John for help. )
2. Vicky: (Vicky speaks in Cantonese to John.)
3. Lee: The third floor.
(Vicky looks to John.)
4. Lee: Yeah: yeah.
5. Vicky: (Vicky speaks in Cantonese to John. Vicky indicates by a show
of fingers the number three, and then laughs, her mouth is full of food.
She still looks to John for support.)
6. Lee: Did you find it unusual the houses here in Darwin, not. we're
not not apartment living, all houses with big gardens?
7. Vicky: No, I student residence.
8. Lee: Oh, in a student residence? Do you like this sort of house or
would you rather have an apartment?
(Vicky looks to Laura and John for support. Victoria's response is
short. She is not ready to explore the theme.)
9. Vicky: I just go home to Laura and John's house.
10. Lee: You go to Laura and John house?
(Lee points to Laura and John and laughs.)
11. John: First house.
(John raises both hands, palm down, to chest level and drops them.)
12. Lee: You've got a garden, you've do the garden, you have someone
come and do the garden?
(Lee raises both hands.)
13. Laura: Yeah garden.
14. Lee: Laura and John you've got a house, but you mow the lawn or
someone else does?
(Lee pushes two hands and arms forward to demonstrate mowing the
lawn.)
15. Laura: No, mow the lawn.
(Laura imitates Lee's mowing movements.)
16. Lee: The landlord does.
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INTERACTION 15
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING
PARTICIPANTS

19 May 1990
4
0.41-4.10
3 mins 29 sec.
Communication workshop
Houses
Fay is sitting in an annchair near the table.

Fay, Lee,Meg

1. Lee: Fay, what about you?
3. Fay: Yeah.
(Fay had been looking at Lee in expectation of an invitation . Fay's
shoulders are bent forward slightly, her back is erect, and she is not
leaning against back of chair.)
4. Lee: Your family, where your family in Guangzhou, Fay? What
about you? What about you and your family in Guangzhou?
5. Fay: I live in the five floor five building and er I have er I
(Fay looks up to the sky as she speaks in a thoughtful way.)
6. Fay: have two bedroom.
7. Lee: Mmm.
8. Fay: And my parents one.
9. Lee: Mmm.
10. Fay: Ah my my brother my brother have oh, but now er I have two
three floors.
(Fay laughs, and bends her head down.)
11. Lee: Three floor.
12. Fay: Because ah eight two.
(Fay gestures with her hand as if to indicate sister.)
Ah my sister one.
(Fay shows gesture for one.)
13. Lee: Your sister has one bedroom, or one floor.
14. Fay: One.
15. Lee: One floor.
16. Fay: One bedroom.
17. Lee: A different one to you, separate, separate.
(Fay looks up to the right hand corner of her eye.)
.
18. Fay: Sometimes I separate, separate. Later, separate from you, JUSt
by myself, in living r,)om.
19. Lee: Right, no garden.
20. Fay: No.
21. Lee: Sometimes.
22. Fay: Just building and building.
. .
(Fay waves her right hand in the air and laughs. The partzczpants
respond with genera/laughter.)
23. Lee: And you have flowers in pots, you know, pots?
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24. Fay: No.
(Fay moves her head sideways back and forth in negation.)
25. Lee: No, you don't, nothing, too high up.
(Fay looks to Lee.)
26. Lee: No birds, no fish, just one.
(Fay turns her head round to Meg and consults Meg as to the Cantonese
word. Meg explains the verandah with a lengthwise motion of her
hand.)
27. Meg: A verandah.
28. Lee: Verandah, a tiny verandah.
29. Fay: A verandah, share verandah, another family.
(Fay extends her left hand out, stretching out her fingers.)
30. Lee: You share the verandah with a family, can see big tree .
31. Fay: Public toilet.
Fay lifts fingers to emphasize 'public'.)
32. Lee: Public toilet.
33. Fay : Not in my house.
(Fay touches her chest with her hand)
34. Lee: How many people, how many families, share the toilet?
35. Fay: Six, six family.
(Fay's hand is on her knee. She lifts her fingers slightly to indicate
number.)
36. Lee: Six families and one toilet. Is it a nice view?
37. Fay: Because my building [Pause]
(Fay looks upwards to recall the facts.)
38. Fay: was er was built in 1969, and at that time many man
(Fay signals with fingers at 'many ' and consults Meg in Cantonese
about the appropriate word.)
39. Lee: Very.
40. Meg: Ah, Russia, Russian engineer.
41. Fay: Russian engineer [Pause]
42. Lee: Oh Russian, Soviet engineer.
43. Fay: came to China to help same as the building.
(Fay flicks her hand in apparent contempt.)
44.Lee: To design the building.
45. Fay: Not good.
(Fay laughs.)
46. Lee: The same as Russia, ah yeah.
47 . Fay: And so er, no tree.
(Fay looks into distance and makes a waving motion with her right hand
in the air.)
48. Lee: No tree.
49. Fay: No grass.
(Fay makes a low, sideways motion of the hand across.)
50. Lee: No grass.
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51. Lee: From your apartment building when you look outside more
buildings.
52. Fay: Because I, my house is first
(Fay gestures at 'first'.)
floor so I can see.
(Fay projects head forward and widens eyes at 'see'.
very long.
(She extends her right hand forward away from her chest.)
53. Lee: A long way.
54. Fay: And can see some tree.
(Fay points with her npen hand to individual trees and 'looks' at trees.
Then Fay bends dowfi and laughs.)
55. Lee: Oh yeah right.
56. Lee: Is it a nice view, you know, view view, when you look is it a
nice view or [Pause]
57. Fay: Yeah.
58. Lee: It's nice.
59. Fay: Five floor, but now is a long time.
(Fay extends her hand to indicate length or distance.)
60. Fay: But now in a long time, many many buildings, so you you
cannot see long.
(Fay extends hand to indicate length.)
61. Lee: You can't see far.
(Fay nods slightly to indicate the conclusion.)
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INTERACTION 16
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCC ASION
TOPIC
SETTING
PARTICIPANTS

19 May 1990
4
8.40-10.46
2 min. 6 sec.
Communication workshop
Meg's house
Meg is sitting in an annchair on the verandah.
Meg, Lee, Fay

1. Lee : Meg, what about your aparnnent in Hong Kong, the one you
sold?
(Meg adjusts her spectacles ready to begin.)
2. Meg: Ah. Somebody said Hong Kong is made of cement cement city.
(Meg smiles broadly, with her right hand raised in readiness. Meg turns
head to other participants to explain 'cement' in Cantonese.)
3. Lee: You know-cement.
4. Meg: (Meg explains in Cantonese to another participant.)
5. Lee : Not wood, cement, not wood, concrete.
Lee rises, walks over and touches the cement wall of the house.)
6. Meg: All the city, building, building.
(Meg waves her hands around in front of her chest, then rests back in
her seat and adjusts her spectacles.)
7. Lee: Sorry Peter.
8. Meg: My my [Pause]
(Meg points to her chest.)
9. Meg: my family in H [Pause] my room in Hong Kong urn on fifteen
(Meg has her hand palm down.)
fifteen, floor fifteen.
10. Lee: One five.
11. Meg: Fifteen.
(Meg raises her voice, and points upward with her index finger.)
12. Meg: And there are four cars,
(Meg uses her hand to indicate floors going upward.)
car park lower one and everything for
(Meg laughs.)
yeah.
13. Lee: Mmmm mmmm.
14. Lee: And did you have a nice view? (Meg waves to indicate a view.)
15. Meg: Apartment.
16. Lee: From your aparnnent.
17. Meg: (M eg nods.)
18. Lee: Over Hong Kong.
19. Meg: Yeah, yeah, now.
(Meg jabs downward with her thumb to emphasise 'now'.)
20. Meg : I have a house here and two sons.
21. Lee: Mmm two levels? (Meg uses her hand to indicate levels.)
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22. Meg: Two level.
23. Lee: And what was on the first level?
24. Meg: First level is living room, dining room and kitchen and guest
room.
(Meg looks into the distance to recollect. She counts off the number of
rooms with the index finger of her left hand.)
Yeah.
25. Lee: Mmmmm.
26. Meg: And laundry.
27. Lee: Mmmnun [Pause] Second level?
28. Meg: (Meg looks to the right hand corner of her eye to recollect.)
Second level is a three bedroom, one family room, urn one study room,
two bathroom,
(Meg counts off the rooms with her right index finger on her left hand.)
one toilet.
29. Lee: It was fairly big, your apartment?
30. Meg: The room is not not bigs.
31. Lee: The rooms are not big, ah no.
(Meg nods her head from side to side in a non-committal way and
scratches the top of her head.)
32. Fay: All the all the house is very small.
33. Lee: Smaller than these rooms here.
34. Meg: Bigger bigger.
(Meg nods her head. She points backward with her thumb to indicate the
rooms of the host's house.)
35. Meg: One for my daughter one for my son and [Pause]
(Meg sweeps with right index finger over left palm to count.)
36. Meg: one for me.
(Meg points to herself with both index fingers.)
37. Meg: and my husband [Pause] and I got a garden.
38. Lee: A garden?
(Lee displays surprise.)
39. Meg: Front yard back yard swimming pool.
(Meg thrusts her right hand thumb forward, then her right hand thumb
over her shoulder. )
40. Lee: Where [Paus?] downstairs.
41. Meg: Downstairs.
42: Lee: For everyone in that apartment to use.
43. Meg: Yeah ah?
(Meg is surprised, she twists head and widens her eyes.)
44. Lee: Every one in that building could use the swimming pool and
garden or just you.
(Meg frowns.)
45. Meg: Here.
(Meg points down with her indexfinger.)
46. Lee: Oh. Here in Darwin?
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(Lee's face shows surprise.)
47. Meg: Hong Kong no garden.
(Meg smiles broadly.)
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INTERACTION 17
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING
PARTICIPANTS

9 June 1990
5
8.06-10.12
2 min. 6 sec.
Barbecue
Male colleagues.
Laura and Widya are sitting close together on a settee in
the garden.
Laura, Widya. an Indonesian student colleague of Laura

Note: The background noise on the recording is very high and a precise
transcription of all the speech is not possible.
1. Laura: (Laura covers her mouth with her right hand to whisper to
Widya. Widya leans her upper trunk forward to listen, points to
someone else nearby.)
2. Widya: Yes.
(Widya looks in the indicated direction.)
3. Laura: (Laura leans back and folds her arms a couple of minutes later
later)
4. Laura: When what?
5. Widya: (Widya laughs.)
6. Laura: What why you laugh why you laugh why? [Pause]
8. Widya: [Unintelligible].
9. (Laura shows thumb up sign.)
10. Laura: I know five people
(Laura counts off number on her fingers.)
John Hudson maybe, Joe, Joe, Joe [Pause]
(Widya apparently doesn't understand.)
11. Laura: Near the classroom
(Laura points to the classroom.)
beginning classroom [Pause] beginning course. Beginning group [Pause]
(Laura covers her eyes in order to concentrate.)
12. Laura: Very young, the other man
(Laura points with her index finger towards Widya.)
tall. [Pause]
(She looks up to recollect. Laura raises her right hand, palm facing
downward to indicate height.)
13. Widya: John, John.
(Widya's fingers touch each other in front of her chest.)
14. Laura: Five people,
(Laura looks into the distance away from Widya.)
five people,
(Laura faces Widya again and shows five fingers.)
but last time,
15. Widya: Just two.
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(Widya extends two fingers .)
16. Laura: You don't know this covered bit,
(Laura has her hands palm down in a sideways motion.)
three.
(Ling's thumb and indexfinger are touching, with three fin gers erect.)
17. Laura: Six people before this time, last time last week , when I went
to some, six people, nine.
18. Widya: Everyday?
19. Laura: Maybe.
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INTERACTION 18
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING
PARTICIPANTS

9 June 1990

5
10.09- 12.24
2 min. 15 sec.
Barbecue
Studying in Australia
Vicky and John are standing around the barbecue, with
Jack the host on one side, with John next to him and
Vicky on the other side
Jack (the host), John and Vicky

1. Jack: You probably think how long,
(Jack has his two hands extended in front of chest, with palms inward,
and thumbs up.)
that right?
2. Vicky: For me, very long
(Vicky laughs.)
for me very long,
(Vicky mirrors Jack. She indicates length with her hands, then laughs
and turns away, brushing her hair back.)
3. Jack: I guess you could say [Pause} [Unintelligible].
4. Vicky: Yeah abou one hundred thirty two days.
(Vicky writes numerals in the air with her index finger.)
5. Jack: One hundred and thirty two days.
(Vicky leans momentarily on John's shoulder, clasping hands over his
shoulder for a couple of seconds while laughing. Then Vicky covers her
mouth with her hand.)
6. John, Vicky and Jack: (They laugh.)
7. Vicky: Huh?
8. Jack: You write it in your diary each day you, write it in your diary?
9. Vicky: Every day
(Vicky 'writes' with her index finger, laughs and brushes her wrist
against her nose.)
10. Jack: Tomorrow a hundred and thirty three.
11. Vicky: Yeah.
(Vicky laughs, covering her mouth.)
12. Jack: A little bit of wood.
13. John: Now she have homesick.
(John points backwards to Vicky with his thumb. Then John and Vicky
help feed the fire.)
14. Jack: You learn English that right. [Pause]
15. John: Yeah.
(John stands erect after feeding the fire and looks at Jack.)
16. Jack: So so how long are you here for--one year?
17. John: Yeah.
18. Vicky: One year. one year.
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(Vicky preens her Juzir, and adjusts her sleeve.)
19. Jack: So when you go back to Taiwan you'll [Pause] be a travel
agent
20. John:
(John very seriously clasps his hands in front of his chest.)
We want to enter to university if possible.
(John and Vicky laugh, Vicky touches John's shoulder again.)
21. Jack : To do what sort of course?
22. John: Mechanical mechanical engineering, build bridges.
(John moves arms widely up and over as if in sJuzpe of a bridge.)
23. Jack: What do they call that ah?
(Jack looks down to recall the word, standing akimbo.)
24. John: Like this?
25. Jack: What do you call that [Pause] mechanical?
26. Jack: Err, so, what university did you go to in Taiwan?
(John looks to Vicky)
[Pause] When you go back, mechanical engineering? What university
will you go to in Taiv.tan?
(John looks to Vicky for help: Vicky displays extra concentration.
Vicky flicks hair back on both sides, then projects her head forward in a
listening pose.)
27. Jack: Do you have a name of the university?
28. Vicky: You mean Taiwan? (Vicky glances at John.)
No, I haven't finished high school grade.
29. Jack: So you finished high school straight away?
30. Jack: Yeah, I see straight away.
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INTERACTION 19
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING

PARTICIPANTS

16.6.90

6
2.30-6.42
4 min. 12 sec.
Communication workshop
Cemeteries
Jill is leaning back in an annchair with left ann over back
or" chair and left hand on ann of chair, right ann over other
ann of chair. He has bare feet Fay is sitting crosslegged
on floor so as to look at Lee and Jill
Jill, Meg, John, Vicky, Lee

1. Lee: What about in Hong Kong and Macau, the cemeteries are on the
hills overlooking the sea?
2. Meg: Because feng shui.
(Meg nods her head.)
3. Lee: Yeah, yeah yeah but here in Darwin, this this one the old
Chinese one is just flat on the ground,
(Lee circulates her right index finger.)
although it's near a hill it's close to a hill.
4. Meg: No hill.
5: Lee: No hill.
(Lee raises her hand.)
6. Jill: Near the cemetery the house, the deads people is not far.
7. Meg: Don't, don't afraid?
8. Lee: No, no, there are no houses there.
9. Jill: Near.
10. Meg: Near.
11. Jill: Near, yeah
(Jill raises her voice )
near on the roadside the cemetery.
12. Meg: Any house near the cemetery.
13. Jill: Near on the road side.
14. Lee: On the road, nobody.
15. Jill: (Jill resumes her former volume.)
No no Chinese people, no Chinese people er living there, just ghosts.
16. Fay: Always Chinese people don't like.
17. Lee: What don't they like?
18. Jill: Afraid, afraid, scared.
19. Meg: In the midnight some ghosts come out.
(Meg opens her right hand palm upward, and brings her fingers
together. The participants laugh.)
20. Lee: Oh, that's why they don't live near the cemetery, because
they're frightened. That's why Chinese people don't live near the
cemetery, because they're afraid?
21. Meg: Yeah yeah.
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22. Lee: Is that right?
23. Meg: Yeah.
24. Lee: Ah I wondered.
25. Jill: Because
(Jill raises her left hand palm downward.)
especially because in the night all the spirits will come out.
26. Lee: Australian people don't worry.
27. Lee: Oh yeah that's interesting. You know the other cemetery.
(The participants laugh.)
you know, near urn the Marrara hotel the Billabong hotel, there's the
big big cemetery the biggest
(Lee revolves her hand and extended index finger in wide circle.)
one in Darwin.
28. Fay: Ooooooooh.
29. Lee: And lots of Australian families live around the cemetery yeah,
live around the cemetery yeah across the road, there are lots of houses
the houses but no Chinese family lives there.
30. Jill: In Sydney near Fairfield ver very big cemetery.
(Jill extends her arm and circles to indicate the size.)
31. Jill: About a hundred kilometres. The cemetery it is very beautiful.
32. Lee: Yeah yeah, it's huge.
33. Jill: It's very beautiful.
(Jill extends her right hand fingers outwards.)
34. Lee: The gardens are nice.
35. Jill: The garden, the big house.
(Jill raises her left hand and drops it.)
36. Lee: Ah it's in an area where there are big houses.
37. Meg: Yes.
38. Lee: But not Chinese families.
39. Meg: Some Chinese people like build a house go to Philippines
build big house, somebody but not Chinese people maybe live in a,
[Pause]
40. Lee: When I stayed in Macau some new friends that we made had an
apartment-they had a cemetery on the ground but all the windows that
looked to the cemetery. They painted them black so you couldn't see out
of the windows-they said it was bad luck to look at the cemetery. yeah,
yeah.
41. Fay : I'm a nurse but [Pause]
(Fay shrugs her shoulders.)
42. Lee: You still get scared too you're afraid [Pause]
43. Lee: What about you John, do you like cemeteries?
(The participants laugh.)
44. Jill: Everybody don't like it.
45. Meg [Unintelligible].
46. Jill: Chinese people say it's a very dirty place.
47. John: Yeah.
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48. Lee: Yeah dirty.
49. Jill: Dirty.
50. Lee: Why do they say it's dirty?
51. Jill: No good place.
52. Meg: Spiritually evil.
53. Jill: Chinese people don't talk about it.
54. Lee: They don't like to talk about it?
55. Jill: No good.
56. Lee: They don't even like to talk about it.
57. Fay: Because un unlucky.
(Fay bends her head down and laughs.)
58. Lee: Oh maybe I should stop talking about it.
59. Meg: Hong Kong a beautiful ah cemetery ceme cemetery of the
army.
60. Lee: Cemetery.
61. Meg: The young people like to walk a couple of through.
(Meg makes a walking movement with the index and middle fingers of
her right hand.)
62. Lee: To walk through.
63. Meg: To walk through.
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INTERACTION 20
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING

PARTICIPANTS

16.6.90
6
6.40-10.45
4 min. 8 sec.
Communication workshop
Chinese and Vietnamese soldiers
Jill is leaning back in an annchair with left arm over back
of chair and left hand on arm of chair, right arm over other
ann of chair. He has bare feet Fay is sitting crosslegged
on floor so as to look at Lee and Jill
Jill, Meg. Fay, Lee

Jill: The Chinese people, er the army.
Lee: Yeah.
Jill: The Vietnams army at the war.
Lee: Yeah.
5. Jill: (Jill lowers her voice to give the impression of gravity.)
Urn Chinese and Vietnamese.
(Jill raises her left hand thumb upwards.)
6. Lee: They, oh yeah, the Vietnam soldiers.
7. Lee : But not the Chinese ones , the ones from America.
8. Jill: The Chinese soldier and the Vietnamese soldier, because the
Chinese and Vietnamese war.
9. Lee: Yeah
10. Jill: Urn
(Jill looks up to left hand side of her eyes.)
[Pause] from 1979.
11. Lee: Yeah.
12. Jill: Urn, too many soldiers die.
13. Lee: And what did, where they, where did they bury them?
14. Jill: What's 'bury' them?
(Jill makes a slight frown. There is a look of puzzlement on her face.)
15. Lee: Bury when they're dead, what did they do with the bodies?
16. Jill: Just body put.
(Jill raises and lowers her left hand arm.)
17. John: [Unintelligible].
18. Jill: All body.
19. Lee: Altogether.
20. Jill: Not together.
21. Meg: No not separate.
22. Jill: The cemetery a really big one.
(Jill moves her left hand in a semicircle upwards.)
23. Lee: It's a very big one. Where is this cemetery?
24. Fay: Because.
25. Lee: In Guangzhou?
1.
2.
3.
4.
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26. Fay: No in Guangxi.
27. Lee: Guangxi. Is that in the north?
28. Fay: Near the [Unintelligible] near the/Unintelligible].
29. Lee: Oh yeah I know I know on the map.
30. Jill: [Unintelligible].
31. Lee: It's in the north.
32. Meg : Boundary the boundary.
33. Lee: Yeah. Yeah, the boundary between Vietnam.
34. Jill: Always die in the war.
35. Lee: Yeah.
36. Jill: Chinese soldiers very young because Vietnam soldiers. [Pause]
37. Lee: Yeah.
38. Jill: Always war from long time ago until
(Jill looks up to the left hand side of her eyes.) until now.
39. Lee: Are they still fighting or is it finished?
40. Jill : Still fighting.
41 . Fay: Yeah still fighting.
42. Meg: Training soldier Chinese soldier training.
(Jill turns her head back towards Meg and asks her for the English word
in Cantonese.)
43. Meg: C Cambodians.
44. Jill: Cambodians.
45. Lee: Cambodians.
46. Jill: Yeah Cambodians, yeah, Cambodians a long time in the war so
the soldiers urn.
47. Fay: The soldier the Chinese soldiers with experience and they
always ah don't want to kill the children and the old man.
(Fay straightens her back, gestures to emphasize 'children' and 'old
man'.)
48. Jill: [Unintelligible].
Jill speaks in Cantonese to Meg .
49. Lee: Oh yes, so they take.
50. Fay: So, but the Vietnam people.
(Fay both thrusts hands forward at Vietnam'.)
51. Fay: They they don't don't [Pause] care, they don't care this so, just
ah always by the old people or the woman or the children kill the
children.
52. Lee: They kill them?
53. Fay: Yeah.
54. Lee: Who? The Vietnam soldiers?
55. Fay: Yes, they they they all have guns and the short guns.
(Fay makes the gesture for 'short', with her hand in the shape of a gun.
Fay pauses as she waits for Lee's reaction.)
56. Lee: And they just shoot anyone?
57. Fay: Yes.
58. Jill: Vietnarns children is very [Pause]
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(Jill turns her head around to Meg and speaks in Cantonese.)
59. Fay: [Unintelligible]. (Fay laughs.) [Unintelligible]
60. Lee: Very cruel.
61. Jill: Very cruel yeah.
(Jill nods.)
62. Meg: Very cruel.
63 , Jill: Yeah that's right.
64. Fay: Very cruel. (Fay laughs.)
65. Lee: What about the Chinese soldiers the Chinese soldiers won't kill
children or [Pause]
66. Jill: Yeah can ah kill the Chinese soldier,
(Jill raises her left hand.)
Chinese soldiers lim lim lim [Pause]
(Jill frowns withfrustration and asks Meg in Cantonese for the word.
Jill shakes her head with discouragement.) [Pause]
I can't say.
(Jill projects her head and shoulders forward, and sits forward.)
urn same as don't
(Jill projects her left arm forward.)
don't kill the children
67. Lee: Oh right right
68. Jill: But the children the children is cruel, but the children is cruel
as past killed her.
69. Fay: (Fay sits upright in a cross/egged position.)
Yeah, they catch the children or the woman and the woman or but but
the soldier urn.
70. Jill: Don't kill them, don't kill them, don't kill them.
71. Fay: And let them drown.
(Fay's hand and fingt.'rs are flicked forward away from the body.)
72. Jill: [Unintelligible].
73. Fay: When the soldier turn back, bang.
(Fay laughs.)
74. Jill: Its very cruel the Vietnam people yeah [Pause]
75. Fay: (Fay leans back.) so so later a al the army said, all the people
kill.
(Fay laughs.)
76. Lee: Oh.
77. Jill: Especially the Vietnam, because Vietnam the men. [Pause]
(Jill is still sitting forward on her chair.)
78. Lee: Yeah.
79. Jill: Because the war was died too much woman, too much woman.
80. Lee: That's right yeah.
81. Jill: The women ah.
82. Lee: Yeah.
83 . Jill: The woman er the government
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(Jill frowns, placed her hand on her forehead, closes her eyes, and says
a few words to herself in in Cantonese.)
catch the woman to war.
84. Lee: Yeah.
85. Jill: In the the
(Jill shakes her head in discouragement.)
I can't say.
86. Meg: In the war.
87. Lee: Oh in the war in the war.
88. Jill: The women help help the government.
89. Lee: Oh true are they the farmers.
90. Jill: Over [Pause]
(Jill swings her arm up , across and down.)
to over the Chinese border.
(Jill makes lengthwise hand movements.)
91. Lee: Over the Chinese border.
92. Jill: Over the Chinese border.
93. Lee: Are they, when the government gets the women to be soldiers.
Are the women educated women or women from the country or any
women?
94. Jill: Any women.
95. Lee: When the government gets the women to be soldiers [Pause]
96. Jill: any almost
(Jill raises her eyes and thinks.)
maybe the woman's husband die, so the woman the government catch
the woman.
(Jill makes a swivelling movement of her hand.)
97. Jill: To be in the war so ah so them soldiers, Chinese soldiers look
on the woman very kindly.
98. Meg: Kindly.
.
99. Jill: Kindly because this woman no its very-if you kill her, if you
kill her maybe ah very cruel.
100. Lee: Oh I see.
101. Jill: So don't kill them.
102. Lee: So the Chinese soldiers don't, don't.
103. Fay: (Fay speaks in Cantonese.)
104. Fay: (Fay raises her voice.)
They eat Chinese rice, use the Chinese ground, kill the Chinese people.
(Fay counts the three points, and laughs.)
105. Lee: Yeah not good.
106. Jill: Because the Vietnam, the Europe help
(Jill makes arm movement up, across and down.)
the Vietnams people.
107. Lee: The French.
108. Jill: Yeah.
109. Lee: And the Americans.
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INTERACTION 21
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING
PARTICIPANTS

16.6.90
6
12.05-17.41
5 min. 36 sec.
Communication workshop
Conscription in Taiwan
The participants are sitting in amx:ha.irs, except for Fay,
who is sitting crosslegged on the floor.
John, Lee

1. Lee: What about you John? What? You were in the anny for five
years?
2. John: (John has his elbows on his knees, and his hands are clasped.)
two years
3. Lee: Urn you didn't have to go to war or anything like that did you?
4. John: No.
(John shakes his head and smiles.)
5. Meg: No.
6. Lee: What do you have to go into the army for in Taiwan then,
preparation is it to get ready?
(John looks to Meg and Lee.)
7. Lee: To get ready, to get ready for war, ready for fighting against
China, you.
8. Meg: Ready for China.
(Meg laughs.)
9. Lee: Ready for fighting.
10. Jill: Urn.
(Jill smiles.)
Because Taiwan government say [Pause]
(Jill shapes her extended hand. She speaks to Meg in Cantonese.)
11. Lee: Are they worried about the Communist China?
12. Jill: Come back to China.
(The participants laugh.)
13. Jill: Right, right, the Chinese.
(There is simultaneous discussion among the participants.)
14. Jill: Just one one China, not two [Pause]
(Jill indicates 'one' and 'two' with her index fin gers.)
15. Lee: I see not Taiwan, and not mainland China.
16. Meg: Some people argue about guilty or guilty, about soldiers shoot
the people.
(Meg smiles.)
17. Fay: In China too many young people don't like
(Fay closes her eyelids momentarily.)
to join the army.
18. Lee: Yeah, yeah, oh they have to.
19. Fay: No.
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(Fay again closes her eyelids momentarily.)
20. Lee: They don't have to.
21. Fay: They choose someone.
22. Lee: They choose people.
23. Fay: Because they have to examine the body
24. Lee: They have to have a health check.
25~ Fay: If the body pass.
26. Lee: Did you have to have a health check? Did they check your
health?
27. John: Have.
(John looks to the others and frowns slightly.)
28. Lee: Before you could become a soldier did you have to have a
medical check?
29. John: Check all your health.
30. Lee: And you passed?
31. John: Yeah.
(There is laughter from Meg.)
32. Fay: But.
33. Lee: Oh right, right.
34. Fay: If you don't pass how [Pause]
35. John: You go again next year, check three times three times .
(John looks to the ceiling and raises three fingers.)
36 Lee: Three times and after three times, if your health is no good,
fmished?
37. John: Yeah
(John flicks his hand away from his body as if to say 'finish'.)
38. Meg: The overseas students studying in Taiwan also want to training
soldier.
39. Lee: Right, right.
40. Fay: You must.
41. Meg: I don't know why overseas students, not Taiwanese.
42. Lee: What do you mean, not the Chinese students overseas students?
43. Meg: From Hong Kong, Taiwan.
44. Lee: Not the overseas students--oh, they have to if they are living in
Taiwan?
45. Meg: If they're studying [Pause]
46. Lee: If they're studying.
47. Meg: First year they have to spend [Pause]
48. Fay: Finish course.
49. Lee: Oh yeah.
50. Meg: No, study, that means at university.
51. Fay: Before university.
52. Meg: Yeah.
53. John: But before university just urn.
54. Meg: One year.
55. John: No no six six weeks.
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56. Meg: Six weeks.
57. Lee: Just training for six weeks.
58. John: And then you finish
(John thrusts his right hand a few inches forward at mowh level.)
university.
59. Meg: The overseas students [Pause]
60~ Lee: If if the government says you have to train as a soldier and you
don't want to, because you don't believe in war or you don't believe in
fighting and you say no, I don't want to train as a soldier, what happens
to you?
61. John: You say no, you must come.
(John beckons, his arm extended, with his palm downward. He brings
his fingers towards his palm several times. There is laughter from a
fellow Taiwanese student, Vicky. John speaks in Cantonese to Meg.)
62. Meg: Training is compulsory for every young man.
63. Fay: You cannot against the government.
64. Lee: You have to go.
65. Fay: You have to agree.
66. Lee: No choice.
(There is discussion in Chinese in which John describes, with
demonstrative gestures, the ballot procedure of conscription.)
67. John: Have a box
(Vicky assists with 'drawing' a box.)
but have a number.
68. Lee: And they pull out of a box.
69. John: For example from number one to one hundred is army
number one hundred to two hundred is air force.
(John holds his left hand steady in the air, moves right arm from left
arm outwards to demonstrate blocks of numbers. John emphasises, with
downward hand movements-'army' and 'air force'. He thrusts his right
hand forward to demonstrate picking a ticket out of a ballot box.)
Check three times.
70. Lee: I see, I see, and you got the army army just one year.
71. John: Air force and navy three year.
72. Lee: Oh gosh and now you finished-you've done all your training
for the army-you don't have to do it again and then you finish one
year six months, if the government says you want to train as a soldier
and you don't want to [Pause] what happens to you?
73. Fay: You have to agree, you've got no choice.
74. Lee: You've finished all your training for the army.
75 . John: About ten times.
76. Lee: Every year.
77. John: Before have come back about ten day or one week.
78. Lee: Yeah, yeah, ever year.
79. John: About te~1 times.
80. Lee: Ten tune~o
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81. John: But now cancel the ten days and one week
(John makes counting motions.)
just one day, just one day.
82. Lee: I see just one day.
83. Meg: Just one day.
84. Lee: One day [Pause] just to say hello to everybody.
(There is genera/laughter. Fay speaks to John in in Cantonese: John
explains to her the co."lscription process again using gestures similar to
the ones he used when speaking English.)
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INTERACTION 22
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING

PARTICIPANTS

17 November 1990

6
23.56-27 26
3 min. 30 sec.
Barbecue
Mutual acquaintances
Vicky withdrew from the circle of her peers and moved to
sit side by side the Filipina born lady, Mary. Vicky opens
a conversation with Mary, who works in University
Administration. Mary is seated heavily in a chair. facing
ahead, Vicky sits at her side, at a slight angle.Both have
right leg crossed over the left
Vicky, Mary

1. Mary: Have you er met the Japanese ladies?
2. Vicky: The Japanese ladies er
(Vicky looks up to recollect names.)
Kinuko.
3. Mary: Yeah The second one, what's her name, Matsumi?
4. Vicky: Kazuko, Kinuko, Kazuko.
(Vicky counts names on her fingers.)
5. Mary: Kinuko and, er Matsumi.
6. Vicky: Matsumi.
(Vicky tosses her head back and laughs.)
7. Mary. We had Matsumi one time at our house when she was all by
herself, but before Kazuko came.
8. Vicky: Matsumi.
9. Mary: (Mary is lint picking.)
I saw them last Friday really, they came to visit.
10. Vicky: so oh [Pause] you mean?
(Victoria's arm is raised, she points with her finger.)
You saw them you mean go to university last Friday? No?
(Vicky shakes her head and laughs.)
11. Mary: I saw them yea.
12. Mary: Shopping centre, Nightcliff, she going oh she going
(Mary thinks of the place name and places his index finger on the bridge
of her nose.) to Adelaide.
13. Vicky: Adelaide.
14. Mary: [Unintelligible].
15. Vicky: Oh.
(Vicky looks upward, pursing her lips.
16. Vicky: Kazuko. I went to their house very [Pause]
(Vicky points in the direction of the house, and extends her arms
sideways.)
big big house nice cheaper
(She purses her lips.)
forty dollar
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(Victoria's four fingers are upraised to indicate number, her e)·es are
raised up to calculate the cost.)
forty dollars for one week
(Vicky makes a circular movement of her index finger.)
including the all of the things.
(Vicky repeats the circular movement, this time with her hand.)
17. Mary: They cook their own food.
18. Vicky: Sorry.
(Vicky leans her head forward.)
19. Mary: Do they cook their own food?
20. Vicky: No maybe by [Pause]
(Vicky makes a forward hand movement towards herself.)
by bus you mean?
21. Mary: Does she buy her own food and cook it by herself?
(Vicky looks into the distance to think about the answer.)
Or does she [Pause]?
22. Vicky: Sometimes eat there sometimes.
23. Mary. They cook their own food . [Pause]
24. Mary. Who's your regular [Pause]
(Vicky makes a movement of her right index finger.)
teacher?
25. Vicky: Sometimes sometimes. (Vicky moves her right hand palm
upward in front of the chest.)
26. Vicky: Rosie, and Joan, Joan, a Chinese girl.
27. Mary: Oh the lady.
28. Vicky: Are you teaching in the uni?
29. Mary: No, I'm working in the office. I work in the same office.
(Vicky leans forward, her forearm touching back of Mary's chair, in
order to hear properly.)
Do you go there?
30. Vicky: Sorry.
31. Mary: Yeah I'm in the first desk there.
32. Vicky: The first.
(Vicky scratches her head and screws up her face slightly.)
33. Vicky: Many people-! saw you before.
34. Mary: It's urn There are three different departments that side of the
[Pause]
35. Vicky: Yeah yeah.
(Vicky makes three downward movements of her hand to indicate
comprehension.)
36. Mary: The overseas students centre and we have [Unintelligible]
They're all together. People ask me if I belong to that department. No I
don't belong there, I belong to another.
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INTERACTION 23
DATE
TAPE NUMBER
FRAME NOS
LENGTH
OCCASION
TOPIC
SETTING
PARTICIPANTS

17 November 1990

6
36.13-40.59
4 min. 46 sec.
Barbecue
University attendances
John is sitting in the figure four position opposite a fellow
student who has not been at University as long as John
has.
John, Irma (a student colleague)

1. John: No trouble no trouble.
(John waves his right hand at 'no'.)
2. John: No trouble
(John laughs.)
I just wonder about my attendance, Wilma, you never you never.
(John waves his right hand at 'no' again.)
3. John: Say why I just say just say ah big trouble big trouble.
(John scratches his nose with his index finger.)
no no trouble because
(John laughs.)
I want to go to New South Wales,
(John points his right thumb over right shoulder to indicate New South
Wales.)
so I need attendance,
(John pushes forward his right hand, palm downwards,forceful/y.)
very quickly very quickly.
4. John: Wilma just take the paper
(John, with two index fingers, draws a square in the air in front of
chest.)
and write down the name and she say, take the paper to another teacher
Sign.
(John makes the writing motion for 'sign'.)

5. John: The name and finish, no problem.
(John places two hands on his right knee, looks at Irma and allows her
to speak.)
6. Irma: How many how many [Pause]
7. John: (John lifts hi..; left hand, flat palm upward, to signify paper.)
No the paper just write down you got ninety percent.
8. John: Ninety percent or or under ninety percent.
(John brings his right hand palm towards towards his body to indicate
'under'.)
9. John: Just two kinds.
(John puts hand on his knee in listening pose.)
10. Irma: [Unintelligible] Ninety percent for one term or [Pause]
11. John: No study here this time,
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(John rubs his hands in front of his chest.)
but wn one [Pause]
(His index fin ger is upraised to mean 'one').
12. John: term you have two or three days, is sick, sick two or three
days
(John smiles.)
I think one term. [Pause]
(John rubs hands together in front of his chest.)
13. John: Have er maybe one week one week stay home one term.
14. Irma: Ah.
15. John: Before
(John directs his thumb over his shoulder)
[Pause] one week to twenty weeks. I never absent, I every day come to
university just about [Pause]
(John's thumb is directed over his right hand shoulder to indicate 'last
term'.)
16. John: Just last term
(John looks up to recall.)
I went to New South Wales about two
(John extends little and ring finger and wriggles them for emphasis.)
two weeks.
17. Irma : Oooh.
18. John: But this two week including one week
(John counts off one on palm.)
holiday.
19. Irma: Oh.
20. John: Last week, last term, last week.
(John's right hand index finger rubs left hand little finger as he says
'last'.)
21. John: I went to then New South Wales
(John gives three slight shakes for New South Wales.;
and then I want I go the Wima's office Wilma.
22. John: I want I go to Wilma can I have a day
(John smiles.)
off this week ?
(John imitates Wilma 's note of surprise in voice and wiahfacial
movements- he op ens his eyes wider in mock horror.)
23. John: This week. Why so long? I said, but I say I already got the air
ticket and I want I went to New South Wales with my father, because
last time my father come here.
(John gives a flick of his index finger f or 'here'.)
24. John: But Wilma say 'No you can't'. But Wilma say the Immigration
Office Officer ah, he will come to you and check the student visa and
everything. The Immigration, maybe you, second, go back [Pause]
(John indicates with his handfor 'go back'.)
25 . John: to your country.
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(John looks away and down.)
26. John: But I say I already bought the air ticket
(John chuckles.)
and I must go already pay the money must go. But Wilma say. "Oh big
trouble, big trouble" .
(John laughs.)
27, John: But I say "No way"
(John scratches his forehead.)
because I must.
(John jabs his hand to indicate the importance of'go'.)
28. John: So last time my father can't, my father
(John thrusts his right thumb over his right shoulder to indicate
'father'.)
go to the New South Wales.
(John circulates the fingers of his right hand as he pauses to think.)
29. John: But Wilma say
(John speaks softly, looking down .)
okay okay but we go
(John looks up to the sky.)
Monday, yes.
(John has his hands clasped in front of chest, one over the other.)
30. John: Monday morning, no after one o'clock, but I say Monday
morning I don't want [Pause]
(John smiles.)
to go to the class.
31. John : But Wilma say,
(John puts his palm downward, making a beckoning gesture by waving
his fingers .)
you come morning, I make you come Monday morning, come to
University tea break, I leave.
(John thrusts his thumb over his right shoulder. John laughs.)
32. Peter: Tea break.
33. John: Tea break I go.
34. Peter: Ten o'clock.
35. John: No ten thirty. So you got your name marked off.
36. John: Yeah.
(John strokes hair as if patting himself on the head for a good job done.)
37. Peter: And so how long were you in New South Wales?
38. John: Nearly two weeks.
39. Peter: Two weeks.
40. John: Yeah.
41. Inna: This holiday I I go earlier.
(John has his right hand under his chin in a listening pose.)
42. John: Early oh?
43. Irma: 12 December, two weeks.
(John scratches his chin.)
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44. Irma: I asked Jane can I go early when? Twelfth December [Pause]
45. John: No problems.
46. Irma: In the afternoon okay in the afternoon.
47. John: That's Rosie. You don't like Rosie?
(John gives a broad smile.)
48. Irma: Yeah.
49. John: Nobody she she she teach very hard you know.
(John thrusts his hand forward at 'very hard'.)
50. John: But I think she haven't teaching experience.
(John makes baton sir,nals with his hands for 'teaching' and
'experience'.)
51. Irma: Sometime boring.
52. Peter: Wilma?
53. John: My new teacher.
(John places his index finger on his chin.)
54. Peter: Oh your new teacher?
55. Jolm: She haven't. [Pause]
(John looks over to one side thoughtfully.)
56. Jolm: teaching experience she haven't teaching experience.
(John makes very short sucking sounds as he says 'teaching' and
'experience'.)
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INDEX TO PHOTOGRAPHS
Notes:
Time refers to the the counter time on the video. indicating the frame on
the original video tape.
Tape refers to the number of the tape on which the interaction was
recorded.
Barbecue 1 refers to the barbecue held on 9 June 1990. Barbecue 2 refers
to the one held on 17 November 1990.
Photograph 15 is taken from the video tape but is not part of a transcribed
and annotated interaction.
The picnic relating to Photograph 27 refers to the picnic held at the
Botanical Gardens at which this still photograph was taken.
Photo Tape
No .

Timt:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

5
7
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
2
2
1
4

4 min. 10 sec.
24 min. 12 sec.
4 min. 2 sec.
2 min.11 sec.
8 min. 24 sec.
8 min. 30 sec.
8 min. 42 sec.
8 min. 57 sec.
9 min. 25 sec.
4 min. 29 sec.
10 min. 29 sec.
10 min. 36 sec.
11 mm. 38 sec.
5 mir.l. 59 sec.
2 min. 17 sec.
2 min. 23 sec.
10 min. 43 sec.

Interaction
and Line
No./Occasion
Barbecue 1
Barbecue 2
14.15
17.5
17.9
17.10
17.1 1
17.12
17.26
Barbecue 1
18.5
18.9
18.22
10.10
10
1.6
16.43

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

4
4
2
1
4
6
2

10 min. 48 sec.
10 min. 50 sec.
18 min. 26 sec.
15 min. 08 sec.
4 min. 2 sec.
15 min. 46 sec.
10 mm. 32 sec.

16.45
16.47
4.26
2.15
14.15
21.61
12.1 5
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Gesture

Iconic
Emblem
Demonstrative
Deictic
Recollector
Demonstrative

Mirroring
Mirroring
Expressiveaffective
Deictic
Illustrator
Referencing
Iconic
Emblem
Demonstrative

Page

75
75
112
112
115
115
116
116
118
118
120
120
121
121
123
123
131
131
133
133
139
139
146
146

25
26
27
28

1
6
7

15 min. 08 sec. 2.15
3 min. 26 sec. 20.5
Picnic
25 min.10 sec. 22.16
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Referencing

150
150
157
157

